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Ache-y Break-y Mother Earth : 
Recent Colombian Earthquakes 
Portend Dangerous Upheavels 

101 19/92 #1 HATONN Weaver raid in Idaho last month and the killed by the substances raining down 
Maynard Campbell raid in Oregon over the on them or were caught in the toxic 

PROVE IT TO 'ME"! weekend. The point was to clear the area fumes. Just stay close to your teacher, 
for it was planned to get "very ugly* today Kali, you are doing a superb job and we 

A letter from M.Z. (79 yrs.) in N.Y .: and the demonstrators and shooters had are grateful for the help. One cannot do 
Marie cries out for vindication of truth in to be brought into line prior to the event. it all as things pick-up in speed of hap- 
the LIBERATOR because she went to the I cannot, nor will I effort to 'PROVE" penings. I salute you--our Uteamn is in 
local sheriff and asked him to check out the anything-we give you what is coming down top performance so let us rejoice and be 
door to door activities in Michigan and as it unfolds1 will not do more for I have glad and not forever in the concerns. 
The report comes up completely blank." NOTHING to PROVE to anyone. *** 

Firstly: I give you what comes so you ( E d t b f s  note: This d t i n g  below from 
can get confirmation as it unfolds. You CONFIRMATION TO KALI Commander Soltec, master geophyd- 
have gone to a branch of the very ones in cis& is so incredibly q n t  and impor- 
charge of the raids-what do you think The article you are about to read is from tunt that Commander Hatonn bars in- 
they will tell you? Secondly, you have a Commander Soltec via his writer, Kali. dbucted pmminent front-page p2ace- 
situation wherein there would be a major THIS should be all you need, precious. Be ment. It m Z d  be pfirdent b mad the 
political happening in 'East Lansing" aware that things are about to burst and it folZowing d t s d n u e r y c u q f i l l y  and 
(where the incidents took place) this very will seldom be exactly where you think it take arppropriarte prepamtory a c t b r ~ )  
day-a Presidential debate wherein the will be. Note that this day they have had 
'top players" would be in town. The raids a repeat Ubtustn of surfacing gases and 101 17/92 SOLTEC 
took place on KNOWN gun holders and toxic super-heated .elutions concomi- 
dealer9 (without permits, etc.), and were tant with an even mightier earthquake Soltec present in the Light of Holy God. 
carried out by black-suited U. N. SWAT (over 7 points) than the original, in Yes, Kali, we must take you away from your 

I 1 America west ~irlines, -LC." 

team members exactly like the Randy ~olombia, at th; same site! 16.n). were cle&ini for it can was. This &n not.- he 
sense of urgency that you have been expe- /iOutrageou2 riencing this day is not unwarranted and I 

Fed Attack On 
Patriot Maynard 

Campbell 
In Oregon 

ask that this writing, when completed, be 
faxed directly to Tehachapi for review and 
dispersion. The Hosts M at a a t e  of 
re* this day. 

You have just this day experienced a 
major 6.6+ magnitude earthquake in the 

%Pages 34 and 38& South American country of Colombia [and 
Please see EARTHQUAKE, page 35 
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The Incredible INSLA W Travesty: 

U.S. Justice Dept. At Work 
For Our Government's Drug Business 

(Editor's note: Two weeks ago we ran 
Commander Hatonn's background com- 
ments, plus other background material, and 
then the first seven installments of the Napa 
Sentinel's excellent outlay on the INSLAW 
case. Why our government would want to 
"steal" the INSLA W computer program, 
Promis, and railroad the creator's wmpany 
out of business, may at first seem like a 
confising bureaucratic mixup rather than a 
mystery of the most diabolical kind of 
coverup. However, if you keep in mind what 
Commander Hatonn said two weeks ago 
about Promis being important as  a tool for, 
among otherusefi1~nctznctzons, tmcking our 
government's Uprivate* internati ona 1 
drug business, then the many seemingly- 
disconnected facets of this matter all of a 
sudden aren't so disconnected anymore. 
We finish out the installments of The Napa 
Sentinel's INSLA W material below. And, as 
a final aside, remember that the "Editor's 
Notes" within this material are those of the 
Napa Sentinel.) 

Murder Of Three Indians May B e  Part 
Of 

House Probe On INSLAW Case 
By Harry V. Martin 

Eighth in a NEW SERIES 
Copyright Napa Sentinel, 199 1 ~* 

April 16, 1991 

A security guard, who linked the CIA 
with the execution style murder of one 
Indian and two other men who objected to 
the tribe's manufacturing of weapons, 
chemical and biological warfare devices 
and the conversion of INSLAW's sensitive 
software, fled to Sonoma and Lake coun- 
ties right after the murders. The security 
guard's secret hiding places were sanc- 
tioned by the Riverside County District 
Attorney's Office and the state Department 
of Justice. 

The security guard testified in a video- 
taped interview about the murders and 
named names. The video-taping was taken 
by the Riverside County District Attorney's 
Office after a Cabazon Indian and his two 
cw~papigr)s ,were. fo.und. ddq- .?.he v c y  --. 

rity guard's testimony to the DA's Office 
revealed that he was the bag man who 
carried $10,000 from the Indian Reserva- 
tion in Indio to the top of an aerial tram in 
Palm Springs. The $10,000 was "hit" 
money. According to the testimony, sev- 
eral ex-Green Berets, then employed as 
firemen in the City of Chicago, executed 
the three Indians. 

Who paid for the executions? According 
to the testimony, a man who was once 
closely associated with Jimmy Hoffa and 
who then operated the Bingo Parlor on the 
Indian Reservation, provided the $10,000 
for the killing. The three slain men had 
raised serious objections to the Wackenhut- 
Cabazon joint venture. Wackenhut was 
involved as agents for the CIA to provide 
arms to the Contras and also to convert 
INSLAW's stolen PROMIS software for use 
by the Canadian Government. The Cana- 
dian Government has ordered an investi- 
gation into the pirated software scandal 
and the U.S. House Judiciary Committee is 
conducting its own investigation in what 
has been described as the U.S. Depart- 
ment of Justice's "trickery, deceit and theft" 
of the software. The U.S. Government has 
been connected with the illegal sale of the 
sensitive software to South Korea, Libya, 
Iraq, Israel and Canada, as well as being 
pirated by a number of U.S. agencies, 
including the CIA, National Security Agency 
and other military units. The software is 
also in use by the FBI. Only the U.S. 
Justice Department was licensed to use 
the software, which tracks criminals and 
can be used for military tracking, as well. 
INSLAW was awarded $6.8 million by two 
federal courts against the U.S. Justice 
Department. 

The scandal has deepened consider- 
ably, especially since the testimony of 
Michael J. Riconoscuito, who worked closely 
with the Wackenhut company, and Dr. 
Earl Brian - a close aid and financial busi- 
ness associate of former U.S. Attorney 
General Edwin Meese and former Califor- 
nia Cabinet official in the Ronald Reagan 
governorship. The scandal has caught 
several members of the U.S. Justice De- 
partment, the National Security Council, 
lthe.Jeder+. bm~ugtcy, .c~urt ,  asLd other. 

government officials in a vice. Newspapers 
from Canada and the United States rate 
the INSLAW case equal to the Iran-Contra 
scandal and Watergate. 

Riconoscuito provided an affidavit which 
compromised the U.S. Justice Department 
and covert CIA operations. The affidavit 
stated that Riconoscuito was warned by 
U.S. Justice Department officials that if he 
cooperated with the House Judiciary in- 
vestigation of the INSLAW case, that he 
would be arrested. Within eight days of 
signing the affidavit, Riconoscuito was ar- 
rested in the State of Washington and held 
without bail. He was later charged with 
one count of distribution of methamphet- 
amine~  - a crime that usually has a low 
bail. Riconoscuito was being held for U.S. 
Marshals. Investigators from the House 
Judiciary Committee interviewed 
Riconoscuito in a Tacoma jail last week. 

Riconoscuito's mention of the 
Wackenhut-Cabazon joint venture, sparked 
more controversy. The House Judiciary 
Committee is now also reviewing inbrma- 
tion on the Indian murders. 

The Sentinel was able to obtain an ex- 
clusive interview with people closely asso- 
ciated with the Cabazon nation and the 
murders. The security guard, who was the 
bag man, had just left the military service 
as an airborne ranger working on covert 
assignments. He was hired as a security 
guard for the Cabazon nation. Another 
man, a licensed investigator, was hired to 
question the security guard about what he 
knew. It was learned that a key Indian of 
the tribe was making strong objections to 
the laundering of money from the Bingo 
Parlor. The main antagonist was Fred 
Alvarez. 

The security guard was given $10,000 
to give to a hit man in Palm Springs. He has 
subsequently video-taped his confession 
to the Riverside County District Attorney's 
office. Alvarez, in an exclusive interview 
with the Desert Sun, complained about the 
U.S. Government's abuses of the Indian 
nation. He told the Sun that people were 
going to kill him. Alvarez was murdered in 
execution style after the interview. 

The Riverside District Attorney's Office 
.and+ the, California Repqrtment lof, Justice 
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commenced their separate investigation of Department in the theft and pirating of Indian involvement and the murders. 
the murders. A report was issued by the state INSLAW'S PROMIS software, he opened a Nichols is the one who persuaded the U.S. 
linking the people behind the Cabazons with can of worms that may never go away. Government to provide the Cabazon Indi- 
direct links to organized crime - a chief Mafia Riconoscuito revealed in his affidavit that ans with military and security equipment* 
Family, the Gambino Family - and the CIA. the CIA, U.S. Justice Department and the Nichols'ties are outlined on page 304 of 
The Cabazon resewation, however, is an FBI all had links to the Cabazon Indians Inside Job - the Looting of America's Savings 
independent nation. In video interviews, the and to John Phillip Nichols and that the and Loans by Stephen Pizzo, Mary Fricker 
security guard told how Wackenhut demon- Indian reservation in Indio, California, was and Paul Muolo. 
strated new weapons with both the FBI and linked directly to the Contras. Those links "At San Marino Savings in Southern 
the CIA present. He also testified to the resulted in the death of many people. California we heard about a major bor- 
presence at these demonstrations of Dr. Earl Riconoscuito also warned in his affida- rower, G. Wayne Reeder (who also attempted 
Brian. vit that he was going to be arrested if he a couple of failed ventures with Herman 

The man who paid the security guard cooperated with a U . S  Congressional probe Beebee), meeting in late 198 1 at an arms 
$10,000 was later convicted of attempted of the Justice Department involving the demonstration with Raul Arana and Eden 
murder after five more Indians were shot to pirated software. Within eight days of Pastors, Contra leaders who were consid- 
death. He was linked by law enforcement signing the affidavit, like clock work, ering buying military equipment from 
oficials to organized crime and CIA covert Riconoscuito was arrested and held with- Reeder's Indian bingoparlor partner, Dr. 
operations. out bail for the U.S. Marshal. But not to be John Nichols. Among the equipment were 

The security guard testified that the Indio thwarted, investigators from the Congres- night-vision goggles manufactured by Litton 
reservation was convenient for the U.S. Gov- sional Judiciary Committee met and inter- Industries and a light machine gun. 
ernment because it was an independent na- viewed Riconoscuito. Nichols, according to former Reeder em- 
tion and because it was close to the Mexican Riconoscuito's statements, however, ployees and published accounts, had a 
border, where arms were shipped enroute to have sparked a new inquiry into the entire plan in the early 1980's to build a muni- 
the Contras. The security guard's testimony Wackenhut-Cabazon Indian joint venture tions plant on the Cabazon Indian reserva- 
was so sensitive, that late one night the and additional cover-ups by the U.S. Gov- tion near Palm Springs in partnership with 
Riverside County District Attorney's Office ernment over the stolen software, money Wackenhut, a Florida security firm. The 
arranged for an m e d  escort to get him off laundering, Mafia ties and illegal ship- plan fell through. Nichols was a self- 
the resemation. He went to Sonomaand Lake ments to the Contras. It was the U.S. described CIA veteran of assassination at- 
Counties,and then backto Southern Califor- Jus t ice  Department that  warned temptsagainst Castro in Cubaand Allende 
nia to work with the Department of Justice. Riconocuito not to speak out. His state- in Chile. Authorities said he was a busi- 
He fled to New Mexico and now has left the ments have also launched an investigation ness associate of members of the Los Ange- 
,country. He may return to testify before the into the pirated software by the Canadian les Mafia. He was later convicted in an 
House Judiciary Committee, though he is in Government, as well. abortive murder-for-hire scheme and sen- 
fear of his life right now. One Indian and two companions who tenced." 

Like in the INSLAW case, those principals protested against the manufacturing of The intertwinirw mess of the U. S. 
involved have fallen like flies. The first federal military equipment - including chemical Justice Demwtment, FBI, C U ,  former 
judge to rule in INSLAW'S favor against the and biological warfare - the alteration of A t t o m  GeneralEdwin Meese, Dr. Ear2 
U.S. JusticeDepartrnentwasnotre-appointed the PROMIS software, and shipments to Brian, aformerReamznCalifomiaCdi- 
to another 14-year term. Many members of the Contras, were murdered execution style. net member, the Federal BanlrrupW 
the U.S. Justice Department quit or were The man who was used to transport the Courts demonskates a broad stroke of 
fired in direct relationship to this case. The blood money from CIA operatives and the corruption throuahout the higher ech- 
chief investigator for the Riverside County killers, has fled the country, but not before elons of government. Today, a Congres- 
District Attorney's Ofice was later taken off providing video taped testimony on the sional Committee is attempting to sort 
the case and transferred to the Juvenile murders. everything out - but a Senate Committee 
Division and then given early retirement. Implicated in the entire Wackenhut- once tried the same thing and was totally 
Shortlyafter hisretirement, the DAinvestiga- Cabazon Justice Department affair, was a thwarted when the U.S. Justice Depart- 
tor states that he was pulled off the road one man called John Phillip Nichols. Nichols ment refused to cooperate. 
day by a CIA agent and told to forget all about took over the Bingo Hall and later the We have, in the past year, examined the 
the "desert" if he wanted to enjoy his retire- reservation. The Cabazon Indians are an CIA-Contras-Nazi-Banking connections, 
ment . independent nation. the CIA-Justice DepartmentBankruptcy 

The man who gave the money to the Nichols, who has been linked to Jimmy Court connections, and the CIA-Mafia-Drug 
security guard for the murder, was also the Hoffa and assassination attempts of Fidel connections. It is a never ending story. 
same man who is reported to have been the Castro and Salvador Allende, has strong (Conclusion Friday - for now). 
trigger man in Chile in 197 1 - the target: Mafia ties. He has been convicted of solic- 
President Salvador Mende. iting murder. Conclusion Of The INSLA W Series 

(To be continued.) Linda Streeter, the sister of Alfred By Harry V. Martin 
Alvarez, the slain Indian, has asked the 

INSLAW Case Gets  Deeper And California Department of Justice to assign Conclusion of a NEW SERIES 
Uncovers More 'Bodies' a special prosecution unit to investigate Copyright N a p  Sentinel, 199 1 

By Harry V. Martin the case. The information on the murders 
has been forwarded to the Congressional April 23. 1991 

Ninth in a NEW SERIES Judiciary Committee now probing the U.S. 
Copyright Napa Sentinel, 199 1 Justice Department. An Indian "uprising", government in- 

The Riverside County Grand Jury and vestigations by the U.S. Congress, Cana- 
April 19, 1991 the Riverside County District Attorney's dian and Australian Parliaments, interna- 

Office have extensive testimony on the tional spying, software piracy, threats tc 
When Michael J. Riconoscuito signed murders. witnesses, wholesale resignations at  the 

his affidavit implicating the U.S. Justice Even 20/20 has done a segment on the U.S. Department of Justice, several muf 
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ders, the arrest of a key witness, and the of Justice, three ex-Green Berets who were tap into foreign government's intelligence 
end of a long judicial career for one judge - then Chicago firemen, were hired to do the system. The pirated software has been 
this is the Complex web of the INSLAW case killing. Nichols was accused of the mur- sold to Israel, Libya, Iraq, South Korea, 
that many governments are now indicating ders. After several other murders, Nichols Canada and Australia - there may be even 
could become another Watergate. was convicted of attempted murder for more nations involved in the program. 

It all began when associates of then hire. Many members of the Justice Depart- 
Attorney General Edwin Meese and Dr. On Saturday, April 20, the Indians ment have left since the INSLAW matter 
Earl Brian, a business associate of Meese staged their own "uprising", and "took" was exposed. A U.S. Senate Committee 
and also a cabinet officer under Governor back their reservation from Nichols. The investigated the Justice Department but 
Ronald Reagan, attempted to buy a small Tribal Council voted him out and placed gave up its investigation when the Justice 
computer software company called the sister of the slain Indian in charge. Department refused to surrender anydocu- 
INSLAW. INSLAW had developed a highly However, after the vote was official, the ments. The Congressional Committee has 
sensitive program for tracking criminals - reservation was swarming with uniformed threatened the funding of the Justice De- 
the software was called PROMIS. INSLAW and armed Wackenhut guards. partment and the records have been prom- 
had signed a $10 million contract with the Michael Riconoscuito - a covert CIA ised, but not yet delivered. The Justice 
U.S. Justice Department to develop the operative - provided an affidavit to the U.S. Department sent investigators to Tacoma 
software under contract to them. INSLAW Congressional Judiciary Committee inves- immediately after Riconoscuito's arrest. 
was not paid for the program and it was tigating the Justice Department's role in The Committee expressed alarm over the 
told that if it didn't sell the company it the pirated software. He revealed the role arrest because it was predicted right in 
would have problems - it did. When insid- Nichols was playing with Cabazon Indians Riconoscuito's affidavit. 
ers at the Justice Department blocked and how Dr. Brian was involved in the The INSLAW case is only being covered 
payments to INSLAW - those insiders in- conversion of the PROMIS software. by afew newspapers throughout the United 
cluded one fired employee of INSLAW and Riconoscuito stated in the affidavit that he States, including the St. Louis Post Dis- 
one former competitor of the firm - INSLAW was warned by Justice Department offi- patch, Miami Herald, Washington Post, the 
was pushed into the bankruptcy courts. cials that if he testified before the Judiciaq Sun Francisco Chronicle (on occasion) and 
The Justice Department, according to evi- Committee or provided evidence, he would the Vancouver Sun. It has not made the 
dence on file, pushed the bankruptcy court be arrested. Within eight days ofhis d d a -  wire services. Dr. Brian's company owns 
to declare INSLAW insolvent. Instead the vit, Riconoscuito was arrested and held United Press International. 
Bankruptcy Court ruled that the Justice without bail in aTacoma, Washington jail. How will it go? Stay tuned! 
Department owed INSLAW $6.8 million. Riconoscuito told the Sentinel on Friday in 
The judge who made the ruling was re- an exclusive interview from the Tacoma Addendum 1 
moved from the bench. jail, that his 4-year-old son's life had been By Harry V. Martin 

Meanwhile, Dr. Brian, according to many threatened and that he was facing two life 
affidavits from intelligence officials and sentences if he cooperated with the Con- Copyright Napa Sentinel, 199 1 
former CIA and Justice Department opera- gressional investigation. 
tives, sold the PROMIS software with modi- Riconoscuito told the Sentinel that he June 18, 1991 
fications. Brian received the assistance of would probably not testify in the INSLAW 
the Justice Department and later the CIA case in order to be freed from jail and EDITOR'S NOTE: The Napa Sentinel pro- 
in the sale of the pirated software. The protect his son's life. He did indicate, duced a lengthy series about the INSLAW 
conversion of the PROMIS software was however, that he has supplied enough case and alleged wrongdoings by the U.S. 
done on the Indian reservation of the information to the Judicial Committee in- Department of Justice. This article and 
Cabazon Nation. John Phillip Nichols - vestigators to provide a host of new key subsequentotherswillpublishthedetailsof 
who is an old time CIA operative linked witnesses to the pirating of the INSLAW a Congressional hearing into the matter. 
with assassination attempts on both Fidel software by the Justice Department. The U.S. Department of Justice has 
Castro of Cuba and Salvador AllCnde of Riconoscuito is a typical example of a CIA refused to allow Congressaccess to INSLAW 
Chile - held control of the Cabazon Nation covert operator who is not being allowed to documents. INSLAW is a small computer 
through a bingo casino. He also obtained "leave" and who has too much inside software company that developed a so- 
contracts with Wackenhut to manufacture "dirt" on the illegal operations of the CIA. phisticated program to track criminals. 
night vision goggles along with chemical Riconoscuito's affidavit, however, The Justice Department was accused by a 
and biological weapons. Materials manu- sparked an uproar in Canada. Riconoscuito federal court judge of "deceit, trickery and 
factured on the Cabazon Nation reserva- stated in the affidavit that the Indian res- theft" of the software, which has now found 
tion were shipped to the Contras. Nichols ervation was used to alter the PROMIS its way into the illegal possession of foreign 
was also closely associated with Mafia con- software for use by the Canadian govern- governments and U.S. intelligence net- 
nections and Jimmy Hoffa, as well. ment. A Parliamentary inquiry is being works. 
Wackenhut has close ties with the CIA and launched into why and how Canada be- Congress has decided to investigate the 
Justice Department with such illuminaries came involved in the purchase of pirated INSLAW case and the Justice Department. 
as Former CIA Director Stansfield Turner software from the U.S. Government. The The Justice Department, in turn, has arro- 
in their employ. Wackenhut has approxi- software is being used by the Royal Cana- gantly refused to supply Congress with the 
mately 80,000 employees and runs several dian Mounted Police and the Canadian documents. Since this refusal, the Justice 
jails and federal prisons. They have a Intelligence Service. Department has agreed to allow Congres- 
"small army" of their own. In Australia, another uproar has been sional investigators to review screened 

When one Indian and two of his com- created over the pirated PROMIS software. documents. The investigators are not al- 
panions protested against the use of the There, the Government is claiming that the lowed to copy the material, but to make 
Nation, including the illegal pirating of CIA is tapping into the computers of the note of them and the Congress would then 
INSLAW's software they were murdered in Australian government. It may be possible have to subpoena them. At which time, the 
execution style. According to testimony on that the "alterationn done on the software Justice Department will decide whether or 
file with the Riverside County District at the Indian Reservation was to install an not to release them to Congress. Attorney 
AttorrieyYs Office and the state Department override password, so that the CIA could General Richard Thornburgh, who refused 
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to budge on the issue, has now resigned. 
The height of arrogance. 

A Congressional Subcommittee on Eco- 
nomic and Comrrlercial Law of the Com- 
mittee on the Judiciary held hearings con- 
cerning the refusal of the Justice Depart- 
ment to cooperate. Congressman Jack 
Brooks of Texas, head of the committee 
investigating the Justice Department, 
stated that the Justice Department has 
denied the committee access to critical 
documents involving the Jus t ice  
Department's dispute with the INSLAW 
Corp. "The documents were requested as 
part of an ongoing investigation of allega- 
tions that high-level Department officials 
conspired to force INSLAW into bankruptcy 
and liquidate its assets. Further, it has 
been alleged that these officials also at- 
tempted to arrange to have the company's 
primary software product, called PROMIS, 
transferred or bought by a rival company." 
Brooks stated in his opening remarks, "As 
incredible as this sounds, Federal Bank- 
ruptcy Judge George Bason, who will be 
testifying later, has already found much of 
the first part of the allegation to be true. In 
his decision on the INSLAW bankruptcy, 
Judge Bason ruled that the Department 
'took, converted and stole' INSLAW's pro- 
prietary software using 'trickery, fraud and 
deceit'. The judge also severely criticized 
the decisions by high-level Department 
officials to 'ignore the ethical improprieties' 
on the part of the Justice Department 
officials involved in the case." 

Brooks backed up Bason's findings, in 
stating, "In November 1989, Senior Dis- 
trict Court Judge William B. Bryant un- 
equivocally supported Judge Bason's find- 
ings and criticized the Department for at- 
tempting to escape accountability by as- 
serting, among other things, 'sovereign 
immunity', whatever that is. I didn't think 
we had kings in this country." Brooks 
continued, "Despite the dramatic findings 
by the two courts, the Department has 
steadfastly denied any wrongdoing by its 
officials, claiming that its conflict with 
INSLAW is nothing more than a simple 
contract dispute. I find this position alittle 
hard to swallow." 

Brooks, who says the major contro- 
versy involves the highest levels of the 
Justice Department, including at least two 
assistant attorney generals, a deputy at- 
torney general, and Attorney General 
Meese, himself, states, "Unfortunately, the 
Department has thwarted attempts by Con- 
gress to learn the complete truth concern- 
ing the INSLAW case. Justice has repeat- 
edly denied both the House and Senate 
investigating committees access to critical 
documents that may prove the Depart- 
ments innocence or guilt. A s  a result, I am 
even more convinced that the allegations 
concerning INSLAW must be fully and in- 
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tee." attempt to force INSLAW into liquidation 
Former Attorney General Elliot waspart ofaUconspiracy toget the INSLAW 

Richardson has outlined the government's software". Several high-level DOJ officials 
devious role, indicating that friends of Ro- spoke of DOJ's determination to "get" or 
nald Reagan and Edward Meese made ev- "bury" INSLAW. One DOJ employee said 
ery attempt possible to take over INSLAW that Jensen was behind this effort. A 
and gain full proprietary rights to the second attributed the award to Hadron of 
PROMIS software. The man behind the a $40 million computer services contract 
move, according to Richardson, was Dr. for litigation support in the Lands Division 
Earl Brian, who also owns United Press to the influence of a Deputy Assistant 
International. Richardson was the Attor- Attorney General with close ties to Meese. 
ney General under Richard Nixon and re- Other DOJ employees connected Meese, 
fused to fire the Watergate Special Pros- Brian, and Hadron with the harassment of 
ecutor on Nixon's orders - Richardson was INSLAW and the a t  tempt to acquire 
also fired. PROMIS." 

Richardson revealed that Meese's Jus- Richardson also testified, "In late April 
tice Department needed to create a case 1988, Richard LeGrand, chief investigator 
management system designed- along the of the Senate Judiciary Committee, tele- 
concept of the PROMIS software. Meese's phoned (William) Hamilton (owner of 
friends wanted the $200 million contract INSLAW). LeGrand said that he was calling 
and thus the need to buy out or force at the request of an un-named senior offi- 
INSLAW into bankruptcy. "We believe that cial in DOJ whom he had known for 15 
theseattempts to acquire control of PROMIS years and regarded as completely trust- 
were linked by a conspiracy among friends worthy. According to this official, the 
of Attorney General Edwin Meese to take INSLAW case was 'a lot dirtier for the 
advantage of their relationship with him Department of Justice than Watergate had 
for the purpose of obtaining a lucrative been, both in its breadth and depth'. The 
contract for the automation of the official asked LeGrand to inform the 
Department's litigating division. Among Hamiltons that the Justice Department 
the facts pointing to the existence of this had been compromised on the INSLAW 
conspiracy are the following: case at  every level, and that Jensen had 

* Between 1958 and 1966, Edwin engineered INSLAW's problems right from 
Meese and D. Lowell Jensen (then deputy the start. The official also said that senior 
Attorney general) served together in career officials in the Criminal Division 
Alameda County, California, District knew all about this malfeasance, but would 
Attorney's Office. From 1966 to 1974, not disclose what they knew except in 
Meese was a key aide to Governor Ronald response to subpoena and under oath. 
Reagan. From 1970 to 1975, Dr. Earl LeGrand has since told the Hamiltons and 
Brian served in Governor Reagan's Cabi- others that his informant would come for- 
net. In January 198 1, Meese became ward only if assured of protection against 
Counsellor to President Reagan. In 198 1 to reprisal." 
1982, Brian served in the White House as The Justice Department, according to 
the chairman of a task force which re- Richardson, refused to undertake any type 
ported to Meese. of criminal investigation. Richardson told 

* When Meese joined the Reagan Ad- Congress, "It was foreseeable that such an 
ministration, Brian was the controlling investigation would not only expose widely 
shareholder in Biotech Capital Corpora- ramified criminal conduct on the part of 
tion. Biotech controlled Hadron, Inc., a the Departmentalemployees, but also make 
company which specialized in integrating the Department liable for punitive and 
computer- based information management consequential damages much larger than 
systems. This was the company which the $6.8 million already awarded." 
tried to buy INSLAW. Judge Bason told Congress, "The judi- 

* Mrs. Meese bought stock in Biotech's cial opinions that I rendered reflected my 
first public offering with money borrowed sense of moral outrage that, as the evi- 
from Edwin Thomas, soon to be an aide to dence showed and as I held, the Justice 
her husband. Brian lent Thomas $100,000 Department stole INSLAW'S valuable prop- 
for the purchase of a house in Washington. erty and tried to drive INSLAW out of 
Mrs. Meese later bought stock in American business." He added, "Those opinionswere 
Cytogentics, another Brian company. upheld on appeal by Senior U.S. District 

* In June, 1983, a DOJ "whistleblower" Judge William Bryant. Very soon after I 
warned the staff of Senator Max Baucus rendered those opinions my application for 
that, as soon as Meese became Attorney reappointment as bankruptcy judge was 
General, unidentified friends of Meese turned down. One of the Justice Depart- 
would be awarded a "massive sweetheart ment attorneyswho had argued the INSLAW 
contract" to install PROMIS in every litiga- case before me was appointed in my stead." 
tion office of DOJ. According to a state- Over 90 percent of all bankruptcy judges 
ment made to Judge Jane Solomon of the seeking reappointment are usuallyreturned 
Civil Cp,uytcofJhe Gjtyof New York Stanton's to the bensh. 
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"And Iwillpunishthe world fortheirevil, 
and the wicked for their iniquity; and I will 
cause the arrogancy of the proud to cease, 
and will lay low the haughtiness of the 
terrible." - Isaia 13: 1 1. 

(To be continued.) 

Addendum 2 
By Harry V. Martin 

Copyright Napa Sentinel, 199 1 

June 21, 1991 

EDITOR'S NOTE: The Napa Sentinel pro- 
duced a lengthy series about the INSLAW 
case and alleged wrongdoings by the U.S. 
Department of Justice. This article and 
subsequent others willpublish the details of 
a Congressional hearing into the matter. 

Federal Judge George F. Bason, Jr., 
ruled in favor of INSLAW against the U.S. 
Department of Justice. He awarded 
INSLAW $6.8 million and lambasted the 
Justice Department by stating he believed 
it was guilty of deceit, theft and trickery. 
The judge's decision was upheld in another 
court. Recently, a higher court has thrown 
the ruling out - not because it was right or 
wrong - but because of the technical ques- 
tion of jurisdiction. 

After ruling against the Justice Depart- 
ment, Judge Bason was denied reappoint- 
ment to the bench for another 14 years. "I 
have come to believe that my non-reap- 
pointment as bankruptcy judge was the 
result of improper influence from within 
the Justice Department which the current 
appointment process failed to prevent" 
Judge Bason stated to a Congressional 
hearing into the INSLAW matter. Ironi- 
cally, the man who prosecuted the INSLAW 
case in Judge Bason's court for the Justice 
Department, was appointed to succeed the 
judge when he was not reappointed. 

Judge Bason was the only bankruptcy 
judge for the District of Columbia from 
February 8, 1984 through February 7, 
1988. He was the trial judge who heard the 
INSLAW case. "The judicial opinions that 
I rendered reflected my sense of moral 
outrage that, as the evidence showed and 
as I held, the Justice Department stole 
INSLAW's valuable property and tried to 
drive INSLAW out of business. Those opin- 
ions were upheld on appeal by Judge Bryant 
in a memorandum that noted my attention 
to detail and mastery of evidence," Judge 
Bason further told Congress. "Very soon 
after I rendered those opinions, my appli- 
cation for reappointment was turned down. 
One of the Justice Department attorneys 
who argued the INSLAW case before me 
was appointed in my stead. Although over 
90 percent of the incumbent bankruptcy 
judges who sought reappointment were in 
fact reappointed, I was not among them." 
, Judge Bason told the Congressional 

hearing that Congress required equal con- 
sideration to that given all other candi- 
dates must be given to incumbent bank- 
ruptcy judges. "Under that mandate, my 
qualifications were so far superior to my 
successor's that, on the merits, no rational 
person could have chosen him over me," 
the judge stated. "Merit must of course be 
judged both from the written record - my 
resume and opinions - and from my repu- 
tation amongst the judges and bankruptcy 
practitioners who knew me. My resume 
speaks for itself; my opinions have been 
cited often and reversed seldom; my suc- 
cessor had scant bankruptcy experience 
and, of course, no opinions. Despite a 
regulation requiring that at least one mem- 
ber of the Merit Selection Panel be "an 
attorney with a predominantly bankruptcy 
practice in the District of Columbia, so far 
as I know, no member of the panel had ever 
appeared even once in the Bankruptcy 
Court for the District of Columbia. Hence, 
no member of the panel had first-hand 
knowledge of my capabilities as a judge." 

Judge Bason added, "The panel failed 
to interview District Court Chief Judge 
Aubrey Robinson, who exercises general 
supervisory authority over administrative 
aspects of the Bankruptcy Court and whose 
name I specifically suggested to the panel. 
Every year during my tenure, Chief Judge 
Robinson praised my performance as a 
bankruptcyjudge. For example, in his May 
1986 annual report to the D.C. Circuit 
Judicial Conference, he noted that despite 
'increased case load.. .the Bankruptcy Court 
is basically current' because of Judge 
Bason's extraordinary efforts, perseverance 
and hard work'." 

The panel also never notified Judge 
Bason of any adverse comments nor was 
he given any opportunity to address any 
adverse comments. "I have repeatedly 
sought and repeatedly been denied any 
official explanation why the decision not to 
reappoint me was made, " he added. "A 
number of the district judge members of 
the Judicial Council, when they received 
the Merit Selection Panel's report, were so 
dismayed at the panel's failure to recom- 
mend my reappointment that they cau- 
cused to see if there was anything they 
could do to reverse the process. They 
concluded that there was unfortunately no 
time left. When the chairmen of the bank- 
ruptcy committees of the two largest Bar 
Associations in the District of Columbia 
found out about the decision not to reap- 
point me, they too looked for ways to re- 
verse the decision, and they too concluded 
there wasn't time." 

In March 1987, Justice Department 
officials were talking with an important 
witness about the subject matter of his 
testimony. Then it developed the witness 
had recanted his testimony favorable to 
INSLAW. One of the Justice ~ e ~ a r t m e n t ' s  

lawyers apparently commented, "We've got 
to get rid of that judge (referring to Bason) ." 
In May 1988, a news reporter with excel- 
lent contacts within the Justice Depart- 
ment states that the Justice Department 
could have procured Bason's removal. The 
reporter believes that the chairperson of 
the Merit Selection Panel was approached 
privately and informally by one of her old 
and trusted friends from her days in the 
Justice Department. The friend is believed 
to have told her that Bason was mentally 
unbalanced, as evidenced by his unusu- 
ally forceful "anti-government" opinions. 
Her persuasive powers coupled with the 
fact that other members of the panel or 
their law firms might appear before her as 
litigating attorneys may have caused the 
vote against the judge. The reporter later 
stated that a high Justice Department 
official had boasted to him that Bason's 
removal was because of his INSLAW rul- 
ings. 

"If Justice Department officials were 
willing to steal from and try to liquidate 
INSLAW and then to lie about it under 
oath, there is every reason to believe they 
would not hesitate to do whatever was 
necessary and possible to remove from 
office the judge who first exposed their 
wrongdoing. I can no longer escape the 
conclusion that most knowledgeable law- 
yers in Washington reached long ago. I 
would not have lost my job as bankruptcy 
judge but for my rulings in the INSLAW 
case. I have been told by legal search firms 
that I am now considered to be too contro- 
versial a figure to be employable by any of 
the large law firms. I am paying the full 
price for doing my duty to render equal 
justice without regard to rank or position. 
A s  a judge, I could not and would not do 
otherwise," Bason told Congress. "The 
independence of the jucziciary and the 
separation of powem are among the 
glories of our form of government I t  
strikes at the heart of those principles 
for the Justice Department to retaliate 
against ajudge by causing his removal. 
Such mtaliation is the murk of a police 
state, not a democtatic America." 

(To be continued.) 

INSLA W Addendum 3 
By Harry V. Martin 

Copyright Napa Sentinel, 199 1 

June 25, 1991 

EDITOR'S NOTE: On March 12 through 
April 23,1991, the Napa Sentinelpublished 
1 1 articles involving the IIVSLA W case - the 
theft by the federal government of a sensi- 
tive sofhuare from a small computer com- 
pany in Washington, D.C. The Sentinel - 
which was one of three newspapers to first 
print material on INSLA W - has presented 
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several updutes. This is one of those up- computer expert, Michael Riconoscuito, chest - like Eisman. His death was ruled a 
dates. have both testified to Dr. Brian's role. suicide. Ng was in Central America at- 

Two things-don't seem to equate very Why did Dr. Brian get the computer tempting to interview Jimmy Hughes, who 
well in this world - investigating the infa- contract? Meese's wife owned substantial was the key witness to the murders asso- 
mousINSLAW case and stayingalive! There stock in Dr. Brian's company and it is also ciated with the Cabazon Indians and the 
has been a series of deaths with direct alleged that Dr. Brian was being paid off for INSLAW case. Hughes also holds docu- 
association to the INSLAW case - most of setting up the original meetings between ments that allege the same people involved 
them have been termed "suicides", but the Iranians and the ReaganBush cam- with the Cabazon and INSLAW incidents 
federal, state and local law enforcement paign team which may have led to the delay had a hit list. The list was international 
agencies are beginning to take a second in the release of 52 American hostages names scheduled for assassination and 
look at  some of these cases until after the November 1980 Presidential included Swedish Prime Minister Olaf 

It is known that one Indian leader of the election. A British Air Force officer who Palme, Schlewig-Holstein Prime Minister 
Cabazon tribe and two other men were had allegedly witnessed Dr. Brian's sale of Uwe Barschel, Iranian arms dealer Cyrus 
murdered in execution style several years PROMIS software to Iraqi military intelli- Hashemi and Israeli counter-terrorist chief 
ago. They were protesting against the gence in Santiago, Chile, was found hanged. Amiran Nir. Many have died. 
virtual "take over" of the Indian nation in His death was ruled suicide. Allan Michael May pleaded with 
Riverside County by federal agents repre- Riconoscuito provided his testimony to Riconoscuito to keep his mouth shut about 
senting the Central Intelligence Agency Congressman Jack Brooks, who was con- his ties with the Iranian hostage deal. But 
and the Drug Enforcement Agency. Not ducting a hearing into the INSLAW case. Riconosciuto in an exclusive interview with 
only was the Indian tribe manufacturing Riconoscuito warned that if he testified he the Napa Sentinel provided full details of 
night vision goggles and biological and would be arrested. Within eight days of his. the October Surprise and INSLAW ties and 
chemical weapons for shipment to the affidavit, he was arrested in Pierce County, named ~ a y .  Four days later May was 
Contras, but they were also involved in the Washington for allegedly owning a drug found dead in his home. His death was 
modification of INSLAW's PROMIS soft- manufacturingplant. Whencongressional listed as a heart attack, but a further 
ware. The Riverside County District investigators and the media continued to autopsy revealed he had poly phannaceu- 
Attorney's Office is now reexamining the interview him he was shipped to Missouri ticals in his system. 
case. then Oklahoma, and now is back in the Two weeks before Casolaro was found 

In this particular case, there was suffi- State of Washington. . dead, John Friedrich was found dead in 
cient evidence presented as to who was ~ennis~Eisman was an Attorney from Sale, Australia. He was found with a single 
responsible for the murders - but no ar- ~hiladelphia. He was scheduled to make a& bulletwound to the head and hisdeathwas 
rests or convictions occurred despite eye- trip to the West Coast to meet with termed a suicide. Friedrich was aclose ally 
witnesstestimony.   he keywitngss, ~ i m m ~  Riconosciuto and consider taking on his of Colonel Oliver North and Amiram Nir. 
Hughes, is now hiding in Central America. case. Eisman was found shot to death in He had alot of knowledge about the Iran- 
The man who helped him escape was inter- his car, a single bullet wound to the chest. Contra and INSLAW cases. Nir dled in 
viewed by the Sentinel several months ago. HisNdeath was ruled a suicide. Moments plane crash in Mexico. 
The keywitness had been hiding in Sonoma before he died, Eisman was enroute to a Now, Barry R. Kumnick is missing. A 
County for awhile. The witness states that Philadelphia parking lot to meet with a missing report was filed with the Los Ange- 
the executions of the t h ~ e e  men "were woman who was to deliver critical evidence les Police on Sunday. Kumnick had devel- 
authorized and backed by a government to substantiate Riconoscuito's claims about oped software.which would give aquantum 
covert operationn. threats fromvideniks. Investigative Jour- leap to the PROMIS software. PROMIS 

The INSLAW case involves what a fed- nalist Danny Casolaro was in communica- tracks criminals, mil i tw movements or 
eral judge termed "theft, deception and tion with Eisman before he died. any type of personnel tracing. Kumnick's 
deceit" on the part of the U. S. Justice Casolaro was found dead last month in development would enhance PROMIS by 
Department - the judge was removed from a West Virginia hotel room. His wrists had adding a new dimension of deductions. 
the bench and blackballed in the Washing- been slashed 10 times. Not only was he The new program would allow the PROMIS 
ton, D.C. legal society. The Justice Depart- declared a suicide, but he was embalmed software to interject personality character- 
ment had a contract with INSLAW to pro- ande7buried quickly before his family was istics and deduce the future or potential 
duce the PROMIS software - but the firm even notified of his death. Casolam was action of the person being 
was never paid. Instead, efforts were made writing a book about the INSLAW case. He Kumnick wrote to his sister in 1daho 
by friends of then Attorney General Edwin carried many files with him - files that were that his new program would be extremely 
Meese to buy out INSLAW. When INSLAW seen in his possession a day or two before dangerous if it got into the wrong hands. 
refused, Peter Videnicks, who had direct he died. Those files are now missing and He was excited that the government had 
links with Meese and Dr. Earl Brian - both contain critical information on the INSLAW offered him $25 million for the software but 
former members of Ronald Reagan's case. Casolaro was in West Virginia for a later, like INSLAW, reneged and forced 
"kitchen cabinetn in California, allegedly meeting with Videnicks and Dr. Brian, Kumnick into bankruptcy. Kumnick has 
threatened INSLAW's owner, Bill Hamilton, whom he intended to confront directly with not been heard from since. 
that they had ways of getting the software. evidence backing up the Riconosciuto story. Five crates containing his personal be- 
Why was the software so important? Meese Casolaro had received several death threats. longs, crucial documents and even his 
had ordered a complete revamping of all Between 1986 und 1989, nearla 30 passport, were discovered recently in a 
Justice Department computers - a multi- people either died or disappeamd un- storage facility. No member of Kumnick's 
million contract. The award was to go to der musterious cimmstawes, all of family has heard from him in six months. 
Dr. Brian; but the PROMIS software was a whomstoodb~Zsomecrudal~ieces  In contacting Kumnick's known business 
vital link to the successful bidder. Dr. of iflormation conceminq the I N S U W  partner, the partner tells the family he 
Brian is alleged to have sold the software case and the Jirstice Department never heard of Kumnick. 
and had it converted for foreign intelli- Anson Ng was found dead a month Two things don? seem to equate very 
gence agencies in Canada, South Korea, before Casolaro. He was working for the well in this world - investigating the infa- 
Australia, Israel, Libya and Iraq. An Israeli Financial Rmes of London and was in Gua- mous I N S w  case and staying alive! 
agent, Ari.Ben-Menashe, and a former CIA, temala. .Nehad a single bullet woundsin hi& , . , . , . , . . .. , - , , - , . (TQ & _com:wed.) .. 
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INBLA W Addendum 4 A missing report was filed with the Los 
By Harry V. Martin Angeles Police on Sunday. Kumnick had 

A developed software which would give a 
Copyright Nupa Sentinel, 199 1 quantum leap to the PROMIS software. 

PROMIS tracks criminals, military move- 
June 2s; 1991 ments or any type of personnel tracing. 

Kumnick's development would enhance 
Another individual who was investi- PROMIS by adding a new dimension of 

gating the INSLAW case has been mur- deductions. The new program would allow 
dered. Thirty-four-year-old Alan D. the PROMIS software to interject personal- 
Standorf was found dead-at Washington ity characteristics and deduce the future 
National Airport - he died of a blow to or potential actions of the person being 
the head. His body was found on the traced. 
back floor of his car, under a pile of Kumnick wrote to his sister in Idaho 
luggage and personal items. Authorities that his new program would be extremely 
believe Standorf was killed weeks earlier dangerous if it got into the wrong hands. 
a t  another site. H e  was excited that the government had 

Law enforcement officials are investi- offered him $25 million for the software 
gating the possibility that Standorf's mur- but later, like INSLAW, reneged and 
der might be linked with the death of forced Kumnick into bankruptcy. 
investigative journalist Joseph Daniel Kumnick has not been heard from since. 
Casolaro, who was found dead in a West Five crates containing his personal be- 
Virginia hotel bathtub - his wrists had longings, crucial documents and even his 
been slashed a t  least 10 times. passport, were discovered recently in a 

Standorfworked at  a super-secret mili- storage facility. No member of Kumnick's 
tary listening post near Washington. He is family has heard from him in six months. 
suspected of being a key source of inforrna- In contacting Kumnick's known business 
tion to Casolaro. He worked at Vint Hill partner, the partner tells the family he 
Farm, a military installation near  never heard of Kumnick. 
Manassas, VA, that gathers electronic in- Kumnick was with the U.S. military 
telligence from spy satellites and other maintaining the management of nuclear 
sources around the world. detonation systems. He worked with 

Bill Turner,  3 defense industry NorthropontheCommand,Control,Com- 
whistleblower who met with Casolaro just munication and Intelligence (C3 1). He also 
before his death, says that Casolaro indi- worked on the source selection for the 
cated that his "key" source had 'dried-up. Navstar Satellite. He had a very high 
Turner believes Standorfwas that key con- security clearance. 
tact. Michael Riconoscuito, who has pro- His software would enhance any track- 
vided testimony to Congress about the ing program, such as INSLAW, and estab- 
INSLAW case, insists that Standorf was lish an automatic deducing system. In the 
Casolaro's key informaqt case of INSLAW, it could project the 

Casolaro had gathered information link- thoughts and characteristics of individu- 
ing the INSLAW case and the fraud ridden als (criminal or military) and forecast be- 
Bank of Credit and Commerce Interna- havior or movement patterns. INSLAW 
tional together, along with other conspira- was originally invented to track case loads 
cies within the savings and loan industry for the U.S. Department of Justice. It was 
and the Iran-Contra scandal. It has also convened to be used by military intelli- 
been learned that Casolaru was investigat- gence agencies to track m i l i t q  move- 
ing links between INSLAW, the Cabazon ments, conditions and inventories. 
Indians, Wackenhu t Corporation, and the The INSLAW case is still under Congres- 
powerful Prime Merit Bank of Nevada. sional investigation. The Justice Depart- 
Casolaro wa.i in West Virginia for ameeting ment has adamantly refused to cooperate 
with Peteq Videnicks and Dr. Earl Brian, with Congressman Jack Brooks' Commit- 
whom he intended to confront directlywith tee. One Justtce Department official 
evidence backing up the Riconoscuito story has told a Senate ~ommittee investiga- 
.hat the two were instrumental in the theft tor that INSLA W is dirty atid far deeper 
qf  the INSLAW software. Casolaro had than Watemateeverww. 
received several death threats. 

In the meantime, the mystery of Barry Death Of A Journalist 
2. Kumnick, a brilliant computer engineer, By Harry V. Martin 
 ide ens. Kumnick, who invented a new 
wtificial intelligence software that would Copyright Napa Sentinel, 199 1 
dramatically enhance INSLAW's PROMIS 
softwai-e, has been missing for six months. September 27, 1991 
All his belongings, including the working 
papers an his new software program, called Journalist Danny Casolaro had a tena- 
Brainstorm, were found in five crates auc- cious, bull-dog approach to investigative 
tioned by a storage comp&ny.- - -  - - ' " ' journ-alisSrfi'. 'He wOul&research his subject 

and then have a face-to-face confrontation 
with that subject. There were no holds 
barred. That style of journalism may have 
cost him his life. 

Casolam is one of many journalists, 
attorneys and investigators who have per- 
ished in their search for the truth about 
this nation, about clandestine government 
operations, private arms, drug dealers and 
the CIA. 

Casolaro was found dead in a West 
Virginia hotel room. His wrists had been 
slashed 10 times. He was not only ruled a 
suicide, but his body was embalmed and 
buried before his family was even notified. 
But was it suicide? Too many deaths, too 
many suspicious circumstances lay chal- 
lenge to that pronunciation. But this ar- 
ticle is not about Danny's death, it is about 
his life. 

The Sentinel has received exclusive in- 
side information on what Danny was doing 
before he died, who and what he was 
investigating and where he was receiving 
his information from. 

Danny was writing a book - a book that 
would blow the socks off Washington. It 
began to connect the Bank of Credit and 
Commerce (BCCI) scandal with INSLAW, 
the Iran-Contra deals, Israeli-U.S. secret 
arrangements, misuse of Indian tribes, 
drug trafficking and murder all into one 
neat and sordid package. Before his death 
he thought he had cracked all the neces- 
sary mysteries to link what he called the 
Octopus of the American gowemment. 

Danny, at one time, worked with Jack 
Anderson, a nationally acclaimed Wash- 
ington columnist. One of his key contacts 
was Alan D . Standorf. According to Danny, 
Standorf was a key supplier of documents 
that exposed the giant government scan- 
dal in banking, intelligence and under- 
world ties. Standorfwas working in a very 
sensitive and secret communication cen- 
ter for the U.S. government. He could 
listen in or intercept message traffic from 
the intelligence community. Standorf sup- 
plied volumes of secret documents to 
Danny. High speed Xerox commercial 
duplicating and collating machinery was 
set up in the Hilton Hotel in room 900, to 
provide Danny copies of all documents and 
allow Standorf time to place the docu- 
ments back in their original files. But then 
Danny lost his source - Standorf was found 
dead at Washington, D.C.'s National Air- 
port - he died of a blow to the head. His 
body was found on the back floor of his car, 
under a pile of luggage and personal items. 

Danny also had contact with Dennis 
Eisrnan and Michael Riconoscuito. Eisman, 
who was to represent Riconoscuito in a 
criminal trial, was in contact with Danny 
on a frequent basis. Riconoscuito is a key 
witness in the INSLAW case and on the 
October Surprise investigation, as well as 
Iran-Contra. Riconoscuito apparentlywm 
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the key electronics man for the U.S. intel- home. In a search of his house, no vice, which oversees probes of the de- 
ligence community. He was arrested eight documents were reported found. Those fense industry. The meeting took place 
days after providing Congress with testi- documents were seldom left behind by hours before Casolaro was found dead in 
mony in the INSLAW case. Eisman is now Danny. his hotel room - his wrists had been 
dead with a single bullet wound to the Danny had conversations with Allan slashed 10 times. Turner had been fired 
chest - they say it was suicide, as well. Michael May, a former Nixon campaign from Hughes because of h i s  
Eisman was to have picked up critical financial aide, who is alleged to have whistleblowing. 
information at a parking lot the day he was wired $40 million to the Iranians in Oc- Casolaro's body was immediately em- 
shot. That information was destined for tober 1980 as a down payment on the balmed and buried before his family was 
Danny and Riconoscuito - but it never hostage deal. May died in San Francisco notified of his death. The death was 
came to be. four days after the Napa Sentinel re- ruled to be a "suicide". Casolaro had 

Danny called the INSLAW case the ported his connections to the October received numerous threats on his life 
"frosting on the caken of his investigation. Surprise. At first officials said he died of because of his  investigations into 
He claimed to know all the Washington a heart attack, but the autopsy report INSLAW, the Cabazon Indian nation, 
players in the Octopus - from the White was changed to reflect May had mob-CIA connections, and the Bank of 
House and Justice Department, right down polypharmaceuticals in his system. Commercial Credit (BCCI). Several other 
to the intelligence community and mob Danny was also working with Anson Ng "suicides" have been reported associ- 
ties. He was investigating the following of the Financial Times of London. Both ated with similar investigation efforts by 
individuals and companies at the time of were zeroing in on the Cabazon Indians- other journalists and attorneys. 
his death: INSLAW-Iran-Contralinks. Ngwas found Turner was being followed by units of 

* Dominic and Bob Bolsano dead in Guatemala with a single bullet the Frederick County Sheriff's Office for 
* Gemini Industries wound in his chest Like Eisman; like his protection. He was aware of the tail. 

The Papago Indian tribe Danny, the verdict was suicide. A Sheriffs unit pulled along side Turner's 
The Menominee Indian tribe Peter Zokosky had close liaison with vehicle in a bank parking lot and in- 

* The Cabazon Indian tribe Danny. Zokosky had direct dealings formed him that someone had reported 
* The Primerit Bank of Nevada with the Cabazon Indians a t  the time the he was a suspect in the robbery of the 

BCCI and 300 other financial institu- INSLAW software was being converted Gore Branch of the Dominion Bank that 
tions for Canadian intelligence and also knew morning. 

* Dr. Earl Brian about the manufacturing of chemical Turner was not immediately arrested. 
* Peter Videnicks and biological weapons for the Contras, He returned home and the Sheriff in- 
* CommunityBankingofSouthernCali- through the auspices of the Wackenhut formed him he would need to speak to 

fornia Corporation and the Nichols family. him on the next day. Turner voluntarily 
Home Savings of Seattle But some of Danny's documents will signed a waiver allowing authorities to 

* Theodore Strand show such things as a bank in New search his home. The following day he 
* Robert Booth Nichols England which has $400 million in phony was arrested and the FBI searched his 

Department of Commerce EDA funds bearer bonds - used for collateral be- home. They seized the copies of 40 to 50 
The Wackenhut Corporation cause the bank's money has been si- documents which Turner had provided 

Former BofA director Bill Jenson along phoned off. Another will show multi- Casolaro. They seized notebooks with 
with loan sharks, Mafia and mob ties, million dollar loans based on only thou- names and addresses in it, listing con- 
and links between the deaths of Indians sands of dollars of collateral bw another tacts that Casolaro had, phone message 
andjournalist Don Boyles, who was killed bank used to .finance dtu_q deals. tapes, and all the files in his desk. All of 
in a car explosion in Arizona many years Danny's Octopus was too large and in Casolaro's documents - both in his hotel 
ago. Danny was also examining the the end it ate him up ... his records and room and at his home - have not been 
gold-platinum smuggling that came from his life. found. 
Southeast Asia through Mexico and then Law enforcement officials indicate that 
through the Papago Indian reservation Another  Leg In to  T h e  I N S U W S t o r y  television cameras in the bank show a 
in New Mexico. He fingered a corridor By Harry V. Martin person with similar characteristics of 
between Mexico and New Mexico which Turner. They claim to7have a witness 
was allowed to be opened and which the Copyright Napa Sentinel, 199 1 who saw Turner running from the bank. 
Drug Enforcement Agency refused to Turner only has one leg. 
patrol. He was also looking a t  gold October 4, 1991 
shipments from the Republic of South (Editor's note: We "end" the  
Vietnam. The man who was a key source of LIBERATOR'S outlay of the INSLAW se- 

According to an inside informant, information for investigative journalist ries from the Napa Sentinel at this 
Danny was threatened by a man who Danny Casolaro, has been arrested and point ... though one could hardly consider 
controls the Indian tribes. "Now that critical documents have been seized from this matter ended to any degree. For 
you know this stuff you will have to die," his home. example, just as a postscript, look back to 
Danny reported, was the threat. He was William Richard Turner, the last page 26 of the LIBERATOR of two weeks 
also concerned with the IBM-Tel Aviv known person to see Casolaro alive, was ago, when we were last discussing this 
connection which could link the use of arrested this week and charged with matter, and reread the Skolnick phone 
INSLAW'S PROMIS software to Israeli bank robbery. Turner is a former em- message transcription that Commander 
intelligence. ployee of Hughes Aircraft. He is reported Hatonn instructed D h m  to record about 

Danny was in '  contact with Bill to have met with Casalaro in a Sheraton a month ago. This important bit of news 
Hamilton of INSLAW, and was scheduled Hotel parking lot and provided him with was generated when tactics were heating 
to meet with Videnicks and Brian about papers alleging corruption a t  a local de- up toderail theproceedings of theI1VSLA W 
the time he died. He had six file folders fense plant - and also alleged fraud in special Federal Grand Jury investigation 
with him at all times. Jus t  before his the aerospace industry and within the in Chicago. The crooks never give up 
alleged meeting, he brought the folders ranks of fhe Defense Investigative Ser- trying to cover their tracks!) 

- . . . A  1 -  . , ,  - 4 A , *  > 
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J u d e o - A m e r i c a  
A Nation Under The Pharisees 

101 11/92 #l HATON MANIFESTATION-evil itself being created WHERE and the fastest "ascending rap- 
and produced by human! Evil exists not in ture" that I see is through atomic nuclear 

1 DID NOT SAY: 'JUDEO-CHRISTIAN" the higher realms of KNOWING and under- blasting ofyou into molecular and particu- 
standing-it is a purely physically limited late form which will 'float" on the 'cloudsw. 

WHO AM I AND WHAT IS experience. The message said that the Master would 
"THIS" MISSION? The time is at hand now, as from all MEET you and come forth as from the 

prophecies, for the cycle of change. In Heavens in and on the clouds! HE ALSO 
Ah, but finally some are waking up and those days of the "Teacher", and before, SAID, 'IF YE BE OF ME"! 

hot simply abusing and accusing without the enemy 'adversarial" presentation was YOU ones have grown lesser in stature 
frst  'looking" a t  possibilities. called Pharisee(s). That group which today with God. You have allowed MAN to "VOTE- 

A'space commander" with silver ships calls itself 'Semite(s)" is in fact, the IN" behaviors to suit the desires of 'these 
and physical attributes? NO-a messen- Pharisee(s) . modern times". Fine-it just will not get 
ger sent of GOD (Christ-God) unto HIS you off the place! To go into God's realms 
people in preparation for HIS OWN COM- ANTI-SEMITE VS. ANTI-CHRIST of glory you will go as a child in innocence 
ING to reclaim His people. and in intent of perfection with Creator's 

This being, having served upon your When you speak out against a per- rules and regulations for behavior. More- 
place to measure your growth and divine ceived insult to your moral senses, e.g., over, it is the intent within the soul which 
stability, came and went many times- homosexual marches for rights to practice will do the presentation of credential* 
always promising to all nations, all peoples, their sexual abuses in public, and/or not the lips of some human form which has 
to again". Always, in all times, against abortion, WHAT HAVE YOU? You forgotten what its task was and is. 
first were sent forth the 'messengersw and have ones coming forth and shouting that 
then would come the teacher in the midst you are bigots and anti-Semites and all ARE YOU A JEW? 
of messengers and 'angelsn-REMEM- manner of insulting accusations. These 
BER? mean nothing for the words have no actual Do you think yourself to be a 'Jew"? 

'meaning-they are conjured to be in- Look again and carefully study history and 
EXTRATERRESTRIALS? sulting. Why? Because the accusations lineage. YOU CANNOT BE A 'JEW" UN- 

are coming from organized Pharisees! DER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES! 'JEW" IS A 
If a being or thing comes from anywhere How often do you turn about and retort: TERM CREATED IN THE 18TH CENTURY 

OFF 'terra" it (they) are EXTRA-terres- 'Ah, but you are an ANTI-CHRIST," to (A.D.) TO DISTRACT ALL WATCHERS". 
trial! If the Christed being is "off" your your taunters? No, you slunk away asking The ones who are self-styled so-called 
place-He, by definition, MUST BE forgiveness for speaking out in behalf of 'Jews" of this day are actually almost 
EXTRATERRESTRIAL! Are you with me goodness! YOU expect God/ Christ to come never Judeans or Judaists. The group 
so far? and pick you up simply because you be- today are practicing Talmudists coming 

lieve there was some man 2000 years ago from the Khazarian races who hated the 
WHY THE 'HOLY LAND" IN THE who came and died FORYOU. NO, that will 'Judaists" with a passion unsurpassed. 

FIRST PLACE? not "cut the mustard", little foolish chil- They hate the Christ (even in concept) and 
dren, for ' v i t  be of theflesh it is not of have and always will, seek total global 

Why do you think the Christed Master I#P KINGDOM which is NOT OF THZS control for they are the enemy of Christ 
would personify in that land called, now, WORLD." You have been reduced, as a God. They are all races, all creeds (in 
the Holy Lands? Did he happen to prefer mass of humanity, to awaiting the won- actuality, as voted-in) and colors. Their 
the ones in Judea to the ones in Northern drous whisking out of problem land and la- full intent is to p d u c e  #a O1master 
Russia? NO, he knew it would be from ladreams into wonderment and perfection m e "  of supmme phrrsical b e a m  and 
these lands that would present the ANTI- of another experience WITH THIS annihilation is intended for all others. 
CHRIST. MAN WOULD BE GIVEN A CHRISTED BEING! You even hold joyous They politically call themselves Zionists in 
CHANCE TO ACCEPT GOODNESS IN- visions of even being in the experience of order to allow you to think they are again 
STEAD OF EVIL. THE LANDS HAD some physically worldly pleasure when the establishing God's temple in Zion (Jerusa- 
FALLEN-AGAIN-INTOINCREDIBLEEVIL lift-off comes so that you have to leave lem). No, they are blood-sacrifice-practic- 
THROUGH THE KHAZARIAN RACES, nothing behind-including your worldly ing groups who are anti-Christ/God in all 
WHICH HAD INFILTRATED INTO THE RO- desires, lusts and warped thinking. ways! 
MANS AND GREEKS AND WERE INTENT The evangelists weep and wail and reach 
ON ANNIHILATING ANYTHING OF GODLI- unto the heavens and proclaim the won- t WHY AMERICA? 
NESS REPRESENTING GOODNESS. These dement of 'salvation" and the 'bloodw of b 

adversaries were intent on having total the lamb and 'rapture", etc. No, no, no- Americawas ablessed pace upon which 
physical rule, power and property of the it shall not be as you are told. Oh, you are could be made a final stand for freedom- 
planet from first step onto the planet. The going to 'believe" on the TEACHINGS OF birthed through its foundation upon God's 
realm of evil is in the HUMAN PHYSICAL THIS BEING ORYOU ARENT GOING ANY- inclusion into the experience of her people. 
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That is no longer practiced; you have no Communism. No, it was only the begin- through the United Nations and the Jew- 
freedom and you have FALLEN. YOU HAVE ning of the very END of ALL freedom of the ish President , prevented General 
VOTED-IN ALL THINGS PHYSICAL, AND masses. It was the ending decade in which MacArthur from bombing Manchuria and 
VOTED OUT ALL THINGS GODLY. There all freedom would be stamped out and the Chinese staging areas beyond the Yalu 
remain Christ-followers everywhere about billions of human species would be mur- River, and the Red Chinese troops poured 
your g lobebut  now, you must find them dered. This murderer would come in the into Korea with the resultant deaths of 
for you will either change that which has form of "freedom", 'peace" and 'protec- thousands of American troops. You didn't 
come upon you or the nations will perish tion"; it would come with BLUE helmets remember that one, did you? 
along with over 6 billion physical beings. bearing great guns and phasers--it would In the Vietnam War, the Democrats, as 
WILL YOU BE AMONG THEM? OR, WILL come to imprison under the guise of "pro- thealliesoftheanti-American Jewish plan- 
YOU COME HOME WITH US--THE MES- tection" and incarcerate under the guise of ners, allowed the disruption of the morale 
SENGERS? "housing". It would come and starve and among the American troops, which led to 

slay through disease all the while pretend- defeat; these Global rulers needed a de- 
AMERICAN ENSLAVEMENT ing to treat, feed and "look how hard we moralized American giant to dictate the 

try"-and you march to their drumbeat eventual surrender of American freedom 
"But, friend," you might ask, "how did and lay down before their presence. They to a global authority lur- BEHIND 

America become enslaved?" Through the spit upon God and your national flag, they the United Nations. They also saw to it 
'Jewish" banking system, Zionist brain- destroy (already have) your Constitution that the support of the anti-Communist 
washing through the media and educa- and your sovereignty and replace it with troops was cut. 
tion, and subversion of culture and re- Charters and destruction of all economy In Cuba and Nicaragua the Communist 
ligion by the enemies of freedom and Chris- and crops and hold you bound and help- regimes were established with DIRECT, 
tianity. "Christianity" itselfwas destroyed less. AMERICA WAS NOT BIRTHED AS A and secret, American help (by this same 
in its full and true meaning and practice "DEMOCRACY"-IT WAS BIRTHED AS A 'group") through the UJewish" anti- 
AS IT WAS ESTABLISHED! THIS WOULD REPUBLIC! Christ media-TV, motion pictures, 
BE THE BIGGEST JOKE OF ALL ON YOU Do you dislike my subject? You had press and radio. Oh, indeed, the battle 
THE UNSUSPECTING! True to their pat- better look closely within at WHY YOU is the anti-Christ against the Chris- 
tern of enslavement, One-Worlders (Ulti- DISLIKE IT! WHY? WHY? WHY? Could tians, old friends, and that is why it is 80 

mate World Order) have now established it be that you KNOW MY WORDS TO BE Uconvenient" to be a UChdsthnn who 
among 'formef (forget this as being 'real") TRUTH and it overwhelms you? So be practice. UJudeo-~hrirtian"-invented 
Communist slaves and the lying media it-for you shall have to hear it whether rules and regulati- youwon't w e n  
and publications, these false ideas of free- you be calling yotarselfUJd or "Chris- "appear" to be Christian in red@.  
dom and progress. The crude and vulgar, tian". These people call themselves To make the transition work there has 
violent and insultingAmerican 'entertain- "Jews" and UZionistsn--arhy is it NOT to be severance of all attachment to spiri- 
ment" and 'full life" are being spread ALRIGHT FOR ANOTHER TO CALL THEM tual TRUTH so that you turn unto MAN for 
among the liberated peoples and they are THE SAME? IF YOU CALL A MAN BY your salvation, food, lodging and thus and 
all now falling for the 'bait". The plague THE LABEL HE CHOOSES-ARE YOU so. The point is to lock you away FROM 
that destroyed American culture and un- INSULTING HIM? So, it becomes time to YOUR STRENGTH AND INFINITE POWER 
derrnined morality has been imported into call him that which "he" has chosen for and into the enslavement of the human 
Europe under the label of "democracy". If himself--Jewish Zionists. "Jew" has no control through EVIL. 
anything should makeyou hangyour head meaning and "Zionist" is a POLITICAL By making America into a Zionist par- 
in total shame, it is this very fact of delib- PARTY! tisan, and because of misguided support of 
erately spreading this total evil through two or three million Israelis in the Mid- 
the lie that it is 'democracy" and 'human AN ANTICHRISTIC NATION AND East, almost a billion Moslems were made 
rights under God-ness". It is human rights, ITS ACCURSED EFFECTS enemies of the United States-and you 
ok-elite physical power and rights over all haven't even begun to feel the sting of that 
other deemed “lessef peoples. The per- Let us  look at these "Jews" in terms yet. 
fect example is, today, Kuwait. A monarch suitable. Let us look at the "Jews" vs. the With the economy of your nation and, 
with 80 wives was restored to a magnifi- United States as the best example for this actually, the world in the control of the 
cent throne with no effort toward demo- is "where it's at and coming down" (in your "Jewish" bankers, trillions of dollars of 
cratic or human equality rights for anyone. own slang language). American national debt and the resultant 
You take the bait, consume the LIE and It isn't possible here to re-cover all the inflation have seriously reduced the earn- 
then REFUSE TO ADMIT ANY ERROR IN details of the destructive and treacherous ing power to zilch, and the standard of 
ACTIONS. role of the Jews in the United States. For living of a majority of Americans into the 

So you will find that the years (generally these "Jews" (Zionists)-with almost no pits, and they are leading the United States 
speaking at the end of the 1980s) will go exceptions except in cases of 'ignorance" toward a final economic collapse--coming 
into history as the glorious time when the of facts-Israel (or the 'Jewish commu- up very, very SOON now. 
Communist oppression over 120 million nity") comes FIRST, and the United States 
Eastern and Southern Europeans started at least a poor second. Let us  look at a few LETS LOOK DEEPER AT THE 
weakening and the enslaved peoples, for things the 'Jewsn have accomplished over ARCHITECTS OF CARNAGE 
the first time in 50 years, entered a democ- these years of taking of a nation: 
racy of sorts. You can now look back The Jews stole the secrets of the atom The ruling "Jewish" bankers were the 
from this almost 1993 and see how well bomb from the United States and deliv- principal sponsors of WW I and WW 11- 
that has worked and the lie of it, all. ered them to the Soviet Union, thus that is THEtmanimous verdict of histo- 
Perything in every one of those na- increasing the power of the Commu- rians. Their main goal was, as revealed 
tions has worsenred and the enemy is the nists to later, in alliance (for the Jews already in the 'French" Revolution: to 
same--by whatever new label it is called. also started UCommunism"), enslave the bring down the traditional European gov- 

History will say (if there is "history") world. ernments and replace them by 'democra- 
that ,1990 was the year of the "death" of The Zionist - Jewis h cabal, ac-t i-ng cies"_r, preferably* C~mmunisn). . Any 
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bankers over the ~uropean peoples. 

form of government is acceptable to called rabbis have been the promoters of alive and preparing the demise of Christi- 
them if it lends itself to the promotion Zionism in its fullest flowering, Commu- anity alongwith enslavement of the peoples 
of their global empire. After destroying nism and anti-Christian Jewish Freema- of the planet. 
the French monarchy they continued spon- sonry, B'nai B'rith. These modern Phari- I sometimes wonder at ones who claim 
soring three major revolutions in Europe. sees are the sponsors of recurrent athe- piety and Christianity-such, say, as the 
Where the monarchies were amenable to ism, nihilism, revolutionism and all kinds Lutherans. Do you goodly Lutherans re- 
'Jewish" controls, as in the Scandinavian of anti-Christian schemes in the Western member that your own founder, Martin 
countries, and the culture was already culture, especially in the last 200 years. Luther (and you blacks who follow both 
secularized (Judaized), as in Holland and Ah, indeed they offer sweet and empty this great teacher and Martin Luther King, 
Britain, they left the local Kings as the smiles and extend the hand as if in friend- Jr.) SAID? '....I have permitted this 
figure-heads. The 'Jews" could debauch ship but they are THE bitter enemies of booklet (The &ws and Their Lies] to go 
the life and moral values in those countries Christ and Christianity as would be taught forth that I might be FOUND AMONG 
under the cover of 'representative democ- by a Christed being of any label. You see, THOSE WHO NAVE RESISTED SUCH 
racy". The three sturdy monarchies in even 'Islam" is a 'religion" based mostlq POISONOUS UNDERTAKINGS of the&ws 
Europe--German, Austro-Hungarian and on "Christ" teachings. This is WHY the and have warned Cht.Isttans to be on 
Russian-were destroyed through WW I. Arab world, Moslems, etc., are such their guard agalnst them" Martin 

After almost two years of the bloody DEADLY ENEMIES OF ISRAEL. By any Luther 
warfare that had already cost millions of definition-the Israeli so-called "Jewsn of 
lives, the combatant countries in WW I Zionism ARETHE DEADLY ANTI-CHRIST! EUSTACE MULLINS 
were exhausted and ready to sign the THESE ONES HAVE INFILTRATED INTO 
armistice treaty by which all armies would EVERY NOOK AND CRANNY OF YOUR Yes, here I do 'go again". Why do you 
retreat behind their pre-war frontiers and WORLD-I.E., KISSINGER, ETC. Even suppose an Anti-Christian like 'John 
the carnage would stop. The Judeo-Ma- 'Bush", who is not so-called 'Jewish" but Coleman" hated with a passion one Eustace 
sons, being dominant in the Allied govern- IS A SKULL AND BONES INITIATE FROM Mullins? Because Eustace wrote truth 
ments, did not want the bloodshed to THE SAME CLUB OF ROME, MASONIC and he researched it and could "prove" it. 
discontinue as that might have meant the JEWISH KHAZARIAN TRIBE OF TYRANT To do hiswork, 'Coleman" (akaPavlonski- 
frustration of their goals of destroying the CRIMINALS AND BANKSTERS. "Russian Jew" trained in Israel) had to 
chief Christian kingdoms. They therefore These ones are THE crafty sponsors pretend to be an ally of Christianity. This 
intensified their efforts to bring America and secret promoters and popularizers of is WHY 'Coleman" chose to utilize, for his 
into the war and thus improve the pros- the destructive doctrines of rationalism, quoting, the old 'Geneva" Bibleso few 
pects of an Allied victory. Finally a very liberalism, anti-clericalism, secularism, oc- would even know what he was talking 
flimsy reason was found in the German cultism, sects, anti-Christian laws, and about and would assume misunderstand- 
torpedoing of an unarmed shipULusitania". the most pernicious scheme to rule the ings to simply be through translation. All 
(And that was not what it appeared to be world through the possession of gold and I ever had to do to turn 'Coleman" into a 
either!) The British Secret Service had control of the mechanisms of finances, babblinginsanemanwastomention,and/ 
made it known that the ship was carrying economy, revolution, media, education and or suggest, that he utilized Mullins' infor- 
war material and the Germans took the culture. Remember that even in your mation. About everything he got of truth 
bait and sunk it. Hundreds of thousands tampered Bible: JESUS SAID: '...these came directly from Eustace Mullins. 
of Americans were thrown into battles sons of the devil ..." (John 8:44), are f a r  Mullins is a profoundly informed pa- 
against the Germans and the blood-letting from dead, friends. They are very much triot and, ifyou get yourselfaset of Mullins' 
continued for almost two years longer. The f f  ?I 

MURDER BY 

principal gain of American intervention 
was that the stage was set for another war 
to ccmplete the victory of the 'Jewish" 

THE SECRETS OF THE 

BOOKS BY 

EUSTACE MULLINS 

exact in meaning. Some Gf the so- 
.- 1 

AMERICA UNDER THESE 
"PHARISEES" 

We will turn away from the above point 
a bit and consider this statement: "America 
under these 'Pharisees'." Well, the Phari- 
sees are the "Lords" ofAmerica. Somehow 
you Americans and most Europeans will 
be surprised that the Pharisees are still 
around. Most believe (because you are 
supposed to) that the Pharisees became 
extinct with the destruction of Jerusalem 
in something like 70 A.D. The Jewish 
authorities, like Louis Finkelstein who was 
the leading rabbi of the previous genera- 
tion in the United States, tells you that the 
Pharisees simply t r ~ s m u t e d  themshes  
into MODERN RABBIS where the les- 
sons of Talmudism and One World Order 
can be better taught and instilled. Even 
this, however, is a bit misleadina and not 

INJECTION FEDERAL RESERVE 

Mullins unveils the Cons iracy to deny you J This book gives you the Truth which our 
low cost alternative h th care and how government leaden and historians have never 
federal agents commit acts of Criminal Syn- made ublic. The Federal Reserve Act, The 
dicali~m to Protect the profits of the "Drug Aldric Plan, The Federal Advisory Coun- 
Trust". The World's 18 largest Drug F h s  ,, listed. 

R 
cil, The Money Creators, etc. 

THE WORLD ORDER 

Discover the hidden manipulators of the 
"New" World Order and how the maintain r their power. How the Rothschi ds are in- 
volved. Our relationshi with Soviet Russia. 
The CIA part in the p y. The Rule of the 
Order and more. 

fa 

RAPE OF JUSTICE THE CURSE OF CANAAN 

This book meals the Secret Code which The "Will of Canaan" which has been the 
jud es and lawyers use to deny ou your guiding rule of The Conspiracy for three thou- 
unakienable and civil rights protec&d by the sand years is explained m explic~t detail. 
Constitution. 

See last page for ordering information. 
, 
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books, you have all you need in informa- 
tion to see the whole of it. This man has 
been all but destroyed by un-American 
exploiters and his work suppressed to the 
best of human ability. At this time there 
is no publisher which will reprint and 
publish MnlUns' work! Forget it, chelas, 
for there CERTAINLY IS ONE. A s  long as 
any in our circle can keep enough funds to 
print and a press upon which to copy-so 
shall the word go forth. Dangerous? Of 
course, and how is your day going? Would 
you stand before God in judgment saying 
you did all you could--or as a coward 
saying, "I betrayed you, Father"? 

QUOTE FROM DR. RAY JURJEVICH 

If you don't know who this is, you aren't 
going to learn from me either, just yet. But 
you had best be ficding out because you 
need what this daring man is willing to 
share with you. 

Let me give for your ponderings what he 
has said about Mullins, as a for instance: 

. . . ..In my understanding of the evil 
forces which have been directing the af- 
fairs of the Western World and their global 
exploitation of humanity, I have benefited 
greatly by the studies of Eustace Mullins. 
Some of his insights and tremendous fund 
of information on "Jewish" bankers and 
their "Christian" stooges, which he had 
gathered in the course of 40 years of re- 
search, I have quoted in my previous writ- 
ings and particularly in the upcoming book 
AMERICANS UNDER THE OCCUPATION OF 
ALIENS. 

While I was wasting much valuable 
energy and time chasing the vagaries of the 
"science" of modern Judeo-psychology, 
he was uncovering the dirty work of the 
international bankers in corrupting the 
U. S. body politic and enslaving the Ameri- 
can people. 1 want to register my apprecia- 
tion of this American patriot who was all 
but suppressed and destroyed by un- 
American exploiters. 

In one of his later works, THE CURSE 
OF CANAAN [ H :  I've urged you and 
urged you to get this book and STUDY 
IT! Hard to get? Try America West! 
Does Dharma study this work? NO- 
because I want her clear and open to 
MY input-"1" am the author of there 
JOURNALS and it is what I know that 
needs to be in your attention-NOT 
WHAT DHARMA KNOWS! FURTHER, I 
am giving you this portion by Jtujevich 
right here because I want to write 
abou* the' patriot, Gordon Wendell 
Kahl, to whom we referred as we wrote 

- abaut Randy Weaver and Kevin Harris 
in the X#alio incigent. I believe his 

'description is one of the better out- 
* "layr-of the incident qnd I appreciate the i&rmatioa to.+share with you,], 

Mulhematurelrt*in his understangine .-. 

of the evils of the world through suffering of those who were most deeply involved in 
and reflection-conveys the profound these affairs.'' 
insight into the source of the evil powers. Mullins' insights thus provide a 
that have been'mangling humanity for telling introduction to the main, more 
more than 3,000 years. They have car- often implicit than explicitly stated, the- 
ried their exploitive schemes through sis of this book. Christians (in the widest 
intrigues, collusions with rulers, wars meaning of that religious-cultural group) 
and revolutions, always with the view to have to revolt against the existing atheist 
extend their power and subject human- domination of the American scene be- 
ity to oppression and political delusions. cause the established order represents 
Mullins tore the veil of secrecy and ex- physical and metaphysical evil. 
posed the nest of vipers-the enemies of With the Bible an unknown Book 
humanity, the atheistic materialists. They to our secularized rulers and people, and 
had operated under various disguises, with its light obscured by the screens of 
depending on the period of history: modern 'knowledge", we are bound to 
Phoenician merchants, Venetian or falter, mistaking evil for good and re- 
Florentine bankers, Dutch-Jewish fin- maining subjected to demonic schemes. 
anciers of Cromwell's Revolution, Brit- 'Humanity,' writes Mullins, 
ish-Jewish financiers of the 'French" '... has existed under a consider- 
Revolution, American-Jewish financiers able disadvantage, unable to recognize or 
of the "Russian' Revolution, and as understand evil before being injured by it. 
Rothschilds and Rockefellers and other Indeed, the great movement of modern 
enemies of humanity, freedom, peace history has been to disguise thepresence 
and prosperity. of evil on the earth, to make light of it, to 

I want to draw your attention here convince humanity that evil is to be Yoler- 
to an important aspect of Mullins' expe- atedq "treated with greater understand- 
rience. While he was using the methods ing", or negotiated with, but under no 
of modern, historical and social science circumstances should it ever be forcibly 
research, he was able to reach some opposed. This is the principal point of 
conclusions, yet failed to attain a truly what has come to be known as today's 
comprehensive insight into the evils he liberalism, morepopularly knownas secu- 
was investigating. He had reached the lar humanism. The popular, and appar- 
conclusion that Satan had temporarily ently sensible, appeal of humanism is 
become the ruler of humanity and he that humanity would always place hu- 
had named some of the most notorious man interests first. The problem is that 
collaborators with the Evil One. Yet a this very humanism can be traced in an 
further step was necessary to get to the unbroken line all the way back to the 
bottom of the problem. "After forty years Biblical "Curse of Canaan". Humanism 
of patient study of the crises which face is the logical result of the demonol- 
humanity," Mullins writes in the Preface ogy of history." [H: And herein lies 
to THE CURSE OF CANAAN, the full intent of the University of 

" I arrived at a very simple conclu- Science and Philosophy and Lao 
-don--all conspiracies are Satanic! In Russell ( I  did not say Walter Russell). 
retrospect, this conclusion should sur- It is proclaimed that Walter became, 
prise no one. I admit that it came as with Lao, a ahurnantst*. This is not 
something of a surprise to me. I had never so; you cannot be a 'humanist" and 
anticipated that my decades of work would reflect the intent and projection of 
lead to such an all-encompassing and GOD!] 
unchallengeable solution. This answer The Christian revolt, I repeat, has 
hQd eluded me through the years, not to be radical and thorough. Its aim is to 
because I was on the wrong track,-,but overthrow the atheistic materialists, 
because I had not yet consulted the ulti- under whatever glittering disguises 
mate source of knowledge-the Bible. [H: (power, riches, fame, political recognition) 
low please, don't go crazy here, Where they may operate, and reestablish the 
else can yon better find the informa- Kingship of Christ over all areas and 
tion you need both for and against values: education, culture, media, poli- 
ChristIGod than in the Uinstruction tics, economy and wherever the spiritual 
bookm? I am not speaking of Mr. and moral health of human beings is 
Mullins' opinions-I a m  speaking as a concerned. 
UJournallrtm who has access to alX * * *  
sides of the information. Let us just Just  allow us  to leave this writing 
move on and stop your Uhang-ups" on here, scribe. It is good to not overburden 
tid-bits and let's see what w-avels the reader a t  any one sitting as breaks 
here.] To trace the machinations of the give refreshment and allow some pon- 
materialistic conspiracy, I had xdeliber- dering to the data system. We will take 
ately  limited myself t o  materialist up Gordon Kahlat our next sitting. Thank 
sources-reference material on banking, you. 
wlitics. economics, a d t h e  + biographies Hatonn to salute you and take leave. - -  4 . -  1. -. . 1 1 ..,- .. ., ...,., , .,- 
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Complaint Department 
10112192 #2 HATONN 

Yes, indeed, I AM the catcher of com- 
plaints. I find it interesting to note what 
kind ofcomplaints I get. A major one is that 
"...you don't give us  what we want to read 
about, can't you stop writing about 
and write more about ?" and, "...you 
have to start giving us  more information 

SARY AND THE "ULTIMATE WORLD PLAN". order that we give balance and impact in its 
Therefore, you are going to have to be most acceptable form. 

patient with me while I outlay information as To you who share for the "phone linem- 
I see that it can be taken within in some sort blessings! It is through this kind of informa- 
of understanding. KNOW that we effort to tion, either rumor or fact-that the brother 
sewe ALL and EACH but we have human can discern and catch the clues. The lies will 
limitations for our crew and they are to the sort of themselves in this forum and so will 
breaking point of fatigue and overstress. Truth-for the open mind "trained" to RE- 

I am infinitely grateful to you who con- ALLY hear and see will KNOW. [Editor's mte: 
tinue to write and support (and ALSO to you Call 805-822-0202 for daily updates from 
who pick and hit) for both are necessary in Hatom on the telephone hotline.] 

about what yGu say because I don't have 
time to read everything and so I don't know 
what YOU are talking about some of the Zionist Wor d Control: 
time." 

Chelas, this is NOT "vote-out" or "vote- 
inn favorite subjects. This is NOT a case of Patriot Gordon Wendell Kahl 
"democratic" voting on my presentations. 
I will give you what you request to the best Knew To 0 Much To Rem sin Alive 
of my human counterparts'ability to serve 
you-BUT NO, I WILL NOT COMPROMISE 
ALL FOR THE ONE "IF" THE ONE CAN 
HAVE ACCESS TO THE INFORMATION IF 101 12/92 #2 HATONN the traitorous schemes. He recognized the 
HEISHE WILL DO THE HOMEWORK! United Nations, and the League of Nations 

"Each" reader cannot see the whole of Now, Dharma, find the write-up on the before it, as the instruments of the 
the reading public and, if I share letters, we Kahl  atr riot affair for it is a demonstration internationalist ~enetration into the Arneri- 
are then cokkmned for doing that also. of t h k  very subject in point. Patriots who can sphere and preparation for enslave- 
We have to simply keep going and Per- do not do service primarily for God first ment. The layers of conspiracy were peel- 
~ h a n c e  somewhere down the line we will and other things next, are not in protec- ing off like the skins of an onion. But it was 
hit upon Your "f~vorite" subject matwial. tion. You will note last evening that there only about 1968 that he recognized inter- 
I am not even efforting to give You what was such a careful lack of attention to GOD national and "Jewish" Masonry at the cen- 
"you want" nor am I choosing subjects for OF LIGHT as to stun the senses in that first ter of the anti-American schemes. 
specific groups who, for instance, want to Presidential candidates "debate". You will Being a brave and consistent man, 
tinker with "black energy boxes". I have a not succeed until one comes forth in the he refused to pay taxes because they were 
big subject on "black boxes" which I am "name of God" with inienr in total direc- sneaked upon American people by  alien 
working toward at  this very n~oment-and tion to God and while you function and plotters and were a violation of the American 
You are not going to like what I write about "believe" the garbage you are trained to Constitzition. The government operatives 
it. YOU want them to FIEAL. The Adversary eat, it looks grim. However, interesting to (judges, IRS, federal marshals) were mobi- 
is using them to torture and mentally note: GOD DOES WIN lized against him and he was finally 
program the population. The more severe . 

crushed. He was destroyed not because he 
testing procedures are being used in prison QUO TI^: was dangerous to the American state (he 
or training camp situations along with was a patriot and dutiful citizen) but be- 
groups of "demonstrators". Christian Revolt Long Overdue, by Ray cause he knew the most dangerous se- 

Jurjevich, Ph.D. cret-that Americans are ruled by  their 
GOD - LIGHT SHIELDING enemies, the Judeo-Masons and "Jewish" 

PATRIOT HAD TO BE KILLED bankers. He had to be silenced before the 
I HAVE ONE THING TO OFFER YOU AS secret became known to a sizeable number 

SHIELDINGAGAINST THIS TECHNOL- . . .Yorie von Kahl, a Federal prisoner of Americans and people had to be scared 
OGY-GoD! God Light frequency is the who was almost killed by deluded marshalls away from "dangerous ideas". That is also 
ONLY shield you can get to interrupt those because he bravely stood by his father, why his son, Yorie, who had not fired a shot 
pulsed frequency b~n-hardments. I can't   or don ~ c n d e l l  Kahl, describes his father's at  the marshals, and barely survived their 
tell how to technologically gain that at- intellectual and spiritual journey in a pri- shooting him in cold blood, was given two 
tribute but ones such as Randy Weaver vate letter to me (Ray Jurjevich). Gordon consecutive life sentences in the Judeo- 
have it and one reason he must be taken Kahl was an eatremely brave American American system of "justice". . 
OUT is that "...he knows too much and he soldier in WW 11. He was wounded twice (H: How many of you noticed the 
couldn't be reprogrammed." This n~akes  and m-hrdecorated. He came out of the prime point in last wening's first "prari- 
him more dangerous than any spy or evan- war to be shocked a t  FDR's sellout of the dent id" debate? It had -to do with  
gelical speaker on any circuit. The evange- United States, se'eing the Communists as economics: ALL caxididates spoke of 
lists are telling you EXACTLY what the the only beneficiaries of the war for which income taxes (that means IR8) WHICH 
World Order Elite want you to hear and ~ m e r i c a  footed most of the bill and in- ARE NOT LAWFULUNDERTHECONSTI- 
believe-a MAN OF GOD TELLS IT LIKE IT vested thousands of lives in a non-victory' TUTION, AND THREE agreed that  
"IS" AND IT ISNT WITH FLOWERS AND for their own country. For two years Gor- the Federal Reserve " s h o d d  be kept  
WHISK-AWAY RAPTURES. YOU WHO don Kabl studied the patternsof betrayal of separatem and touted what a good job 
CANNOT BE BRAINWASHED FOR REPRO- America. HF saw Communists as the most Greenspan has done running it. Here 
GRAMMING ARE THE MOST DANGER- visible ikernationalist operators. He rec- you have ALL YOU REALLY NEED TO 
OUs ENTRIES ALIVE FOR THE ADvEF; Q&Q #e?~ylas the chiefp29mgte5,qt XNpr!v. .+BQUT. T W .  .. , THIyWt .-  T&QP&E 
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PLEDGING TO RUN YOUR NATION-ALL 
WILL SIMPLY BRING YOU MORE WITHIN 
THE HORRENDOUS NET OF DOMINA- 
TION. I was indeed inspired to further 
service b~ the realization that "our 
readersn watched those "debates9* with 
different vision than a12 other viewers 
and, although vou maw feel "frus- 
tmted", chelas, edou vour insight-for 
_youare tm2ygrvwingand inthat"know 
inqn Truth, uou can become free as a 
person and then as a nation1 

PATRIOT KAHL KNEW TOO MUCH 
ABOUT THE INVISIBLE U.S. RULERS 
AND THE "ZOG" LIOUIDATED HIM 

I chose the term 'liquidated" delib- 
erately. That is a Bolshevik/ Commun-ist 
expression for murdering the opponents or 
alleged enemies and traitors of the Mamist 
Party in power by the use of state terror- 
ism. The quasi-legal murder of Gordon 
Kahl by the ZOG (Zionist Occupation Gov't) 
police is in no essential aspect different 
from murders of opponents in any Com- 
munist-enslaved country. The purpose is 
certainly the same: to stop the spread of 
"dangerous ideas" by not only killing the 
informed person, but, even more impor- 
tan tly, to scare other citizens from moving in 
the adangems" direction and inducing the 
mass of ordinary citizens to see no evil, hear 
no evil, and speak no evil about the Commu- 
nist, anti-human regime, and euen less about 
its "Jewish" sponsors. 

While other citizens invested their 
energies and time in trying to get rich or 
even barely survive economically, Gordon 
studied avidly the machinations of the 
Jews in usurping governmental powers 
and running the United States for their own 
benefit. He received no Ph.D., or M.D. or 
D.Sc., but if once this country is liberated 
from the ZOG, Gordon Kahl should be 
awarded posthumously an honorary doc- 
torate in patriotic science. 

Four months before February 13, 
1983-the date of the ambush by the Fed- 
eral Marshal of the peaceable citizen Gor- 
don Kahl at Medina, North Dakota-Len 
Martin, a teacher and patriot, got ac- 
quainted with him and interviewed him 
about the secret and dangerous insights 
he had reached. The statements quoted 
below are those of Gordon Kahl. It had 
taken him years of reading, reflection and 
putting the pieces together into a meaning- 
ful and shocking whole. 

Twelve million Americans were mo- 
bilized in WW 11, but only a very small 
number of them reached the conclusion 
that they had been "used" by some power 
beyond and above the legitimate U.S. gov- 
ernment. Later Gordon formulated the 
conclusion that at the center of thatpower 
were the Jewish Intenuztional Bankers and 
thl2itYibrt?, Yhk'Weertrhsdm -k 7nowment 

was afoot to take over the Ihrited Stutes. 
From 1930 to 1950-Gordon's research 
indicated-five million Jews had settled in 
his country. 

His observations, he writes, 
"....started while I was on duty in Italy in 
1943- 1944, although the significance of 
the incident wasn't realized until later. 

W e  noticed that Jews were getting 
on ships after supplies had been unloaded. 
There were a couple of Jewish fellows in our 
outfit. We asked them where these people 
were going and found they were ALL going 
to the United States. A s  the ships were 
unloaded, they would reload the ships with 
every Jew they could get aboard. 

'We just thought these Jews were 
escaping from Germany. We had believed 
all the propaganda about how Hitler was 
executing them, so we didnPt think any- 
thing about it. 

'I didn't know what a Jew really was 
until I was in the army. One of the first 
things I learned about Jews was that you 
could hardly get them tofight. They were in 
the quartermasters, supply, medics and 
things like that-anything not dangerous. 
That's where most of them were hiding out 
until the war was over. 

The Jews, Gordon realized, seemed 
to be groomed for a Communist Zionist take- 
over of America. The newcomers from Eu- 
rope were changing their names. "During 
the summer of 1945, just before the war 
ended, I was a flight instructor in South 
Carolina. My gunnery officer, who had 
subscribed to the Washington Post, would 
bring it out to the base every day and show 
u s  pages and pages of names of Jewish 
immigrants who were getting INSTANT 
naturalization and many of them were 
changing their names at the same time. 
They were changing from their Jewish 
names to common names like Smith, Miller 
and many used Scandinavian names like 
Olson, Johnson, etc. The Postprinted both 
the old name and the new name-like 
Ginsberg became Olson, etc." [H: But 
what a beautiful way to simply "phase 
outn those entities so that when it came 
to identifying persons who made it 
through the so-called holocaust-the 
truth could be totally buried for those 
original "namedn persons would no 
longer exist .] 

"The Jews didn't have to wait 5 years 
like everybody else before becoming eli- 
gible for citizenship. They got it immedi- 
ately. This alone is a pretty good indication 
that the Jews are 'running the show' in our 
country. 

[H: STOP (10:54 a.m.)! What you just 
experienced was a complete change in 
frequency pulses. The grid system was 
just engaged and anything can happen. 
Go now and check all latch-downs and 
remove anything from teetering situa- 
tiwn.ttv eha4hmr: Whea dl t h  'g&l4s 

again activated and interconnected with 
the satellite system (which may now 
have to wait for the next proper location 
of the orbiting receivers), there will be 
reactions-hopefully of smalt magnitude 
but most likely of great reaction. At this 
point all I can do is document. Check 
your things, Dharma, alert the person- 
nel to re-check latchdowns on comput- 
ers, etc., and let's go on with our work- 
this will go on for days. Go tie down the 
apples or you will be having a neighbor- 
hood "apple huntn. Every one of our 
readers has been warned again and again 
about the possibilities of action today- 
we can do no more, so check things and 
let us resume work, please.] 

Why would they otherwise be en- 
couraged to take Gentile names, which is 
the first step toward assimilation, when 
the leading Jews wanted them to retain 
their Jewish identity? The secret head- 
quarters of the planned ascendancy evi- 
dently had some scheme in mind. Tire 
United States was the onlw maior power 
that had to be subdued beforre the One- 
- 

World -gowmment could be established. 
The influx of the Jews was arranged with 
some hidden scheme in mind. 

GORDON'S INSIGHT INTO 'JEWISH" 
SCHEMES AND MISDEEDS 

Another extremely important fact 
discovered by Gordon and unknown to 
most Americans is that the U.S.S.R. was 
established by the "Jewish" bankers: 

It is becoming more common knowl- 
edge among the American people that the 
Jewish International Bankers were behind 
the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia in 19 17. 

By the time 19 17 rolled around, 
Jewishfinunciers were already entrenched 
in America's financial affairs to the point 
that they even owned America's central 
bank, the Federal Reserve. 

One of these financiers, Jacob Schiff, 
a Jewish European banker then living in 
America, kicked in 20 million dollars to 
help finance the revolution in Russia. 
7bventy million dollars was a tremendous 
amount of money in those days. This $20 
million, alongwith other Jewish financing, 
enabled a Jewish revolutionary named 
Trotsky and agroup of trained revolutionar- 
ies from New York's Jewish lower east side 
to be smuggled into Russia to engineer the 
Jewish takeover of Russia and to install 
Communism. 

A third geo-political set of factors 
concerned Gemany. Her people had to be 
crushed before the Communist/ bankers 
domination could be established in Eu- 
rope. 

Once Russia was in the hands of 
these International Bankers, the only power 
that stood in the way of conquering Europe 
wsGermanp . r . -  . - .. -..-...-. ..-., 
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Since control of the money in Ger- Mihailovich, abandoned by London and are hying to out-do the Jews. They are doing 
many had long been in the hands of the Washington, lost to Tito. [H: Anyone see a just like the Jews do, only they are trying to 
Jewish banking family, the Rothschilds, it major similarity in "happening to find" do it better. They are LvilEing to sell tMr 
was easy to flood the countrywith unbacked a man to head the current area of Yugo- souls for money. Most of these money and 
paper money and weaken the German slavia-from the Elite business commu- power-hungry non-Jews, who have achieved 
economy. By 1923, the German Mark was nity in of all places, California, U.S.A.? success in the business and political world, 
so worthless it took a wheel-barrow full of There surely isn't any gain on "peace" are Masons-MASONS. 
Marks to buy a loaf of bread. The current in Yugoslavia this day!] When I got to tying this Communism 
inflation in  the United States is  caused by Another insight of U.S. patriots and thing to Jewry, I found that Communism m s  
the same bunch of international bankers students regarding the anti-Christian con- nothing more than a smoke-screen that the 
and can cause a collapse in the United spiracy concerns the Rockefellers as the Jews operated behind. That's when I mally 
Statesjust as  they did in Germany in 1923. principal pro-Communist conspirators and woke up to what is going on in the world. 
The stage is set; t h w  are lust waiting supporters of secularism and Masonic ide- Later, when I stumbled onto the fact that 
until the time is ideat ology. Masonry was set up as afront organization for 

Anyway, the collapse of the economy "Many informed people," says Kahl, Jewrrj+vell, it was almost too unbelievable 
in Germany set the stage for a "savior"- "claim theCL4 is Rockefeller-controlled. This to grasp at first. I had to dig deeper to find out 
someone who would lead the German people is very possible because the Rockefellers more about it to satisfy my curiosity. What I 
out of their predicament. Smooth talking are really Roggenfelds from Germany. found was not very pleasant. 
Hitler emerged as that savior. When they came to America, they changed "This Masonic bit is so secretive that few 

Backed by Amen'can Jewish bankers their name to Rockefeller. There was a outside the Masonic higher circle are aware of 
and, I guess, a few European ones, Hitler book written listing the top 500 Jewish the true character of the evils of Masonry. 
began building up  the German war machine. families in the United States. It was written Emn lower degree Masons are not a m r e  of w: Don't fritter your time by arguing by Jews for Jews, and only 500 copies of thepart Masonry hasplayed in the manipla- 
this point-I want you to note how you the book were printed. These 500 copies tion of mrld events. 
can't even get "Bo" Gritz' name men- went to just the 500 elite Jewish families "To make matters worse, there are 
t ioned in public and tell me how an in the United States and the RockefelZers masses of nonJaus, the gwyim ( T m m  cattle) 
unknown kooky nerd could gain control were among this elite m." who willingly sell theirsouls and sell out their 
of a whole nation and a military machine Gordon suspected, for good reasons, friends to get with this subversive crowd." 
in just brief months unless he had a lot that all secret services, particularly in the Some of the Jews confided to Kahl that 
of help and got a whole bunch of f ianc-  Western World, are coordinated by the there is a center of Javishpowerthat mrdi -  
ing-he was a paper-hanger, remem- Jewish secret police, the Mossad. Now that d e ~ t h e a ~ C ~ a n a a ~ g n o n t h e g l o b e ,  
ber?] By 1939, the war machine was is a very dangerous thought. It's almost with subordinate regional centers respon- 
ready, so Hitler started the war in Europe. eerie that Gordon spoke several months sible for action on particular continents. 

With the war in Europe in progress, before his death as if he anticipated it: Readers may have difficulty accepting this 
it was easy for the Jewish-controlled news- "In our country, the FBI and U.S. information because they have been condi- 
papers and radio in the United States to Marshals will 'shut up' anyone who gets tioned by the media and by education to 
create a war scare. Soon the draft was too outspoken in telling the truth about the reject such ideas of central planning and the 
started and factories began manufacturing causes of our nation's problems. The FBI initiating bodies as too fantastic to believe. 
warequipmentandsupplies. Keepinmind and U.S. Marshals can kill or lock up, for Yet, when one surveys the growth of Jewish 
one t h i w w a r s  are the Jew's haruest! any old reason, anyone who tries to expose controls overthe Christian states t h g h r e v o -  
[H:  This, according to their own de- the truth and the courts will back them up. lutions and ideological corruption overthe last 
crees.] Red Beckman calls the U.S. Attorneys and huo hundred years, one cannot imagine that 

The most dangerous realization was Federal Judges the 'greatest cover-up gang' such events could have happened of them- 
the fact that the FBI and the CIA, contrary in history." selves. Only chaos can occur without spon- 
to public "knowledge", are, like Commu- sorship and as the result of irrational forces. 
nism and "democracy", tools of the Jewish JUDEO-MASONRY, Any social structures that have to be built over 
bankers to advance their goal of One- THE SOURCE OF EVIL decudes or centuries are the result of some 
World Government. A number of patriots planning agencies, public or secret. 
had written in the same vein. Gordon had The most astounding revelation about END OF QUOTING 
met a converted Jew who left the CIA the anti-Christ conspiracy is that Freema- * * *  
because his conscience bothered him: sonry is the chief sponsor of Communism We can finish the writing on Kahl when we 

He had found out what the CIA really and that both are fronts for the Jewish again sit for I don't wish the individual writ- 
was-that the CIA always worked both conquest of the world. The Catholic Church, ings to be longer than this, without break, for 
sides of a conflict. One bunch of the CIA for a while after the year 1800, used to call there is too much physical stress to go with- 
agents would be helping the left wing and Masonry "Judeo-Masonry" because forall out change in these long sessions. Thank 
one bunch would be helping the right wing. practz'calpurposes Mason y is second-class you. 
He said it works out that the left wing gets Jewry. I am extremely occupied, however, this 
just a little more help than the right wing The good-sounding civic and social day so please not@ me when we can again 
and the right wing always loses out. ideals of Freemasonry and Communism write. Thank you. 

Remember China, Korea, Vietnam, (liberty, equality and justice) are only bait Hatonn to stand-by. 
Nicaragua, Angola, Yugoslavia? The pat- fordumb Christians. The two fronts are the 
tern is unmistakable. It was a British OSS chief means of recruiting Christians to do 10/13/92 #2 HATONN 
chieftain Stephenson, for instance, who the destructive Jewish job. Christians are 
"discovered" Tito among Yugoslav mine so profoundly duped that they perfonn FIRST A LI'ITLE DIGRESSION 
workers in Canada, got him trained in the services antagonistic to their own Christian- ON HELP 
USSR and finally, with British help, estab- ity, misguided by the false goals. 
lished him a s  the bloody dictator of Yugosla- 'It has gotten to the point," Gordon Dear ones, in all of our hours of sharing 
da.' " ~ h 6  tight. wing ~lzadei, ' ~ ~ e h e r a l - '  o ~ k ~ e s , '  ':.. .wfiere - sdwdled C l h i s W s  n@nij,&$b'e'i'n& % '  ~ & ~ ~ k ~ &  VQItkf-' 
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that which confronts you as you come up TRAPPED? OR, WILL YOU BE AS THE goyim from rising up against them. Anyone 
from the darkness into seeing. Indeed you LOBSTER WERE IT HEATOPTHE POST- who dares to speak out against any crimes 
must question all things-for Truth can JUMP OFF INTO THE BOILING POT? committed by Jews is accused of 'anti- 
always stand open surveillance. Truth MOST OF YOU ARE JUMPING! semitism'--of picking on the 'poor, perse- 
never suggests that you do not research or cuted Jews'just because they are Jews. It 
search out all sides in forming decisions. BACK TO PATRIOT GORDON KAHL would be funny how so many Christians 
Always, however, you must ask God Cre- and other non-Jews have fallen for this line 
ator in wisdom and inner guidance to We were priorly speaking about Gordon if it were not so dangerous. 
witness all things that you may truly see Kahl and why he was targeted for destruc- "If the goyim would just stop and 
that which IS and not simply that which tion. He knew too much and uncovered the think: It is a rare case where a Jew does not 
another foists off upon you. plans and lies. He recognized the brain- have a good job and lives in comfort- 

And, moreover, ALL need help--that is washers of the Americans and thus, the much higher than the average non-Jew. 
why Universal God has sent guides for world. But mostly-he attacked two  Few Jews stoop to getting their hands dirty 
your personal assistance that they, as well other seemingly different segments  (ac- doing manual labor-they let the goyim do 
as  you, might grow in wisdom. It is why HE tually all the same), the sponsors of the dirty jobs. [H: This o f  course, again, 
has sent us, the Hosts (not just space Communism-the Judeo-Masonry foun- applies to the unsuspected "Zionist Elite 
jockeys in shiny suits and slick craft). You dation. so-called, self-styled 'Jews"' and has 
can have as much fun with that "idea" as The Man-on-the-street has no idea that nothing to d o  with those thinking them- 
does Spielberg-and, by the way, NO, there these things go on and were planned for, selves to be o f  a race of "Judaistsn. 
are not these idiotic "beings" running yea, generations. You ones simply experi- Herein w e  are speaking of those who  d o  
around the cosmos-NOT AS YOU PER- ence that which you have within your not wen resemble "Jewsn for the m o s t  
CEIVE IT TO BE--THESE ARE THOUGHT narrow confines of experience-a family or part-the merchants, bankers, lawyers, 
FORMS MANIFEST! We the Hosts are but relationships, a job (hopefully) and feast on judges, doctors and other components  
the messengers from the realms more ad- entertainment and "news" as fed to you by of society WHO CONTROL T H E  
vanced in technology, balanced in spiritual a, now revealed, controlled press and me- MASSES-THE "JEWS" (ZIONISTS) 
knowing and come according to the prom- dia. How could you know? The entire HAVE ALSO INFILTRATED THE RELI- 
ise of God-that in this day the messengers thrust of the game has been to keep you GIOUS DOCTRINED CHURCHES AND 
would come in preparation for the changes from knowing1 REPLACED "CHRIST" WITH RITUAL 
which would come upon the planet and Let u s  just go back to a continuation of AND FALSE TEACHINGS.] 
show man that he has not need to perish the writing of Jurjevich in his discussion The  Jews control the news-media, 
and, indeed, shall not perish in spirit. on Gordon Kahl. You know what hap- nearly every major business operation, the 

I do not play around in the halls of UFO pened to the man from what we gave you in amusement industry and the national fi- 
seminars, etc. I have no interest in the silly the writings regarding Weaver and Gritz- nancialinstitutions--so how can theyjustly 
games and foolish lies about what is afoot. BUT, HOW MANY OF YOU KNEW REALLY cry "poor, persecuted Jewsn when it is 
I repeat-the ENEMY IS AMONG YOU! 'WHY"? Even the patriots recognize Kahl they, the Jews, who are doing the persecut- 
EARTHBOUND-for all practical discus- as a martyr, murdered for something or ing? The only way they get away with it is 
sion. I am actually the enemy of no one, not other to do with taxes and failure to pay because they control the news-media and 
even the dupes in the game afUadversary". "...or something"! What we have here is are able to keep the goyim in the dark 
But, if you are one of the dupes, you may WHY he was targeted. about the truth." 
well consider m e a t  some point-your Gordon knew of another old trick of 
enemy. Ifyou walk the path ofvoted-in evil QUOTING: scoundrels and diplomats--to induce dis- 
then you are locked into the human expe- sension and bad feelings among the oppo- 
rience and you are simply not of my path. BRAINWASHERS OF AMERICANS nents and let the fzghts of enraged fools 
The Adversary may well "take" without protect the Jews in theirpredatory schemes. 
permission-GOD AND GOD'S HOSTS Gordon uses an example of changing This is one source of Jewish power over 
NEVER EVEN 'TOUCHn WITHOUT American attitudes toward Jews as anillus- Americans. 
PERMISSION GIVEN AT THE LEVEL OF trationof ~ ~ a l e w ' n e e r i n g  by Jewishagen- "They keep the Christians and other 
INNER "INTENT". cies. They have created a false image of the non-Jewsfzghtingamongst eachother; even 

There is a nice "old saying" on your Jews as persecuted people to forestall the Christians against Christians, Moslems 
place which I find interesting-it reads: negative reactions against the exploitation against Moslems, etc. It is pretty disheart- 
"Everyone from time to time needs a little and domination by the Jews. (See The ening to see this happening, especially 
boost. Ifyou see a turtle on a fence post, F.O. J. Syndrome in America (publications) since it is destroying America." 
remember he had some he@ getting for further explanation of the brainwash- A s  a seasoned opponent of the Jew- 
there!" ing of Americans. [H: There are also a t  ish usurpation of power in the United 

Sounds good? How so? Why would a least t w o  JOURNALS on the subject- States, Kahlunderstoodtheineffectiveness 
turtle want to be on a fence post? Now that both in the Soviet Union and in America.] of any campaign against Communism as an 
you or someone or thing helped him to get Those bookswere written byapsychologist enemy of America unless one reveals also 
atop the post-he shall perish lest he come liberated from the FOJs and it is to the the secret sponsors of Communism and at- 
down. YOU ARE ON THE FENCE POST- credit of Gordon's native intelligence to tacks Sudeo-Masonry as  the source of Com- 
BECAUSE YOUR VERY ENEMY PUT YOU have discerned the brainwashing process munistpower and intrigues. He illustrates 
THERE! HOW SHALL YE GET DOWN several years before those two volumes this observation with the defeat of Senator 
AGAIN? AH HA! WHERE WILL YOUR were published.) Joe McCarthy in his attempt to expose 
ENEMY LEAVE YOU? WILL THERE BE *To keep down criticism of any Jew- Communism. 
GOODNESS WHEN YOU AGAIN TOUCH ish misconduct," Gordon explains, "the " The story behind Senator Joe 
THE GROUND? AND THE BIGGIE: ARE Jews have carried on an effective psycho- McCarthy's investigation of Communists 
YOU WILLING AND EAGER TO PLAY BY logicalprogram Cleverly, they have played in government is interesting because eve y 
GOD'S RULES IF HE OR WE HELP YOU up the 'poor persecuted Jew' image and Communist Joe was aper was a Mason 
OEF, THAT, + PUST I YOUL . M(E t h q g t t  ,t@s &w- k e n  .able. to e e p  .-t*,. By t,, & . di& j vv@6rs@4 t@t t@p. Jew3 , 
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were his real enemy-that the Jews were heritage from the very ones they imper- get Gordon Kahl and IT WASNT BECAUSE 
behind and control the Masonic Lodges. sonated to get to this level of control of OF TAXES ... ." 

"Joe- was trying to work with the the nations. Bush certainly doesn't "So that his children and grandchil- 
Jews to expose Masonry. He even had uappear" to b e  Jewish and neither does  dren might live in freedom, Gordon was 
Jews working right on his staff. He was still Clinton--.but they are controlled b y  the willing to die-and die he did: attacked by 
under the impression that Jews were God's very organizations which call themselves the very =agentsn of Satan whom he 
chosen people. "Zionistsn, etc.] wcts trying to expose. 

"I'msatisfied the Jews did away with T h e  management of  the goyim, b y  END QUOTE 
McCarthy for trying to expose the part Ma- creating political and social crises, did 
sonry had to do with Communism. Cer- not escape the sharp mind o f  Gordon: MASONIC ORDERS AND YOU 
tainly, if he would have succeeded in ex- "More and more people are becoming aware 
posing the part the Masonic leaders play in of the fact that the Zionist Jews have Come on, chelas, it is more cleverly 
the spread of Communism, it is likely that been behind the problems in our coun- hidden than having a big sign over the 
the fact that Communism is a Jewish front try. So, the Zionists have to keep stir- lodge hall door which says, "Satan within, 
would have also become general knowl- ring up a crisis to divert attention fmm enter if you want to have some fun." 
edge. The Masonic tie to Jewish Commu- them They make the plans; all w e  see You must realize that in order tounder- 
nism would then have been too hard to are the effects." stand the danger Masonry pmsents to 
keep from the American people and the Much before many patriotic observ- world freedom, it MYST BE REALIZED 
whole Jew/ Mason/Communism conspiracy ers of the Judeo-American scene, Gordon THAT ALL (CONSPI'TORLAL) MASONS 
would have been exposed and defeated." realized the immense social cost of our ARE ILLUMINATI. 

The bases of Jewish political power subservience to the Zionists: "Fifteen mil- From the pool of the lowest three de- 
are the subservient goyim lion dollars ($1 5,000,000)A DAP, ofAmeri- grees, the leaders pick those who would 

can taxpayer's money, is currently going to "advance" deeper into the trap. Gordon's 
THE EVIL "JEWISH" POWER IS Israel to keep it from going bankrupt and to insight is that only those who have some 

SUPREME IN AMERICA build up its war machine." p: I t  is more skeleton in the closet which could be used 
now and getting worse and worse! You to force them into corrupt actions, are 

"The Jewish power structure," ob- now have to support all of the rest  of selected for higher degrees. If no such 
serves Gordon, "would be too obvious to THEIR world nations also!] incriminatory act has been documented, 
the non-Jews if Jews were to fill every Having become very knowledgeable opportunities are created by the unscrupu- 
position in government. This is where the about the Zionist machinations, Gordon lous Masonic leaders to seduce the dudes 
Masons come in. Together, the Jew/Ma- had an in-depth understanding about why into compromising acts and the documen- 
son powers have become entrenched and ZOG was persecuting him: tary evidence is stored for future use in 
so strong that a person can? evenget onthe "My research and exposure of the blackmailing. 
ballot if not a Mason. Of course, a Jew part the Jewish and Masonic hierarchy has BOTH CHRISTIANS AND JEWS SERVE 
always has an open door in politics." played and is playing in the destruction of THE MASONIC CONTROLLERS BECAUSE 

A s  in the Communist countries, Arnericawasa bigpartofwhylendedupin OF OPPORTUNITIES IN ADVANCING IN 
where the Party keeps people at poverty prison in 1977. I had also been giving quite A CAREER, GETTING PROMOTED AND 
level and exhausts them through the fight a few talks from 1972 through 1976 about BECOMING RICH. THROUGH LOANS 
to survive so that they have no time to the Posse Comitatus and the illegal income GIVEN OR WITHHELD THE JEWS CON- 
think nor energy to fight the oppressors, so tax. I was Texas State Coordinator at the TROL THE BUSINESS GROWTH OR DE- 
in the United States, the rush after material time and the Jew/ Mason crowd were con- CLINE OF INDIVIDUALCHRISTIANS AND 
goods and "standard" of living disables cerned about this because we were getting JEWS. THE JEWS ARE SUPREME ON 
Americans fromfighting the aliens who ride pretty strong down there. THE AMERICAN SCENE. 
on their backs: "When they took me to court for not At any rate, chelas, we are speaking of 

"The reason the Jew/Mason tie has filing income tax reports, they didn't make THE PHARISEE-1 them whatever you 
become so powerful is because they work any bones about the prosecution. They wish. It is not WRONG to have been misled 
at it. While other Americans are busy didn't even deny that; they said they had to or to have believed the LIE--what is so hard 
slaving to make a living, the Jew/Mason do it. BUT REMEMBER THIS: the tax on you at this point inevolvementintochao~ 
elite are busy building their political net- rebellion is so big that it could blow the is that you continue to believe that which is 
work. To ensure that they win at election whole thing wide open at any time. I read the LIE AND PLACE SHACKLES UPONYOUR 
time, they use the tactic of getting one of that the government figures of people not OWN WRISTS AND ANKLES THROUGH 
their group running on both the Demo- paying taxes in 1975, for instance, was 38 YOUROWNDELIBERATEREFUSALTOSEE 
cratic and Republican side. So, it doesn't million; of this 18 million didn't even file. WHATISAFOOT. YOU HAVEBEENSUCKED, 
make any difference which one wins, the So, why did they pick on me? There had to AS ACMLIZATION, INTOTHEVIPERS PIT- 
same dirty work goes on. be another reason for selecting me for AND LIKE THE GARDEN OF EDEN-IT IS 

"During an election, their candi- prosecution. The "failure to file" charge TIME TO PAY FOR THE FEAST OF APPLES 
dates talk a good line, But, after winning was the only way they could take me to SO WILLINGLY OFFERED IN PROMISE OF 
the election, they follow orders. court, but my other activities were the real HUMAN PHYSICAL PLEASURES AND COM- 

Roosevelt (F.D .) campaigned on a reason-with exposing the Jewish/ Ma- FOR-BY THE SERPENT FORYOURIGNO- 
real good platform and then, after being sonic/Conmunist tieprobably beingthe main RANT CONSUMITION. THERE IS NO PEACE 
elected, he changed completely." one. " IN SATAN'S VALLEY! SO BE IT. 
[H: I don't want to ruin your dreamy Len Martin concludes: Let us now leave this writing for you are 

day--but this is Truth, chelas. This  is "In trying to eliminate Gordon Kahl needed elsewhere as, too, am I. Thank you, 
not bigotry against upeople who  think at Medina, were 'they'trying to cover up the scribe, for standing strong as we outlay this 
themselves to be J e w i s h  as  in truth?" information which can only bring terror into 
" Judaistsm-this is simple fact  about After studying the facts surrounding the bosom-but peace and security rest in 
the non-Judaist Zionists who  call them- Medina, an investigative reporter turned to the hands of God of Light and there, too, rest 
selves 4 J e s ' f  and,  thus! sSed' la whole I *me anti 9ad; "Now E know why they-tried, to;',ye, Sahz:.(. - ,, - (, * I +: + , +  b f  L - - ,  v v T v  C + - 
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PEOPLE. I might add, however, that that is some man "died for you, instead of you and TO d ay ' s Wa t c h THE number by which the United States is absolved YOU of all responsibility for ac- 
s u ~ ~ o s e d  to decrease its population num- tions-2000 years ago?" Do you hear the - - 

bers by year 2000. peals of laughter yefringing in your ears? 
101 13/92 #1 HATONN He is here to collect his "slaves" and take 

HOLD YOUR SEATS FOR THIS ONE: possession of all property and possessions. 
JUST A MINUTE PLEASE! GUILLOTINES A-PLENTY How many ofyou turned away God who 

came to your door asking you to hear? Now 
No earthquakes on the 12th? (333) Re- Terrifying force? What might that be? you WILL hear the Adversary for he didn't 

ally? The worst earthquake ever known to Will it be "aliens"? Will it be police? Well, even have to knock and you let him in, 
the area of Egypt-near the pyramids and here is one to attend: Word has come this supped him, slept with him, fornicated 
in the general area of Cairo with great morning and follow-up contacts have been with him and did all manners of things 
devastation to, especially, the peasant class made to get some kind of verification as to which you KNEW were unclean and 
of people-and you think there were no authenticity. The news does not appear to unGodly. You are simply confronting the 
earthquakes on the 12th? YOU are only a be very good on this next subject. reaper who comes to hamest his crops- 
PART of this world, little ones. That earth- George Green called this morning to you and your soul are his crops. How many 
quake in Egypt was one of the most impor- report a call from New Orleans wherein will be used as "examples" from the follow- 
tant "signs" ever to come upon your planet. ones on the unloading dock at the harbor ers of, say, the evangelists who led the 

A s  important as is the San Andreas there dropped a shippingcrate which broke march to the sea with you lemmings in 
Fault in California-it is not important to open. In the few minutes involved it was gleeful tow? 
anyone in Cairo, Egypt. discovered there were numerous "guillo- 

In addition, to you watchers: The earth tines". Now this would be unnerving in EARTHOUAKE DRILLS 
never stopped shaking the entirety of itself but before the line was cleared an- 
yesterday and is still quivering like jello other called from San Francisco wanting to It may give you on the West Coast a little 
in the desert areas. The changes in know about theguillotines beingoffloaded more confirmation as to what might be 
pulse frequencies now bombarding from in San Francisco in great numbers. Not to planned in that "those military bases be- 
the new "grid hookupn which was acti- be outdone, came a report of numerous ing deactivatedn-ARE ready for occupancy 
vated yesterday for "E.T. searchn have guillotines being brought into Las Vegas. and/or abandonment. 
caused heart arrhythmias and other The person from Las Vegas was really On ALL other bases there are now un- 
seeming medical problems. There is an undone because this one remembered derway drills for quake actions and sur- 
urgent "pushn to cause some ones to be something about beheading (or something vival with major drills scheduled for the 
moved from these areas who are con- similar) in PUBLIC LAW 102- 14. I am not first week in December. This information 
nected to the "administrationn and/or going to do this research for you but it does comes by "noticen, not gossip. 
Elite planners. You ones must watch sound exactly like the Khazarian Mossad 
closely and you will get guidance as to activities which took place in the French WORSE NEWS AND MOST 
your own timing and actions. It is going Revolution, does it not? MISSED IT 
to be much like a roller-coaster ride here I s  this whole thing a farce? Does it 
on in. matter? If the information comes forth as The San Onofre (nuclear energy) gener- 

separated reports from such widely diverse ating plant at San Clemente, south of Los 
SOMETHING TO NOTE places-is it not either a "scare tactic" Angeles and north of San Diego, is being 

ABOUT AIDS which is obviously "orchestrated and shut down. The reason given is that it is old 
planted" or there is some fire wherefrom and that makes it "possibly" dangerous. 

Ones prefer to not believe much that I comes the smoke? Are these going to be Brothers, it is either already contarninat- 
give because it contradicts almost ALL that used against the political despots-or ing the area and/or what is expected is too 
human gives forth (until after the fact and against the patriots? I can only suggest dangerous to allow chance-taking when it 
too late). I told you AIDS is the last great that all get "squared away with God". I, goes with the first throes of "the big one" 
plague. Whatever comes after will be di- further, mean Christ-God of CreatorICre- insouthern California. What thisSHOULD 
rectly connected to this man-created virus ation. The Luciferian god is NOT going to tell you, if nothing more-is that "some- 
if it be biological microscopic life-form. give you Salvation or lift-off. You had best one" knows a whole heck of a lot more than 
Other disease packages will not measure be clearing up insight right quickly. you are told. 
up to this one except as the VIRUS IS I know that you are only interested in What about predictions and prophe- 
INTEGRATED WITHIN THE DNA STRUC- that which is happening TO YOU. But, cies? I don't have much comment about 
TURE OF OTHER PATHOGENS. By the what is going to happen to YOU is already them for all scientific data shows substan- 
way-the first man-made virus was cre- happening in other nations about your tial foundation for predictions in these 
ated as a man-made life form in Israel- globe so you cannot wear blinders any days of startling happenings. 
and perfecting of the DNA replication and longer. The "piper" is at the door to be Someone in a publication called Earth 
alteration, along with introduced muta- paid-he has gotten rid of all the Christ Changes, I recall some time back-told you 
tions, has never ceased. restrictions on your life-style and played there was an expectation of a MAJOR 

The reason I speakof it today is because his tune so that you did not have to con- earthquake within 75 miles of San Diego 
your U.S. ex-Surgeon General, Koop, re- front right or wrong-you could simply on or before the 14th of October (now). I 
ported yesterday-TO THE PUBLIC-that follow the physical desires, lusts, greed believe he called it a "window" or some- 
there is no cure for AIDS, no precautions and other "wrong" perceptions. You sold thing similar. Then between the 18th and 
are SAFE, it is a virus which mutates him your soul for the freedom of self to 23rd comes a major prophecy from one 
individually with EVERY separate DNA believe the lies-now he is at your door to who is "usually" correct that there will be 
cell blueprint. Once in the cell the cell take possession and receive his payment a "big one" in California measuring at 
is altered and BY YEAR 2000 HE EX- for services. Do you really think that the least 8 points. Well, the quakes have never 
PECTS MORE THAN 100 MILLION TO BE evil kingpin is going to let you get away with stopped in California since the Landers 
WRITTEN OFF. That, dear ones, is.-.:bawi~g.and,smap.i~ and f believing" that ' q~adre.2 I willeay that the fonnFmer gehtleman. , 
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hit the exact date accurately of the Landers HELP. of Germany. They changed their name 
quake earlier this summer. So what? You can sit and snivel and when they came to America. They are life- 

What does all this mean? It means you wallow in self-pity, deny, throw stones at long members of ZOG (Zionist Occupation 
are in a time of massive earth changes me-oryou can open your eyes, find out for Government, the term used by knowledge- 
around your entire globe and they are not yourself so you don't have to "guess" and able patriots). 
simple acts of God and Nature. Even if they take it from there. I certainly should be no The enemy is powerful-I respect every- 
would all be of natural cause-it would be threat to anyone dead or alive-I bring the thing about my enemy and so should you. 
worthy of full attention. WORD, force NOTHING and do not even I also know my enemy backwards and 

butt into your business. So, when a man forward-as so should YOU. I offer you 
REMEMBER WELL tells you he is doing something FOR YOU, insight for it is my mission to do so-I do 

or TO YOU and it is through force-IT IS not and did not "conjure up" tales to trick 
The way the Elite ALWAYS heal the NOT OF CHRIST-GOD. you. I can only pray that you will awaken 

wounds of depression and hard times-IS You must face the fact that almost all in time to clear thine path and set thine 
THROUGH WAR! I suggest you REALLY you are told is not the way it really is--even sails unto Light for the hour-glass is empty 
listen to what the politicians are telling the Rockefellers (that staid old group of save for the dust. It shall be turned for the 
you-because, between the lines of their 'American" millionaires) were not further experiencewhere will YOU be? 
'other" written speeches, lies the hidden 'Rockefellers". They were 'Roggenfelds" Salu 
truth. If they tell you that you are a t  
~eace-KNOW THAT YOU ARE AT WAR. 
kc .  

To hear people cheer as Mr. Bush says 
there is no longer Communism in Europe, Warnings On Water 

w that there is *peacen in Europe and t h k -  
Communism -and the soviet Union are 
dead-is almost more than I can bear. If 
you find peace, freedom, security and eco- 
nomic growth ANYWHERE in that part of 
the world, I would like you to point it out to 

And Disaster Safety 
me. I wonder about the Sarajevo-Bosnia 
winter coming up. I wonder how those 101 14/92 # 1 HATONN little 'buggersn-it does however, clean 
people will fare under Kissinger Associates most particulate out of the resulting water. 
'advice" and orchestration of "doings" LOCAL GOLDEN HILLS WATER That can be cleansed by 7 drops of 35% 
and under the 'guidance" of a puppet AND food grade, hydrogen peroxide. This is 
'presidentn from California. YOUR COMMUNKWATER SUPPLY more effective in, say, 10 drops per gallon. 

Does Mr. Kissinger annoy me? Indeed However, at  7 drops per gallon, the taste 
he does but not for the reasons you might I certainly do suggest that you not ac- remains good. Even with a whole bunch of 
at  first believe. He is but a tinker-toy cept what the 'foxes" are tellingyou about drops the taste beats the chlorine and 
spoiled brat who is a total tool of the the chickens dead in the hen-house. The other additives of the system clean-up. 
Adversary. This is a childish tantrum- "rumor" regarding the local water (in any You can also add a few drops of "bleach" 
throwing child but as with any 'machine" given community in the 'garden areas" of but this is really untasty and further adds 
out of control-he is dangerous. The people your nation the waters are contaminated) to the 'poison" additives. 
with whom he works are even more dan- still being dangerous. Worse, as the patho- How can you check on your own? Prob- 
gerous. You who are Mormons (by the gens are efforted to be killed, the chemical ably you can't afford to do so-because no 
way--THAT label cannot even be used by contamination rises. You must remember, one is going to tell you the truth of findings. 
the church in point in parts of Japan and chelas, that in many areas there is a seven Then, if you go to a water purification 
the Orient because it is their label for year drought which causes all reservoirs to business they are apt to overdo the results 
'devil" or 'satan" [[Interesting?]]) must be low and the minerals concentrated. In in order to sell you an expensive system for 
come to face that ones whom you have held areas where there has been flooding, there purification. My suggestion is simply to 
in high esteem as Godly workers for Christ, is a worse problem for the contamination add a drop of hydrogen peroxide (food 
etc., have betrayedyou from the beginning. levels are extremely high from the flooding grade) to your glass of water or beverage- 
Ones like Brent Scowcroft and others from itself. use water-to be sure. 
theUtahgovernmental positions have been I know that you can't really DO any- 
at the top level, activators and operators in thing about it as a political issue other than ATTENTION: REGARDING HYDROGEN 
the Banking--One World Order scandals. get proof and, as this community has done, PEROXIDE USE 

The hierarchy of the church itself based bring a class action suit. But, even here, **CAUTION** 
 heir rituals and secret passages upon the the symptoms were outright without abil- 

-1azarian Masonic order and the God of ity to hide and still the suit is not over *DO NOT USE HYDROGEN PEROX- 
~ght  was effectively excluded from the contaminated water-but rather, the people IDE AS PURCHASED IN THE MARKETS 

:hurch and religion. Do not get out of sorts in charge kept the fact secret instead of FOR ANTISEPTIC USES (TOPICAL) FOR 
with this information-it is likewise true of warning the people in time to take personal INTERhlAL USE. THAT IS A 3% SOLU- 
every known HUMAN doctrined religious action. TION AND HAS STABILIZERS WHICH 
cult (church group). The point is: IF YOU ARE TOXIC IF TAKEN INTERNALLY. USE 
'AN CONTROL THE RELIGIONS AND MORE ON HYDROGEN PEROXIDE "FOOD GRADE" FOR INTERNAL USE 
3PIRITUAL BELIEFS OF ANY GROUP- AND WATCH CAREFULLY THAT YOU 
YOU CAN HAVETOTAL CONTROL OFTHAT Ifyou get agood filter system you 'may" USE IT PROPERLY! WOULD AULITTLE" 
?ROUP. WHEREIN IS THE BEST PLACE be getting good water-however, even with HURT YOU? PROBABLY NOT, BUT WE 
"0 DO YOUR WORK? OF COURSG-IN the filtered water-remember-the hold- ARE NOT PRACTICING MEDICINE AND 
THE ENEMY'S VERY CAMP WITH HIS ing tank CAN get contaminated and breed PLEASE FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS FOR 
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USE. IF YOU WISH TO USE THE PROD- funding is availablebut until then, a high you need to use it-just keep a small bottle 
UCT AT A L L U S E  IT ABSOLUTELY COR- quality supply has been located with prices handy by the water supply. 
RECTLY!*** A under competitive. It is a time of working If you have studied all the JOURNALS 

I am not in the additive business, vita- together, chelas, and you need good health you will know what likely "disaster" is 
rnin business, life crystal business, algae and food substance if you are to stay probable in your given area. For instance 
business or any other business save bring- functional. below dams you can expect dam rupture as 
ing you help where I know it to be worthy the most likely. In "storm" paths you can 
and in bringing you Truth. All else which STAY PREPARED now expect tornados. In hurricane areas 
might be offered by the people here for your FOR CATASTROPHE look for increasingly stronger and stronger 
assistance, is strictlyTHAT-foryour help- winds and darnagesWITH TIDAL WAVES. 
without advocating ANYTHING. If I come You are warned by Cmdr. Soltec [Geo- IF you are blessed enough to be warned to 
along and tell you, for instance, that "star- physicist of Space Command; see Soltec's evacuate-DO SO! However, expect more 
dust" will cure everything including head columns later on in this week's LIBERA- and more unexpected abrupt happening- 
colds and do not tell you how to get star- TORI-to STAY PREPARED AND DO NOT without warnings. The point is to "hip 
dust then I am but a foolish nerd showing SKIMP ON MEDICAL EMERGENCY SUP- you-not "save" you! You must act ac- 
my own ignorance. You are so limited by PLIES. MAKE SURE YOU HAVE BAN- cordingly. 
the laws which are inspired to keep you DAGE MATERIALS, HYDROGEN PEROX- My personal perception is that San Di- 
sick and not allow preventive care that it is IDE IN LARGE SUPPLY FOR ANTISEPTIC ego area will be relatively OK as it would 
all but impossible to help you at all. For WOUND DISINFECTING, AND OTHER (the area) most likely split off and drift 
instance, health food stores and holistic EMERGENCY TRAUMA PRODUCTS. SEE westerly/northerly. Salt Lake is 'iffy" but 
practice offices have been raided-and to- WHAT YOU HAVE AROUND YOUR HOME probably would have warning if breakup 
tally stripped of all such things as hydro- TO GET OUICKLY TO STABILIZE NECKS involves massive "sea" type flooding and 
gen peroxide, folic acid and other helpful AND BACKS IN CASE OF BACK INJURIES, locals can evacuate to Alta, etc. It would be 
items. We have no intention of getting our SMALL BOARDS WHICH CAN BE USED a good idea to warn family and tell them to 
people involved in any such thing or ac- FOR SPLINTING AND-IN DANGEROUS not %sit around" 1F but to get some 
tions. Our people are simply willing to aid AREAS-TEACH YOUR CHILDREN HOW emergency supplies and be ready, for it is 
you where it is legal and helpful and a t  no TO USE THEM! NOW!! DO NOT WAIT supposed to shake like hell in that area 
profit beyond costs of shipping and han- UNTIL IT IS AFTER THE FACT1 A DRILL IN also. The Mormons (the church) are to 
dling. BARN DOOR CLOSING IS STUPIWAF- their eyes in the Conspiracy, so expect 

We are blessed with wondrous people TER THE HORSE IS GONE! damage if it comes down to Russian 
who offer all they have to serve brother at You are going to have to 'he& this Cosmosphere activity-little damage if it is 
this time of tightening controls and result- message in all locations so you must ma- left in the hands of the conspirators be- 
ant hardships. They will continue to do so lyze your own position and location and act cause that will be projected as a 'Zion" 
as long as it remains legal and product can appropriately. If you have "stored" water show-and-tell. It is a 'time" when any- 
be obtained. Beyond that, we can offer no and it has been opened (or even if not) to be thing can go any way! 
more. It is planned to set up greenhouses safe--get that food grade hydrogen perox- Dharrna, take this off please and then 
for the growing of Chlorella as soon as ide and add seven drops per gallon when let us go on with our work. Thank you. 

The Marriage Made In Hell: 
Zionism And International Finance 

101 14/92 #2 HATONN 

BOLSHEVISM, JUDAISM, 
CHRISTIANITY 

INCLUDES ALL PLAYERS. THERE MAY BE cannot sort the problems and isolate your 
SOME POLmCAL W-FIGHTING BUT THE enemy" enough to have appropriate insight 
GOALSAREIDE~CALSODONTBEFOOLED and bring about change. 

- 
BY ACTIONSBYANY ONE OFTI-IEELII'EFROM I think, since we are writing an informa- 
ONE DAY TO THE NEXT! tive journal, that once again, it is better to 

Aquestion askedmany timesdaily is: 'What The following comes directly h m  a docu- simply journalize the original document and 
is Bolshevism and what does Judaism have to ment pmsented in 1933 and it is very good in ones who wish can research more indepth. 
do with it-d, where does Christianity come concept. I believe it will give you more insight 
into the pichut? than other information I have seen. The article QUOTING: 

I have written on the subject since onset of was pmented by A. Homer, MA., D.Sc., F.I.C., 
writing with this scribe. I have told you of etc., in October and Nwernber, 1933 and was Oct. 2 lst, 28th, and Nov. 4th, 1933: 
involvements of Rockefdkrs, Kissinger, etc., in written in reply to achallenge. The information 
reference to Bolshevism right along, and yet, was collated from authoritative soums, both JUDAISM AND BOLSHEVISM 
most readers cant "quite" get it sorted. k t  me Jew and Gentile, to demonstrate the relation- A Challenge and a Reply 
mm& however, that the intent of your ad- shipbetweenJudaisnandBolshevkm,andthe 
versary is to keep things so mnfhsed that from alliance between International Finance and its SOME FACTS 
one day to the next you cant telljust who iswho. protkges, Bohhdsm and Zion3sm. (ByA. Homer, M.A., D.Sc., F.I.C.,etc.) 
Just member-THE ADVERSAKYS PLAN IS Once again it is mandatory that you clarify 
FORTOTALGLOBAL DOMINATION ANDTHAT these things in your thinking minds or you At a meeting held at St. Joseph's 
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Hall, Hanwell, in July last, to protest against nomics and religion-that is, the fight the recognition and representation of 
the Bolshevik persecution of Christianity, for Jewish Nationalism, posing as Inter- the Bolshevik Government at the Peace 
the speakers, 'inter alia, enlightened their nationalism, against Gentile Nationalism. Conference at Versailles. 
audience as to the part played by certain Wickham Steed, Editor of The Times, 
sections of Jewry in the establishment by BOLSHEVISM OFFICIALLY at the period of which he wrote in his book 
terrorist methods of the Bolshevist system ATTRIBUTED TO JEWS Through Thirty Years, stated, regarding 
of Government which is avowedly "Anti- this move: 
God", and, in its efforts to destroy the The British Government published a Tne prime movers were Jacob Schiff, 
present social system of the world, is deter- White Paper (Russia No. 1, April, 19 19) in Warburg, and other International Finan- 
mined to stamp out Christianity. which was contained a report from M. ciers who wished, above all, to bolster up 

Mr. L. J. Hydleman, in letterswritten Oudendyk, the Netherlands Minister at St. the Jewish Bolshevists in order to secure a 
to the Editor of the Catholic Herald, has Petersburg, who was watching British in- field for German and Jewish exploitation of 
taken exception to the statements made, terests during the Bolshevik Revolution. Russia." 
by myself in particular at  the meeting. To M. Oudendyk states: 4. International Finance (which is 
him, and perhaps to many others who are "I consider that the immediate sup- Jew-dominated) foun4 abundant credits 
unaware of the facts, Bolshevism and Ju-  pression of Bolshevism is the greatest issue for the Five Year Pin a. 
daism would appear to be "contradictions now before the world, not even excluding Krassin served as one of the post- 
in terms"; the association of Capitalistic the War whichis still raging and, unless as war links between Jewish and other fi- 
Jewry with anti-Capitalist Bolshevism above stated, Bolshevism is nipped in the nance and the Bolsheviks. 
would seem to be absurd; and the use of bud immediately, it is bound to spread, in The intrigues by which financial cred- 
Bolshevism, Zionism and International Fi- one form or another, over Europe and the its apparently made to Germany reached 
nance (The Money Power) by a small and whole world, as it is organized and Russia have been denounced in the U.S.A. 
powerful section of World Jewry as ameans worked by Jews,. who have no national- Congress and elsewhere. The statements 
of gaining World Domination are to be ity, and whose one object is to destroy have not been refuted by the German- 
classed as "somewhat wild conclusions". for their own ends the existing order of American-Jew Bankers thus implicated. 

things. * 5 .  That there is some alliance 
THE JEWS AND BOLSHEVISM This report, dated Sept. 6th, 19 18, between the Bolshevik leaders, the 

was forwarded by Sir M. Findlay from avowed enemies of Capitalism, and the 
Bolshevism IS A JEWISH CONCEP- Christiana to Mr. (later "Lord") Balfour. World's Super-Capitalists must be in- 

TION based on the teaching of Karl Mam Incidentally, the above passage was de- ferred from the fact that Felix Warburg, in 
itild other revolutionary Socialists. It is leted from a subsequent abridged edition 1927, was given a "Royal" welcome to 
characterized by destruction and chaos, of the said "White Paper". [H: This is also Russia, in spite of his association with the 
and imposes its will and maintains its a prime mode of operation-to delete Federal Reserve Bank of America, and with 
power by terrorism and murder. that which is not "wanted" in the his- the Banking Group of Kuhn Loeb and Co.! 

Bolshevism is, above all, Anti- tory books.] 
Christian and Anti-Social, for, until the The following facts demonstrate the THE BOLSHEVIK GOVERNMENT IN 
existing order has been destroyed, the so- part played by Jewry in the furtherance of RUSSIA IS IN ACTUALITY 
called "Dictatorship of the Proletariat" in a Bolshevist activities: A JEWISH GOVERNMENT 
universal brotherhood of nations cannot 1. The hostility of both Capitalis- 
be imposed upon the world. tic and Socialistic Jews to the Tzarist The Soviet movement was a Jewish, 

There are many who would keep Regime is a matter of history. and not a Russian, conception. It was 
the public in ignorance of the part played According to their own claims (The forced on Russia from without, when, in 
by Jews, whether Socialists, Commu- Maccabean, New York, 1905) the Jews 19 17, German and German-American-Jew 
nists, Zionists or Financiers, in the events were the most active revolutionaries in the interests sent Lenin and his associates 
which have led to the destruction of Tzar's Empire. The Jewish Banker, the late into Russia, furnished with the where- 
Tzardom; to the enslavement of the Rus- Jacob Schiff, ofthe powerful banking group, withal to bring about the defection of the 
sian people by terrorism, and to the im- Kuhn Loeb and Co., aided Russian revolu- Russian armies, and the overthrow of the 
position of the (Jewish-controlled) Bolshe- tionaries. According to the Jewish Kerensky Provisional Government, which 
vik Regime; to the post-war "redn revolu- Encyclopaedia, 1925, Jacob Schifffinanced was "pro Allies". Thus: 
tions in Europe and Asia; to the economic Japan against Russia in the war of 1904 to 1. The Movement has never been 
and industrial war on Capitalistic States 1905. controlled by Russians. For, 
conducted under "The Five Year Plan"; to 2. Jews engineered the Russian (a) Of the 224 revolutionaries who 
the unchecked persecution of Christians Revolutions of 1905 and 1917. in 1917 were dispatched to Russia 
by Bolshevists in Russia, Spain, Mexico, From statements made by Sokolow, with Lenin to foment the Bolshevik 
and elsewhere; and to the rapid spread of the Zionist leader, in his book, The Histom Revolution, 170 were Jews! 
Bolshevik activities throughout the world, Of Zionism, and by other Jews, it is appar- (b) According to The Timesof 29th 
in particular in Palestine, the Middle East, ent that Organized Zionism played an im- March, 19 19, "..of the 20 or 30 com- 
India and China. portant part in Bolshevik activities in Rus- missaries, or leaders who provide 

Within the limits of a short article, it sia. the central machinery of the Bolshe- 
is only possible to give a fraction of the The success of the 19 17 Bolshevik vist movement, not less than 75 per 
overwhelming amount of evidence (from Revolution was made possible by the fi- cent are Jews ... among the minor 
authoritative sources, both Gentile and nancial support and influence of Interna- officials the number is legion." 
Jew) in support of these facts. The follow- tional (Jew) Financiers. (Vide: The Sisson (c) According to official informa- 
ing instances, however, should serve to Report published -. the American Com- tion from Russia, in 1920, out of 545 
convince your readers that Bolshevism mittee of Public Information, 19 19. The members of the Bolshevist Adminis- 
rad ZionirPsl are but means to an end- Times, February 9, 19 18). tration, 447 were Jews! 
w-dq the fight 9 a Jewish World 3. Statesmen representing the 2. The "benefits" of office under 
p*frf 'Am'+ in '$6'&ti&st 'sk&',ABJies, g.1919,~ dndeuvoured tto. see& ' the Bolshevik regime have been reap'dd 
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by Jews: *<Then i s  nruch ira thefact of 158-160). 
The number of official appointments Botshevism itself, in the fact that so (The reader may not be aware that 

that have been bestowed upon Jews dur- many Jews are Bolsheuists, in the fact the Eastern European Jew, known as the 
ing the Soviet Regime is entirely out of that the ideals of Bolshevism at many "Ashkenazim" or "German Jew" is of 
proportion to their percentage in the State. points are consonant with the finest Jewish-MongoUan-Turkish 

The population of Soviet Russia is ideals of Judaismn [H: Chelas, this is extraction. The Western European Jew, 
officially given (1933) as 158,400,000, the right out of theuHorse's mouthn regard- known as the Sephardim, or Portuguese 
Jewish section, according to the Jewish ing self.] Jew, is regarded as purely Jewish in ori- 
Encyclopaedia, being about 7,800,000. Yet And from the Jewish World of March gin.) 
according to The Jewish Chronicle of 6th 15, 1923: 
January, 1933: "Overone-third ofthe Jews "Fundamentally, Judaism is Anti- THE ALLIANCE BETWEEN 
in Russia have become officials." Christiann, an expression of opinion which INTERNATIONAL FINANCE AND ITS 

[H: This should begin to make it more is by no means new to the Jewish World, PROTEGEES, BOLSHEVISM 
clearly understood as to why the reports for, in its issue of February 9, 1883, there AND ZIONISM 
of persecution of the Jews during and appeared the following: 
after WW-I1 in the "Russian" run camps "The great ideal of Judaism The European War, and its after- 
was more treacherous than in other is...that the whole world shall be imbued math, dealt staggering blows to Western 
locations. The Russians didn't like the with Jewish teachings, and that in a (Christian) Civilization. By contrast, how- 
take-over of their nation b aliens.] Universal Brotherhood of Nations- ever, International Jewry has emerged 

3. "Anti-Semitismn in Russia is greater Judaism in fact-all the sepa- therefrom with enhanced financial and 
now classed as counter-revolutionary rate mces and religions shall disap- political power in all parts of the world. 
and is punishable by death. [H: And that, pear." Through the use of the Money 
brothers, was in 1933 and b e f o r ~ o  Bernard Lazare (a Jew) in his book, Power, International Jew Finance is now 
where do you think those "hate crime" L'Anlisemilisme, asserts (translation), p. able to direct the internal and external 
edicts began? Once again, "stop truth" 350: policies of the Governments UY the im- 
by disallowing questioning or actions "The Jew is not satisfied with de- povexished States of Europe and also of 
which contradict the " orthodox" mi- Christianizing, he Judaizes, he destrPys America. 
nority projections even if they are LIES Catholic or Pmtestant faith, he pm- By this power, it has forced Gentile 
and total fabrications.] vokes indiffemnce but he imposes his Governments to further the political aspi- 

4. It is significant that the Red Five- idea of the work& or mom&, and of life, rations of Zionism, and to refrain from 
Pointed Star, which in former time was the upon those whose faith he ruins,. protecting the interests of their own na- 
symbol of ZIONISM and JEWRY, is now works at his age-old fxzsk, the annihikz- tionals from the activities of Bolshevists 
the symbol of the Russian proletariat. ffon of the =lidon of Christn who are undermining the economic, social, 

The wholesale persecution, torture moral and religious systems of all States. 
BOLSHEVISM, JUDAISM, and murder of Christians by Bolsheviks, in Intemtional Finance is not altruis- 

CHRISTIANI'IY Russia and elsewhere, would therefore tic; it ever seeks its own material advance- 
appear to be the logical and practical appli- ment and power. Europe is exhausted as 

Bolshevism was enforced in Russia cation of the above "idealsn as foretold by a profitable investment. But Russia, Sibe- 
by means of confiscation, terrorism and Milhelm Marr in 1879 and by Dostoievsky ria, the Far East, India, the Middle East are 
murder on a scale of unprecedented mag- in 1880. awaiting exploitation, and would offer co- 
nitude. According to Bolshevist figures Many Jewsdeplore the participation lossal gains to those who could superim- 
and other estimates, in the revolution some of members of their race, even though they pose upon them the mass-production meth- 
20,000,000 lost their lives, either by vio- may be professed Atheists, in the unbridled ods of modern machinery. 
lence or from starvation and disease. Of acts of destruction, cruelty and devilry Bolshevism has opened the way to 
these people some 1,766,118 persons had which characterize Bolshevist tyranny. a Jewish Industrialization of Russia and 
been executed before February, 1922. [H: In an attempt to explain away the Siberia; it may deliver India and the Far 
Go back and read that AGAIN!] fact that Jews play or played leading East into the hands of International 

The "Terrorn has become a perma- parts in the perpetration of the hideous (Jew) finance; its part is to foster World 
nent institution by which the Bolshevik crimes of the Bolshevik Terror, Alfred Revolution and the destruction of religion 
(Jewish) Government maintains its ty- Nossig, one ofthe spiritual leaders of Juda- so that the present social systems may be 
rannical power over the enslaved mil- ism, states: swept away-as in Russia. 
lions of Russia and pursues its war on "Socialism and the Mosaic code Intenzational Finance, after the suc- 
religion. [H: See, it worked so well "in are not at all in opposition ... all Jewish cess of the Bolshevik Revolution in 1917, 
reversen that the world is now held groups ... have a vital bterest in the vic- which Zionists had aided, realized that it 
hostage by fabricated stories and num- tory of Socialism; they must exact it not stood greatly to gain by supporting the 
bers of persecuted in WW-11. I t  also only on principle, not only because of its Zionist Movement, by forcing the Balfour 
distracts any "regularn people from look- identity with the Mosaic doctrine, but Declaration on a financially harassed 
ing back beyond the end of their noses- also on tactical grounds ... The Jewish British Government, and thereby con- 
especially if a law is made to insure you Socialist is reproached with playing a solidating World Jewry into a powerful 
CAN'T 1ookbackandbringforthFACTS.I leading part ...in the Communist terror- political factor for use in their own inter- 

These statements may come as a ist party... This is only explained by two ests in world affairs. 
shock to many readers, both Christian and reasons; the complete estrangement of The Zionists themselves later, in 
Orthodox Jew, who may have condemned the Jewish terrorists from the spirit of 1928, realized that their Movement had 
the activities and actions of the Bolshevists the Mosaic doctrine and the strong mix- been exploited by International Finance, 
without realizing where the true responsi- ture of Tartar and Cossack blood. and, in 1929, did not hesitate to say so. 
bility lay. They will be further disturbed to That....has inculcated in them savage For, at the dictates of powerful Jew Finan- 
read from The Jewish Chronicle of April 4, and cruel principles." (Vicomte Poncins, ciers, the Zionist organization, as the offi- 
lgtl-g,:,+, F s d  , , + +  , + , . + . ,  . + ~.~$ecYet+Porces. B e ~ M  +volrtion. , PE. . cid Jiaipp-Relpeep ,y~~~$,qqyy+wq ,@e . , I .  . . . .* .# t.3 9 
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Mandatory Power for Palestine, was super- Life Of Lord George Bentinck, p.497 and the lusts of yourfather ye will do. 
seded by the Jewish Agency, a body con- (1 852). He was a murderer from the begin- 
taining powerful non-Zionist elements. [H: Similar statements have been made ning, and abode not in the truth, 
Go back and read this paragraph. This is by many other writers of eminence and because there is no truth in him 
the beginning of the coalition of the erudition. When he speaketh a lie, he speaketh 
International Finance Elite and the Zi- History shows that the Jew has of his own: for he is a liar, and the 
onists--1928. Don't forget, for a sec- always been, by nature, a revolution- father of iten (St. John, Chap. 8, verse 
ond, that this all was written in this ary and that, since the dispersion of his 44) [H: This is specifically for you who 
particular article BEFORE WW-11.1 race in the second century, he has either denounce me and claim that what I 

International Finance, by its sup- initiated or assisted revolutionary move- give you cannot be of the UBiblen of 
port of Zionism, has obtained the power ments in religion, politics and finance, Christ. You had better get busy with 
to exploit the vast resources of oil, which weakened the power of the States your homework because I am Head of 
chemicals and other substances in the wherein he dwelt. On the other hand, a the"armyn of Hosts (angels) who come 
lands to which Palestine is the outlet. few far-seeing members of the race as messengers with that CHRIST-GOD 
By the same means, it has dumped into have always been at hand to reap fi- and the time of choosing is at  hand!] 
Palestine, the most sacred country in nancial and political advantage coin- and whose existence in these days has 
the world, thousands of Bolshevik Jews cident with such upheavals. been referred to by Jews of such emi- 
who would destroy all religions and who, In the present case, however, World nence in politics and finance as Ben- 
from this strategic centre, are engaged Jewry may have let loose a force of de- jamin D'Israeli and Walter Rathenau. 
in propaganda, designed to draw Pales- struction which International Finance This small group of men (Jews) has 
tine, Egypt, the Middle East, India and may find itself powerless to control-in long exercised a hidden dictatorship 
the Far East, into the gigantic move- fact, another Frankenstein monster. over the affairs of Europe, America, 
ment begun in Russia, and to destroy and, to some extent, in Asia, by means 
British Imperialism. (Vide Eberlin .) IS THE WHOLE JEWISH RACE TO of the enslavement of National Gov- 

The part played by INTERNATIONAL BE CONDEMNED? ernments, to  what Herzl, the first 
FINANCE in furthering Bolshevism is a leader of the Zionist Organization, 
source of bewilderment to those who do Dr. Oscar Levy (a Jew) in 1920, in called U our terrible power of the 
not understand that the MONEY POWER, a letter which has been printed as a purseB. This method of control could 
ZIONISM and BOLSHEVISM are bat preface to a book, The World Significance not be applied to Tsarist Russia, there- 
weapons in the hands of INTERNA- Of The Russian Revolution, by G. Pitt fore the end was achieved by means of 
TIONAL JEWRY. On the face of it, Rivers, attributes the fact that: Bolshevism, a method which is also be- 
astute Jew Financiers, with their knowl- 'Jewish elements provide the ing used to bring the East into subjec- 
edge of mankind, would not be so stupid dtiving force for both Communism tion to them. 
or so insane as to pour vast amounts of and Capitalism for the material as The machinations of this group of 
capital into the world-wide activities of well as the spiritual ruin of the men have been crowned with so great a 
Bolshevism unless they were certain, in world...to the intense idealism of the measure of success that members of 
their own mind, that their own interests Jew." their race have had the effrontery, in 
and power were secure, whatever hap- However, as he points out, all Jews their recent representation of Tritannia, 
pened to the rest of humanity. are not Financiers, Zionists or Bol- to attach the Seal of Solomon to her 

The alliance between Jewish Fi- sheuists. Shield and the Judaistic symbol of the 
nance and Revolutionary Movements Dr. Levy considers that the Jews Serpent around her Trident. And the 
was no mystery to D'Israeli (Lord have most grievously erred: " We who descendants of those who rejected Christ 
eeaconsfield), for, just after the Euro- have promised to lead you to a new have not only joined hands with 'Anti- 
pean Revolutionary upheaval of 1848, heaven, we have finally succeeded in Christ", but also with those who would 
he wrote: landin_q_you into a new hell ... I look at expel God from His Universe and set up 

' The influence of the Jews may be this world, and Ishudderat itsghast- in His place Gold and the Machine as 
traced in  the last outbreak of the destruc- liness, I shudder all the more as I symbols of their gross materialism. 
tive principle in  Europe. An insurrection know the spiritual authors of all this Unless the power of this section 
takesplace against tradition and aristoc- ghastliness ... But its authors them- of Jewry is checked by human or su- 
racy, against religion and property. De- selves are unconscious in this as in per-human means, the peoples of the 
struction of the Semitic principle, extirpa- all they are doing." world, whether Gentile or Jew, are 
tion of the Jewish religion, whether in  the [H: TRUE, if you within that group- doomed to  slavery of body and soul. 
Mosaic or the Christian form, the natural ing do not wake up and stop this 
equality of man and the abrogation of madness of your own Uclaimedn breth- END OF QUOTING 
property, are proclaimed by the secret ren, you are first doomed for they will * * + 
societies who form provisional govern- give no quarter t o  those of you from Dharma, just leave this right here! 
ments, and men of Jewish race are whom they have stolen the most.] Citizens, you had best read and reread 
found at  the head of every one of It may be true that the fanatics this document! This was written, re- 
them The people of God co-operate who have committed the many, and only- searched and has been done so again 
with Atheists; the most skiuul accu- too-well-authenticated acts of destruc- and again since its original presenta- 
rfiulators of property ally themselves tion and devilry are not fully aware of all tion. There has NEVER been so much as 
with Communists; the peculiar and that they are doing. For, Bolshevism is a breath of rebuttal-because TRUTH IS 
chosen race touch the hand of a l l  the but one of the several weapons employed TRUTH IS  TRUTH! 
scum and low castes of Europe; and by a small and very powerful group of 
all this because they wish to destroy men who lust for World Domination, to YOU NOW KNOW YOUR ENEMY- 
that ungrateful Christendom which whose prototypes Christ pronounced the WHAT WILL YOU DO? 
owes to them even its name, and whose following indictment: 
tyranny they can no longer + Ye are of yohr~ath& th idedl ; :  ~ t ~ l t b  dear; . ,. . t . , ,  - i )  
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Lots Going 
Behind The Charade 

1 0 1 1 5 / 9 2 # 1  HATONN defying all rules in failure to test@ regardjng the AIDS 
Communist Party. Mr. Gorbachev is a member 

BUSY MONTH? NO? of the Elite Khazarian One Worlders. Mr. Yeltsin It should be noted that the "AIDS Hotline" 
plans to "do it" anotherway and it remains to be thatjustgot allthe publicityturnsoutto beworse 

- You think nothing is happening as pro- seen what happens. than the IRS "helpn line. Consistently mislead- 
jected? Perhaps you have a very narrow per- ing, oversimplified or patently m n g  responses 
spective? NUCLEAR POWER PLANT'S were given, it is now reported. The check-up 

You THINK Russia is having joint sewice survey was d M e d  by a physician who works 
WlTH you of the U.S. in the Persian Gulf? The power plant which "accidentedn in spedicaUyinAIDS-Mmedicindegroup 
Chelas, THAT Russian vessel is a rnissilejanti- Lithuania and is now shut down yesterday-is found that "Hot line volunteers gave conflictjng, 
missile SHIP. Joint action, they tell you, and aJl exactly like the one at Chernobyl. The "little often tow incorrect recommendations." And 
is just to get the "twon nations' s e ~ c e m e n  leaY is far worse than told and, being like the how is your day going? 
accustomed to and comfortable with w o r m  as other plant, can go into the ground. It is near the 
"friends" rather than "enemies"? NO-the "sea" and when the &on hits the water it is TWIDDLE DEDEE AND 
Russiansare there in the Persian Gulfahght but goingto be areal mess. The location of Lithuania TWIDDLE DEDUMB 
it is NOT to pleasantly &and by NATO and makes it a deadly proposition for many, many 
%attch" the embargo against Iraq. people. Remember all those indiscretions of Clinton 

Cant you see that it comes simultaneously as related to the Warren Stephens banlung 
with the release of the "so-calledn kanscripts WATCH THE CLUES backing that we wrote about months ago? Look 
on the KAG007 airline disaster? Both the U.S. now! "No matter who comes out on Top on 
AND Korea KNOW that the transcript is not Lithuania is directly east of Sweden and Election Day, Jackson Stephens should be a 
correct-but Russia has the "box" and you south of Finland, southwest of Leningrad winner." 
don't! Quite a lot of things are going on behind and north of Warsaw, Poland. The main clue 'The billionaire investment banker is part of 
the charade this day. is that it is adjacent to an area known as ~resident~ush's~eaml00,agroupof$100,000 

In the circumstance of the ship adventure in " White Russia". Note also that there is GOP contributors who can count on s p m d  
the Persian Gulf, pay attention to the Russian L'news" of  actions in and around "Archan- White House access. His son and business 
AdmiT.alwhenquestionedaboutRussia's"friend- gel" (town) which is right on the "White" partner, Warren Stephens, carries his own 
ship" with Iraq. He immediately says that "it is Sea. I am not going to tell you more about the impressive Republican credentials, once having 
political and I have nothing to say". I personally geography of these places for I want you to go played host to a fund-raiser at which Mr. Bush 
do not believe that Mr. Bush isgoing to be so free look it up and "see". The missile ship from mingled -with Arkansas W P  leaders. 
and easy with launching missiles at Iraq as long Russia came from the area of Archangel, "But the Stephens empire also bankrolls 
as that anti-missile Russian ship is adjacent to White Sea, off the Arctic Ocean-TO the Bill Clinton. Jack Stephens is the leading 
your own missile launchers! Persian Gulf! Does anyone think that at all stockholder in a bank that GAVE IVIR. 

" strangen? Well, you had best be starting to cLJNTON'S CA~WMGNA $3.5 MILLION LINE 
INVESTIGATION INTO CLINTON'S PAST' think of it as strange! OF CREDIT, HELPING HIM OVERCOME A 

CASH CRUNCH AND REKINDLE HIS CANDI- 
Hooplaover such as past indiscretionswhile OTHER STRANGE COINCIDENCES! DACY....." 

a student at  Mord? Who ms-the man, The above, and more, dmctly fiwn the Wd 
Clinton, is totallygmomed by the Elite Commit- While you were thinking nothing was S Y n z e t M  Monday, Oct 12, 199'2. 
tees and Bush is fighting for his l i f d t e d y .  It going on, I can assure you that many things Do you REALJ.iY think a "Ba" Gritz muld get 
remains to he seen if his back-up plans mn have transpired which mean major impact attention with two thmgs a@nst & total 
succeed. So far quite a few of us are giving away on the world. What do YOU think about the "ordezEdn blackout of even mention ofhisname, 
all the secrets in advance and it gets harder and helicopter "accident" that killed Brazilian, and how can he get anything near that kind of 
harder to carry through with disruptions-in Ulysses Guimaraes? Nothing? Who is he? baclung you-the-people after having been 
open view. Well, he was considered the "dean" ofBrazil's strippedofyourjobs, resaves and any manner of 

You ones of my team had best consider the Legislature but guess what-he was one of financkdly supporting such a campaign? 
early morning blast against the shield to be a the  maiarleaders in mtember's success- You will turn unto GOD d HOSIS and 
-that was us shoring the shielding as ful campaim TO IMPEACH PRESIDENT LIGHTED SOURCE, or, you will not a 
we am again at "stand+ff. COLLOR. That makes him a most offensive thing except to further deteriorate. So be 

I believe you can see that Mr..Oorbachev is e11engt~of3tht E % t e B + ~ ~  it. -W%, . 
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A Powerful Call To Action 
From God's Higher Realms 

10115192 #2 HATONN ney back to the U.S. He was missing over place-and without knowing one another, 
a period of months while it was claimed he workers can serve, for each has aplace and 

(Editor's note: The following writing is also and Nancy, his bride, were "vacationing". God is sufficient to all needs and all things. 
the Introduction to the latest PHOENIX Actually a new Kissinger was being readied So be it. 
JOURNAL now going to press titled - and and programmed, for the demise was not Please let us  just copy the writing as 
this is no joke - SEX AND THE LOTTERY, timely and there "had to be" a Henry shared. Don't get hung-up on labelstake 
"SATAN IS ALIVE AND WELL ON PLANET Kissinger to continue and finalize activi- "content" within and think upon the mes- 
EARTH! " This was a title only humorously ties. The organizations are so intertwined sages and balance will be given if asked 
discussed over dinner a few nights ago, that it is difficult to account for the players. within the LIGHTED INSIGHT. Dharma 
because the subject material of this JOUR- But there are clues. At any rate, they all needs to receive these things, also, and see 
NAL, having to do with our "belovedm Henry come out of The Luciferians and are ALL beyond the keyboard and unto the infinite 
Kissinger, is so important, and yet the JOUR- totally humanistically physically oriented experience. 
NALS are hardly titled to attract like thepulp toward RULE OVER ALL PHYSICAL PROP- I thank you for the sharing of the docu- 
novels and lurid movies that dailgpound our ERTY AND MANIFESTED HUMAN PHYSI- ment and blessings are given unto the 
senses. The challenge was how to catch the CAL. receiver for the people of God of Light need 
attentionof and compete withmodem man's We will speak again on these subjects this loving but firm pronouncement from 
Zionist-programmed preoccupations with but we did not have space to cover it all in our leader, the Christed representation 
these twopremiermtions of modem mate- this volume. recognized and translated in language unto 
rialism-sex and the lottery. At the time, we I have chosen the title, SEX AND THE the one recognized, by most, as  Jesus. It 
thought the discussion was getting a bit LOTTERY, for one reason-ATTENTION! In matters not about other perceptions, for 
cam'ed away with our humor. Well, it seems this day of incredible lies and corruption- this would be the ONE destined to be 
Commander Hatonn was listening!) everything from sex to survival is simply recognized as the Being you can claim in 

like the lottery-"you takes your chances" human touch with-that Christed pres- 
INTRODUCTION for it is intended you become dead of ence come to ALL physical experience and 

disease through sexual experience in loose- Guiding Lighted God of human rnanifesta- 
I am grateful for the "updated" more ness, and/or enslaved to later serve the tion on your Planet. 

comprehensive schematic of the Conspiracy puppet masters' physical needs. It will be 
Rule of the World. I ask that it be placed in through misuse of "sex" in activities, con- QUOTING: 
the appendix of this JOURNAL and in the cept and practice which will bring you to 
upcoming LIBERATOR, appropriately la- your knees in destruction of self-respect INTRODUCTION TO THE 
belled. [See next page.] These visual aids and actual destruction of foundation upon DMNE PLAN 
are effective and allow the mind to compre- which you structure your very lives. 
hend the magnitude of God of Creation's As dictated by M o s e s  and Jesus, the 
adversarial "teams". However, since you LIGHTED CHRIST-GOD Christ. 
are going to read a volume herein that September 24,1992 
features Henry Kissinger, I suggest you not The next portion I write as  much for Oh, children ofIsrael, You have wan- 
be either surprised nor annoyed to find it Dharma as for any of you other readers. dered long, scattered among the fourwinds. 
difficult to even find his name on the docu- It is a lonely task here to write that The wicked state of Israel has come 
ment in point. which most of the world wants NOT to hear to be, but think not that you, the remnants 

You will have to realize at the ending of and see. But THERE ARE OTHERS who of Israel, belong to this vile whore. 
the puzzle coalition that he must come receive and share Truth in a different We, as God's servants, have come to 
basically from the side of the diagram thrust-a different presentation. retrieve those of you left behind. We beg 
representing the House of Rothschild which I make no comment on the following unto you to follow the commandments of 
includes the Marxian-Socialism, KGB/ writing received from M.C. from his Com- God, even unto the bitter end. 
Mossad, etc. The reason you can calculate puter Bulletin Board and shared directly Eyes human do not see us, but hearts 
this much is  that Kissinger was in- with us, other than to give confirmation of of God do. Read all herein and believe for 
strumental in the "take-out" of the "othePcapable receivers bearingthemes- I am Moses, the prophet of old. This is my 
Rockefeller brothers and each replacement sages of Truth. I won't identify the writer/ messenger through whom I shall write, 
where appropriate as in the case of David, receiver because Truth is Truth-and it and I name her Rosah. 
now running around seemingly in original matters not WHO brings that Truth. Satan * * *  
format. The  bunch", including Kissinger, himself could bring the Truth even among Beloved Child, we are entering avery 
simply killed Nelson because they needed his lies and you can discern that portion difficult phase within the affairs of men, 
him out of the picture permanently. which is of GOD SOURCE. The following, when confusion abounds. Those decisions 
Kissinger then gave a grief-stricken eulogy, however, is wondrous and loving support which you would normally leave to com- 
bok off immediately for a European trip of the Truth of the "times at hand" and the mon sense will no longer be sated with the 
and b h s d f  was "takenwut" on the jour- purpose of the return of God unto your element of common sense. That to which 
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you would normally apply human reason it say therein that these messengers would the midst of such trouble makers. 
will no longer work according to the princi- come forth in great numbers that you, the Then, go into your government 
pals of reason. Little ones, the Antichrist masses, might be informed as you lie in the houses and throw out those who have sold 
plan does not work according to reason. dark at the hands of evil men and under the your very souls. Take back your govern- 

The lot of you will soon be left with foot of the Antichrist? Does it say within ment from the thieves, the favored of the 
your hands upon your hips, wondering the book of Revelations that God would Evil Prince of Darkness. ... the ones who 
how such destructive things could have open up the windows of heaven and pour call themselves Zionists, Elite. Yes, in- 
happened to you. Remember that the evil out His blessings on the country of the deed, little one, this is true. Those who call 
Antichrist is wise as the fox, and while you United States of America if you would themselves as Zionists are rogue murder- 
have been comfortably sleeping, you have forsake your idolatry, your gross fornica- ers, who further the Antichrist plan of 
been robbed of your chickens and your tion and various perversions of the flesh? destruction. It is these very ones who 
chicken coop. The next plan is to rob you Does it say within the book of Revelation intend to hunt you Godly ones into extinc- 
of your bodies physical and/or your very that if you would all humble yourselves tion. 
soul. The plan of the Antichrist is to hunt unto the teachings of God, that you would You do not have the time to waste on 
every single Christian into &tinction and be saved from the plan of Satan, which is those who will not act. You will either act 
to remove you from the face of the Earth. destruction? A great number of you who oryour freedomswill be forevergone. Within 

This plan is already in action. You have read the final book of the Bible all feel the laws of the land, go while you have yet 
will see more and more cases just like the that you are left with no other recourse ... that time and clean up your government houses 
Randy Weaver Case and you will be able to you all must lose your rights and be sub- from within, lest they be cleaned up by 
do nothing, lest you be made an example. ject to numerous wars, plagues and such. those from without for you are indeed ripe 
So, does this defy common sense? Well, Blessed Children of God, hear me for the picking. 
there is nothing rational about the Anti- and hear me well. Arise and take back that Rise up, precious children of the 
christ plan. The total plan is to destroy. It which has been taken from you lest grave Light of God. Take up your wand of Truth 
is a plan of confusion. suffering come to be a daily diet. Destruc- and go forth against the evil which threat- 

You made an astute observation as tion is the tool of the Devil. It falls upon the ens to devour you. Believe no longer the 
you put together the pieces of that which masses, who adhere to the principles of lies foisted upon you. Tear down the walls 
you have read. The battle of Armageddon darkness. If you will do nothing about it, of secrecy within your very own govern- 
is, indeed, the Plan of the Antichrist. Ifyou you give your permission for the Prince of ment lest your land of freedom be lost 
have fallen for this plan (and have accepted Darkness to proceed to destroy.. .the guilty forever. Our hearts cry out for you. 
the destruction of man as of God), then you with the innocent. When you are ripe for I can only tell you that you must 
have been mistaken. God hasgiven to each the picking, as you are now, it is Satan who prioritize those things which are of imme- 
of you a free will to act according to the destroys you, and not God. If you pursue diate import and of God, the Creator. You 
teachings of God or to act according to the the works of Satan, you fall into the camp must make an inner determination and 
teachings of the Antichrist, Satan. The of Satan. stick to the same. Fight this battle to win 
teachings (Laws of God) lead to wholeness, Satan knows that he and his army it. If you do not fight you will be inundated 
completeness. The teachings of Satan lead have no heritage within the Kingdoms of with that which you allow to be foisted 
to confusion and destruction. the Higher Realms. He has no allegiance or upon you. You, as a collective group, are 

The plan of Satan would have the lot loyalty to you and wishes to see you all responsible for that which you allow your 
of you to lay down and do nothing while the dead physically and, especially; spiritu- leadership to throw over on you, the un- 
fox eats every last one of you alive. This ally. Now, you have been given the com- suspecting. If you will not awaken, then all 
Antichrist plan would have the lot of you mandments of God to follow. If you but of you shall suffer-the weak and the 
believe that you have no free will, and that follow the Commandments of God, you will strong-the good with the evil shall fall 
you can not deter one whit the advances of not fall within the clutches of The Evil One simultaneously. We can only hope that 
Satan. Little Ones, you have missed the and his followers. you all will do that which you must do to 
whole point .... the point being that you I say awaken and heed the call of awaken the Power of Good within you to 
have the power to arrest the evil of the those sent among you to spread The Word, take charge of this once great country. You 
Antichrist machine in its tracks if you The Tnith AND The Light. If you will not are, ,in this sense, your brothers' keeper. 
would but use your free will to follow the listen and fight for your very lives, you will This does indeed place quite a burden 
commandments of The Father God, Cre- soon have no opportunity. God has not left upon the shoulders ,of you who are in- 
ator. you. You have left God. The sooner you formed, who will listen and go forth with 

The plan of God is freedom and is wake up and realize that God is not out the Truth. We can onlyweep ifyou will not 
positive and creative. Do you not believe there somewhere, but within you, the sooner do the same. 
that your founding Fathers were inspired you will renew your own kinship. Quit, I Now, let us  go forth with an intro- 
of God to fight the revolution .for your repeat -"quitw waiting for others to feed duction to this material regardingrTHE 
country? Well, of course they were in- you: Go unto God in prayer h d  suppli- DIVINEPLANOFGOD,THEFATHER-CRE- 
spired of G d .  It is the will of God that you cation and feed yourself. ATOR. I .address this material herein to 
all be FREE, that you all have a free will. Those who call themsslves shepherds those who seek and are lost, confused and 

Now, it is the intent of the Antichrist have lost the way. They are as blind as are seeking an drmat ion of life, liberty arid- 
to take away your free will. Does this the lot of"you. THEY ARE THE MONEY the pursuit of happiness: I address this 
sound like it is of God? A plan to take away CHANGERS, WHO GRAB OF THE OFFER- material herein to those who seek and find 
your free will? I say not. You have all read INGS FOR THEIR OWN USE. 'Get thee not. I address this material herein to tho% 
the destructive plan of Satan in your Boiik from me, hence," thus saith the Lord. who take up arms against their brethren, 
of Revelation in the Bible. Does this plan- Throw out the money changers from your but who do so under a great massSSof guilt 
tell you that you are to rise up and-educate placesof worship. Quit the churches where and confusion. I address this material 
one another and to come W to-the teach- the idea is to be seen of men. Cease to go herein to those who labor long in the vine- 
ings of God? Docs it say therein'that in among those who are proud and-haughty yard and who grow weary as the pgyment 
these times God w o u l & W  the -with to partake of the word of Gp& The same is received does not buy the* s3~stenqce . 
messexgem ips& partsat the globre,? Does qqt .of.W. You w,&Jter,orfg?y thm k need* to f" the ,4tve pnqg ,k ,the 3di-f 
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vidual family. tion. This, I often refer to as, the Divine your course of destruction? Or will you, 
Let it be known that I am Moses, the Blueprint. through your own choices, continue down 

prophet of old. 'I am here as are a number Each of you has this Divine Blue- the river of eternal darkness? You must 
of us in your very own midst. We are come print, and you will come into the memory of know that you will break yourselfifyou are 
as the Divine Messengers of One Holy God, this beautiful design when you will first to be broken. You will break yourself with 
the Creator, The God of Abraham and break your own willfulness, thus separate- your own choices. But even the wildest of 
Isaac, the God of the pharaohs, the only ness from one another and the God within. horses cannot be broken at times. 
one and true God of Theuniverses without You will come to realize that you are all Large numbers of you fight, when to 
end .... the Creator of all, with no ending or created of the Essence of God, and in the submit bringspeace andjoy. You continue 
beginning. We are come in the service of beginning created of equal and unique to feed the ways you have entertained 
this ONE and Holy God and in the service essence. You will come to drop your hates through many lifetimes, even though these 
of those remnants left behind, and we ask and your prejudices as you will know that have never worked and never will. All you 
only that you forsake the things of this God liveswithin you and withinyourbreth- rebellious ones have to do is to cease to 
worldly sphere and that you be willing to ren. No matter how low your brethren may resist the loving hand of The Father, The 
release others of all indebtedness as your have fallen, you will come to feel compas- Creator of all. . -  - 
Father is so willing to do for you. We ask sion for him, as you will know him to be a My precious brethren, would that we 
that you be willing to take up the Word and Divine Creation lost to his heritage. Your could cause your eyes to see the indescrib- 
the Truth of Your Holy Creator unto the heart will feel great sorrow for those who able beauty which awaits you in other 
forgiveness of all even unto the least ofyou. are lost. You will find that you wish to pray spheres! Would that we could open your 
We ask that you fear not that which may for those and to help them find their way hearts to the beauty of lov-f compas- 
await you, for if you come with a humble instead of cursing and blaming. sion and acceptance, one for the other! 
heart, and willing to do the will of Your Know that all disorder and strife are Why must you garner yourselves 
Father-Creator, then little ones, you are of Satan, himself. When you commune round about with all manner of darkness, 
teachable. If you are teachable, then all with Satan, you will become lost in a whirl- and hate one for the other, in that you must 
things are possible. But come not the wind of confusion. Like the gingerbread entertain all manner of separateness? You 
willful, the proud and haughty. We will not house, Satan will make his causes appear establish churches among yourselves and 
have you in our midst. We cannot teach veryappealing. The appeal is as the appeal you fight among yourselves about which 
those who insist that the words of God be of the poisonous mushroom. You eat of it church is greater or better than the other. 
subservient to the words and works of and you may be very ill before you know it You are blinded by the reflection of 
man. Thus, you who are of the proud and is poisonous. You will not be deceived if the material world. Love of the material 
haughty must go your own way unto your you will but follow the instructions God has caused you to curse one to the other. 
own destruction. For within the fold of the has given you. But alas, be fearful of many Love of the material has caused you to 
ONE and Living God go those who will who espouse the truths as the Jim Bakkers harbor among yourselves preachers, who 
humbly submit to the WORD, the TRUTH of the world, for they can be bought or sold preach not the word of God for love, but for 
and the LIGHT of ONE, TRUE, AND LOV- for the monetary. The same are not of God, money. You have among you preachers, 
ING CREATOR. the Father. who preach not the word of God for love of 

We will not ask that you give up the You must learn that you need no one God, but for praise from your kllow man 
material, the things of this world. You will to intervene on your behalf, and if someone and for the reason of gaining of power one 
do so as you come to the understanding of the cloth espouses the same, you are over the other. I ask you, "Are you not each 
that LOVE of the material only leads to a being lied to. Do not be so gullible as to a minister one unto the other? Were you 
greater unhappiness and a never ending believe that you need another human be- not created to love and minister unto the 
desire for more of the same. [H: Having, ing to intervene on your behalf. In this way, hurting in your midst?" 
enjoying and using the gifts of God is not many, many of you have landed under the You, precious children, are created 
in point-the LOVE of these things is foot of Satan. to be sacred and beautiful temples of God, 
that which is deadly.] Remember your heritage: that you the Creator. For whom do you build giant 

Let it be known that we are here in are all, at  the center, Divine, and thus Holy edifices? I say not unto your God; Creator. 
your midst, and we come to take home with Beings. Oh how sad that you have forgot- Why is it that you construct such mon- 
us  those who are willing to submit to the ten this Truth. strosities when there are hungry and lost 
will of God, those who are penitent for their You must be apprised of those, how- within your very cities? Will you take such 
wrongs, those who hold love and compas- ever, who have become evil as they are edifices to the beyond? You have been told 
sion for their fellow man, those who are almost totally lost to the Antichrist cause. the futility of the same. 
forgiving and teachable. We are your teach- These have fallen deep into the Antichrist Have you not read your scriptures? 
ers. We are many of your friends from long war and on the side of the Antichrist. Be I say not! The lot of you go hungering for 
ages past. not deceived by the same. You are the ones The Word, and you wish to be fed from 

Many of you walk as eternal zom- who must be wise as the fox, as it is the corrupted streams! Do you not realize that 
bies, as you have denied yourselves the foxes'game ofwhich you must be apprised. you are what you take into your body? If 
taste of God's eternal Truths for so long Go in the Light and shine Light on these the food be rotten, then you become sick 
that you have no idea of that which is true. evil and dark deeds and these ones shall with the rot. If the water be impure, then 
You have numbed yourself to the Truth lose power over you. you will suffer. 
because you have chased the dark side for We weep for the lot of you. You are You are lost, precious children, and 
many, many ages. You have hardened our brethren of Sacred Creation, yet you the hour of your awakening is near. The 
your hearts, such that they look as black wallow in filth and denial. We hold great greatest number of you are very near to 
and as hard as obsidian. Yet, for even you, compassion for you, yet there is not one finding out the Truths about who you are. 
a desire to be teachable could awaken the whit we can do to change you$ as you must And I say to the lot of you, and listen well- 
memory which resides within you, that all remember that, to each of you, there is your earth awaits grave natural and 
of you were originally created of equal soul given the right to choosei Will your choice man-made disaster. The greatest number 
essence and that within your very being be to humble yourselves unto the Word of of you will not survive it. 
you have a soul memory of this soul perfec- the Almighty Creatoi, and thus change - A w a h  . and .take Qack.ytau~i~crsm~, 
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ment from the most vile machine ever to 
invade the space of your earth within recent 
history. You areall but gone. You must needs 
clean the government in Washington from 
top to bottom. The lot of these evil men have 
sold your souls for a tinker's toy. 

If the lot of you allow yourselves to fall 
under this New World Order, then this you 
must endure. While you could have done 
something, you have slept. Think not that 
you have not been warned. The Truth has 
come to you from many sources. 

GOD'S ARMY WILL HAVE ONLY, 
THEREIN, THE VALIANT. The sleeping will 
not fight therein. Will you continue sleeping, 
those among you who are sleeping? And are 
you sleeping because you have not been given 
the Truth or because you do not wish to know 
the Truth? 

Which are you, a sheep or a goat? We 
know which you are. Do you? If you say that 
you will not fight in the army of God, The 
Creator, then I say unto you that you have 
M y  enrolled into the anny of Satan, and 
you fool none other than yourself. And thus 
you make your choice. We have known that 
agreat majority ofyou will wish to sleep. Your 
choice is painted upon you. 'Those of you 
who suffer all manner of persecution for my 
namesake," thus saith the Lord, 'shall not 
go unmarded." 

Precious Children, we are here in your 
service and thus in the service of Almighty 
God, The Creator. You, who will listen, then 
I beg you to listen. You, who will see, then I 
beg you to open up your eyes and see. We 
cannot do that for you which you must do for 

disasters and tragedy, from within and 
without. For those of you who have faith 
unto Me and My Word, know this: I am 
returned, and for M y  people have I re- 
turned. Blessed children, know that for 
you I have prepared a place. Therein is a 
total peace. There is joy and security. You 
will grow to be a ripe old age, therein, with 
happiness and love in your hearts, one for 
the other. 

But for those ofyou whowill not love, 
who will not love the God within yourself 
and the God within your brethren, in no 
wise can you love Me, for I am within you 
and you are within Me. Therefore, I beg of 
you, that you let go of all hate, malice and 
malcontent, that you reach out unto your 
brethren, and where there is hate give love, 
where there is malice plant joy and good- 
will. For I can tell you that if you harbor all 
manner of hate and animosity, I reserve no 
place for you within this new home. 

I am Jesus, The Christ, Jehovah, 
and you must realize that I come quickly. 
Blessings upon you little children. Now, go 
and do as I ask and hold up and nourish 
your brethren. Precious children, many 
starve for the love of a fellow being. Share 
with all who will listen that Jesus, The 
Christ is come and among yourselves re- 
joice for the hour of reckoning is at hand. 

END OF QUOTING 
* 

You who cannot seem to get away from 

the analyzing of each word and phrase, 
each jot and tittle, let me assure you of 
something herein: if the word or label of, 
say, Jehovah, causes concern and confu- 
sion-know it for what it IS. In the day of 
Moses (and Moses shared in this presenta- 
tion) Jehovah meant the Holy God of 
O ~ m a t o r .  The label was battered 
and tampered by those who came later. 
However, the label of Jesus has evolved, 
rightly or wrongly, to represent the Being of 
one Immanuel Esu who represented unto 
you people the Christed TEACHER of God's 
instructions for living and actions. You 
can get distracted by 'names" if you so 
choose--but it is an error in wisdom to do 
so-for it is the INTENT WITHIN which 
presents the 'ENERGY" sought or pre- 
sented. 

Blessed be Rosah that this Word would 
be shared with thine brethren who labor 
long in the vineyards of God and may the 
sharing herein bring loving support to each 
who partakes and to you who 'serve" that 
your hearts may be 'glad". 

HATONN OF LIGHT, I AM THAT YOU 
MIGHT BE! 

This JOURNAL shall be titled: 

SEX 
AND THE LOTTERY 

"SATAN IS ALIVE AND WELL 
ON PLANET EARTH'" 

yourself. Our lev; for you is: indescribable. 
We shall not say more except to remind you 
that we are come, and in our very midst is Warning From Soltec: - 
Jesus, The Christ. To this end, you are given 
to receive thus. 

Blessed Children, it is I, Master Jesus, 
as you call Me. I hold you in MY anns when 

Get Emergency Supplies Ready! 
know it not. I reach down &d I pick you 

up into My own bosom when you cry out to 10/12/92#1 SOLTEC very bad losers. 
Me. I rock your children when you know it This scribe today got a chuckle as she 
not. Soltec, in service to Holy God and the watched the evening news. They spoke of 

You have a decision upon yourselves. Host, present. So, the 12th has come and the space probe sent out in space to search 
It is a mighty decision. Will you choose Truth gone and no alien invasion. Though you for intelligent life. They mentioned it would 
and Light which is of God, or will you choose are relieved, many are, none-the-less, dis- travel 100,000 light years in its search. 
deceit and lies, which are of Satan? You who appointed as the day brought nothing. Kali thought how much time and money 
curse Me, your cries ring into the heavens Nothing? How about the 5.9 earth- they might have saved by simply subscrib- 
and beyond. Do you not know that you curse quake in Cairo, Egypt, which was felt as far ing to the LEIERATORI I had to remind her 
your very selves, for within you I am? We are away as Jerusalem? It came on the heels that most of them already do read it reli- 
created of the same essence. We are created of a 4.2 on Sunday, October 1 1 in your San giously (though they carry it in a plain 
as we may all be, as the Creator-that we may Bernardino County. Oh, I see, this has brown wrapper). 
all be free. Why have you forsaken Me? Why nothing to do with little lizard aliens. Per- You need to keep some sense of humor 
have you doubted and cursed Me? Did you haps not, but it has everything to do with in these times to balance out the other 
not believe that I would return for you? Oh, the continuing games your controllers are heaviness which you ones are experienc- 
you precious children of little faith. playing. Do you not see-you are the ing as the state of your Earthly affairs 

I cry unto our Father and I begthat you mouse and the Elite controllers are the appears to deteriorate daily. There is also 
be given more t i m m d  that you be given a cat? You are being tormented and chased a longing on our part that we could meet 
greater understanding. I cry unto our Father until the cat wears you out, then the fun together and laugh and have fun, rather 
that We be allowed to intervene (in some being finished, they move in for the final than be forced to meet and discuss the 
manner acceptable unto Thee). I shall tell kill. To these Elite this is a great game with plans to destroy you. But, precious ones, 
you, My precious children, the 12th hour is very definite and hefty rewards. They are we do not have that luxury at this time. 
upon you apd many ofyou shallenduregreat trained well, truly enjoy the play and are,,You we in very seeous limes, . - i - -  
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Your ground is shaking, your water is you pretty pictures and tell you fairy tales MUST be prepared for these types of casu- 
poisoned, your money is stolen, your prop- like your Elite government does, or would alties, for would you want to watch a loved 
erty taken away, and all the while the you rather Soltec tell you the truth and try one die because you could not administer 
political games go on and your politicians to help you save your backsides? Dear even the simplest of treatments? 
tell lie upon lie to You-The-People. The ones, you are very close to the time when A s  you watch the political games played 
saddest of this is that so many of you you will be scurrying for all those back out on your televisions, keep in mind that 
believe them!. issues of the LIBERATOR and the JOUR- they are but games intended to keep you 

It matters not whether you vote for NALS. But, once the doo-doo has hit the ones distracted while the real dirty tricks 
Tweedle Dee, Tweedle Durn or Tweedle fan, you will not have the time to cram for continue against you. None of them can 
Doo for all stand for the same thing, only finals! The time to act is now, while you solve the medical care crisis or the eco- 
the  wrapper looks different. So, regard- still have a chance to supply yourselves nomic problems for they are the Godless 
less of which of these three ends up in your sufficiently. I can not emphasize this slavemasters bound to enslave you. Learn 
Washington come January, I suggest you enough. to see these distractions for what they are. 
ones had best keep survival supplies up The aftermath of a disaster, such as  Become smarter than your enemy. Look 
to par! For when the emergency happens, being planned for you, is often more deadly beyond the deceptive facade which has 
there will not be time nor resources to and devastating than the disaster itself. been created. Seek God, for you will not 
prepare. Ground water becomes infected with such find His hand in any of it. Align yourselves 

You ask for information and more infor- lovely little things as typhoid and cholera, with the Creator, open your heart to the 
mation, yet what are you doing with it? Are food supplies become contaminated and light of God and the Christ. Follow this, 
you preparing your households? Or, are the injuries to be dealt with are beyond Chelas, and we will succeed in this mis- 
you waiting for the weekly edition of a what you ones can imagine. You will have sion. 
paper to read more exciting and scandal- to practice battlefield medicinethat is, We shall draw this writing to a close, 
ous news? All the information we give will treat the most seriously injured first, get leaving you, as ever, with the love and 
do you not one bit of good unless you act! them patched up enough to survive until blessing of God and the Hosts. With perse- 
You weep and wring your hands and cry, more intensive treatment can be adminis- verance and the knowledge and Light of 
'What are we going to do? How can we tered. It is not a pretty thought and will be God we shall get there. 
survive?" Yet, week after week after week even less pretty when it happens. You Soltec to clear. Salu. 
you are instructed and informed. Most 
have not even aweek's worth of s u ~ ~ l i e s  on 
hand. When the time of need corn%, these 
oneswillblameGodandSpaceCommand Building The Bridge To God 
for not telling them that this was the day! 

Do you have first-aid supplies? could 
you save a life in a crisis? Could you re-set 
a fractured or broken bone? Could you 1018192 SAIQANDA gers ofTruth, for so cunning and crafty has 
stop arterial bleeding? Do you know what the Adversary been that even God's bright- 
wild plants or roots to use for medicinal Greetings, precious Druthea. I AM est lights of giving love and living His laws 
purposes? Do you know how to locate and Sananda. I AM the one known as Jesus the are misguided as to MY purpose and teach- 
prepare them for use? Chelas, not every Christ by modern day "Christiansw. I ings. 
household will have access to a doctor or a come in the senrice to Our Holy Father, Bless you brave souls of My very ow,: 
nurse and you will not be able to run to God of Light and of LIFE. You may call Me family who dare to share what GOD un- 
your local drug store for aspirin and by whatever label suits you for I hear the folds to break the spell of spiritual igno- 
bandaids. Every supply closet should in- call from thine heart and know when I AM rance. That spell which places you as a 
clude, at the very least, the basics of petitioned in behalfof Our Heavenly Father sinner, unworthy of life unless you believe 
bandages, hydrogen peroxide, alcohol and who exists WITHIN each of you. on the physical blood of My long ago de- 
topical anti-bacterial cremes. We would Your species is now experiencing the cayed mortal body. You have been mis- 
also suggest a manual on emergency first- time of tribulation, purification and gradu- guided, My good "Christianw children! And 
aid, in addition to books on natural meth- ation. Each one ofyou will choose to live in this is perhaps the most damaging of all 
ods of healing. You will have to rely on accordance with GOD'S laws, those includ- conspiracies against your species, for your 
what is readily available. There is so much ing the natural laws, or you will remain in souls are trapped as a log between the 
information available on your place on your defiance and ignorance of Heaven on rocks in a mighty river, the river of God's 
these vital subjects that the Host is not Earth and WITHIN. You who continue to Universal Evolution. Many ofyou even are 
going to do this homework for you. There play the game of evil (opposite of life), in attempting to swim upriver (against the 
are some things you must take the initia- other words, will be unable to witness flow of LIFE). The Adversary attempts to 
tive for and do for selves. GOD'S return and reclamation of His push many ones into his stagnant, insipid 

Though your valley will survive the UBIG people, HIS people being those who choose pool, promising you glory and material 
ONE*, you will be seriously shaken, and HIM within heart intent and behavior. power and actually infesting you ones with 
there will be damage. There is also a great This is a time of sorting within each one. dis-ease and suffering. He binds you mor- 
possibility of tidal waves striking your little You will sort yourselves by taking MY hand tally by mesmerizing you to worship things 
island, and there will be injured people. as the bridge which will allow you to cross of the physical, lulling you into a false 
How will you deal with them? How will you into the Kingdomof God which exists within sense of security whereby you believeyour- 
deal with those who become ill later on? your very being if you will but remember selves unaccountable and not responsible 
Just getting through the initial shock will and recognize it. for the evil and suffering which abounds in 
be bad enough, but you must be prepared You ones have been locked within an your world. 
for that which will follow. Education and illusion of separation and powerlessness. You worship gold and mortal power and 
self-sufficiency is your only hope. God's adversary has fooled you, most all of believe My blood sacrifice will save you. I 

Now Soltec will be accused of trying to you in one way or another, and this be the taught you immortality and that each is a 
scare you. Oh? Would you rather I paint greatest challenge to Our Father's messen- Son of God by living the Christ path, the 
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Law of Love in accordance with the Will of power is minute in comparison to a God- by any method which I choose? Will you 
God. The Father and I are one and you and actualized being, and many evil-pos- limit Me that choice by your belief and 
1 are one. We are the individualized reflec- sessed humans have turned to ME and indoctrination? Does it really matter 
tions in soul perfection of Our Creator. Do MY FATHER when the evil ones aban- HOW I get here as long as YOU recognize 
you believe that He in His almighty perfec- doned them. Blessed are those who turn ME? God's messengers are preparing 
tion created imperfect beings? Within each from evil and recognize not its power, for you of God intent to accept My return 
one exists that perfect flame of the eternal when you walk in the Father's LIGHT of regardless of how you perceive it. Only 
ONE. We and His Hosts and Messengers in perfect LOVE, then evil is bound away God knows the day and the hour, and I 
human format seek to help you remember and powerless in your presence. Need tell you, it draws near. 
your ONENESS with GOD of LIGHT Cre- you fear evil? Nay, respect your enemy, I will leave each ofyou with a few more 
ator Source. The illusion of separation is for he has been a formidable adversary questions to ponder with God in your 
just that forwhen you mergewith the Great and now you KNOW the difference, do presence until you KNOW the answer. 
Spirit of LIFE, you become inspired and are you not? Even your perceived enemy is This is in regards to your religious and 
given the access to His power by under- birthed of the ONE Creator and therefore spiritual beliefs. 
standing His perfect Laws and how they of your family. You may be surprised 1. WHO and/or WHAT exactly has 
work. that some of the vilest humans in your convinced you to believe in God, Christ, 

I told you ones that these things, these perception have finally returned to God. The Great Spirit, Elohim, Allah, etc., the 
miracles of mortal perception which I dem- And then some of God's purest in heart way you now currently believe? 
onstrated-healing, multiplying food, messengers remain misguided as to HIS 2. HOW were you convinced that your 
transforming matter at will-these things ways and their own power in working perception is correct? 
YOU will do and greater according to your with God. 3. WHAT is the motivating idea or 
knowledge of God and His perfect Laws of How can you continue on the path of force behind your current beliefs? 
Balance. Truth and release untruth which you 4. WHAT clues do you use to judge the 

We come to set the record straight about have adopted? By honestly questioning accuracy of your perceptions and ideas? 
the liesandmisunderstandingswhich have and finding the origin of your beliefs. 5. Are you AFRAID to find yourself in 
occurred in every religion. It is not I, your YOU give power to that which you be- error of perception? 
Jesus Christ mortal human, who will save lieve; that is the Law. When I told ones Remember, precious chelas, that there 
your soul from evil. It is YOU who accept that THEIR faith and belief is what cured is TRUTH and there is ERROR. The key 
the ideal example of living God's perfect them from disease, for that moment they to KNOWING the difference is WHERE? 
Law of Love, who boldly walk the Christ were joined with the Father who dwelleth Thank you precious little dove of mine, 
path which is the open door to God's Holy within each. They believed My power Druthea, for sitting with Me this day. It 
Kingdom, who will participate in and wit- was directly that of God's and that I am is well, My child, that you face your fears 
ness the Glory and celebration of MY re- a bridge to that power. Most misunder- and seek the CAUSE of lack of TRUST 
turn. stood that it was not MORTAL Christ that you may KNOW the difference be- 

Miracles only seem to be so in your who healed them and multiplied loaves tween your MORTAL self and the beauty 
mortal perception because you do not re- of bread; it was GOD the Father WITHIN and pureness of your IMMORTAL self, 
member or know the Father within. I told ME, who I communed with on a moment which is centered by Our FATHER Within 
you it was not ME who did these miracles; to moment basis, Who did these blessed you. You will benefit from much alone 
it is the Father within Me who does these works. Soon many ones of you will time in the days ahead whereby we may 
things. I may petition in behalf of each one realize you do not NEED even Me as your assist in attitude and perception adjust- 
of you to Our Father, yet I may not accept intermediary, your bridge to the King- ment that you may more fully realize and 
responsibility foryour defiance of His Laws. dom of GOD. I simply am the door, the utilize your loving and healing power. 
You, precious friends, are accountable for example of GOD'S perfect Law and I will You are ready to grow into fuller aware- 
selves and ifyour SOUL is to be saved, you return to fulfill My promise to Him and to ness of your gifts which have been care- 
will do it for self by seeking only the counsel You to bring God's people (those who fully cultivated with God at  the center of 
of Our Heavenly Father who is the still choose God of Light) HOME. IT IS THE your heart. You are never alone even 
voice of love and inspiration of givingWITH1N PATH OF LOVE YOU NEED WALK, AND when physically by yourself. We wish to 
you. YOU NEED ONLY LISTEN FORTHE KING- spend more time in your awake time 

Many of you ones of Mine family of DOM OF HEAVEN IS UPON YOU! facilitating your communion with Our 
messengers who walk the human experi- Where will WE go when this transition Heavenly Father. This is valuable time 

. ence in this time-frame, as well as ones in and sorting is complete? Many ones of spent for preparation. Your family will 
the "unseen" world, are making prepara- you have worked and waited for many understand. Thank you. 
tion-for the Kingdom of God is at hand eons with ME, growing with ME in spiri- Thank you, precious chelas, for at- 
and you are either for or against Him. It tual knowledge and perfection of heart tending this document: If it seems a 
matters not if you even believe in Me, and intent. We are together, you of My broth- personal message to one, please KNOW 
even ones who call themselves atheists ers and sisters in both the seen and that it is to many ones I give the same 
may walk the Christed path and live God's unseen worlds, each in his own way message. You will know if it is for you. 
Law, and I will reveal Myself to these ones cbnfronting and exposing evil expres- Sometimes we must give visual presen- 
that they know a higher Truth than mortal. sion, many of you within selves as well as tation of our instructions to be afforded 
And I will reveal Myself to the children and in your world. You are bringing the maximum attention for benefit of Our 
to the ill and to the suffering. And evil ones Christ Consciousness, the example, to work together in behalf of God. So be it. 
who possess MY people will run in fear for the banquet table of the people here and I AM SANANDA, One with God in My 
they will know their time of folly is ended we are preparing for MY return upon awareness. I AM the door, the bridge 
and will have only selves to taunt and your place. How do you expect to per- from mortality to immortality. May you 
devour until that moment when GOD is ceive My return? If you expect Me on a see TRUTH and may you understand 
called and they see perhaps a better way. cloud, will you reject Me if I return upon WHO YOU ARE. Walk together in Truth 

You neednot ever FEBR GOD, unless of a floating white horse? How about a and Understanding and KNOW that God 
.-,mm*can-_byd4foryourm space craft? Do you believe I can return walks with each who so allow Him. Salu. 
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THE POSITIONING OF I To download the PHOENIX LIBERATOR from your computer or to leave a public message, 
THE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES simply dial (by modem): 

(805) 822-1309 for the free Patriot Information1 

COLOMBIA EARTHOUAKE 

Please, please go back and study past PHOENIX LIBERATOR Bulletin Board. 

infomation--you don't HAVE TO guess. Set your computer for 2400 or 9600 baud N-8-1. 
Watch what is happening with both Bush The board uses Procorn+ and most of the files are in zipped (or compressed) format using 

in the BNL bank circumstance vs. politics the program PKZIP. 

and now, look at the federally incarcerated Information contained on this BBS concerns individual rights, legal briefs of all kinds, 
speaker who is going to give information on constitutional and related matters, rare treatises on freedom, some of Hatonn's daily 

QuayleRIGHT DOWN THE LINE LIKE WE writings,PHOENIX LIBERATORS and much more. 

GAVE YOU. This man sold marijuana to THE LIBERATOR and Hatonn's writings are in MS Word 5.0 

Quayle for distribution and was subsequently If you try to enter the BBS through Windows, it won't work. 

put into isolation until after the '88 elections If you have any questions or problems, call 

to silence him. He is now unable to be hidden The System Operator, Rick Martin, at (805) 822-9545. 

from news people and it should get nasty Spread the WORD 
pretty soon. Remember that they needed a , __ 
way to get Quayle off the ticket and the full 
intent WAS to put Perot into that slot. That 
is one reason Stockdale was allowed to blun- 

The major earthquake in Colombia today 
is the direct show-and-tell of recognition of 
the dfhg dealing headquarters as connected 
to your U.S. and associates. It is hard-ball 
time and you had best keep at ready. 

******KEEP THOSE BUNGIES AND TIE- 
DOWNS TIGHT AND HOOKED-YOU ARE 
NOT NWLRLY "THROUGHn. ****** 

[Editor's note: The possibk gtrare 
geophysicalprobZemsn?sultingf~~mthis 
very serious series of earthquakes 
prompted Commander Soltec to an u m -  
k t e d  uryent session to explain mom on 
the matter, from a geophysical perspec- 
the, in a separate writing of bdws date. 
This urgent Soltec writing is Wated-on 
the fmnt page of this LIBERATOR.] 

(special ~ u d i o  Tape ~ o t i c e  

der so badly at the V.P. debate. Just stay 
alert. 

Next, everything is being done to get as 
much dirt on Clinton as possible. The prob- 
lem is that when the drug exchanges at the 
Mena, Ark. airport (allowed by Clinton) hit the 

the "source" of the drugs. This 
means that the bladanailers are 
ingthe blaCkrrlailers'and it becomes danger- 
ous to uncover, in public, Clinton's REAL 
indiscretions. 

Saturday evening, 1 O/l7/92, Commander Hatonn 
was, again, the featured guest on radio station 
KTKK in Salt Lake City, UT. Among important 
matters discussed were the recent Colombian 
earthquakes and our"beloved" Henry Kissinger's 
longtime involvement with Serbia and an inter- 
esting confirmation of just how involved via a 
newspaper from Berlin, Germany. Kissinger Asso- 
ciates are, once again, behind the Serbian-Croation 

I bloodshed destroyinq those nations riqht now. 

Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos 
In addition to audio tapes of meetings with Commander Hatonn and written transcriptions of 

some taped topics, THE WORZ) is now also offering other tapes and videos on selected topics. 
Donations to cover the costs of tapes are 14.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two tapes and $2.50 

per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. The transcriptions are $3.00 each. 
(Mexico or Canada add 10.25 and other foreign countries add 10.50 per tape or transcription.) 
Portage is included i n  tape and transcription prices. 

Please send check or money order to: I t f E  WORD, P.O. Box 6 194, Tehachapi, CA 93582 
o r  cal l  805-822-41 76 if you have questions or you wish to  use your Visa, Discover or 
Master Card. 

If you desire to automatically receive tapes from future meetings, please send at least a 950 
donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify you as your balance reaches 
zero. 

Special Order tapes are noted below by and are not automatically sent since this material is 
usually either already in print or will be soon. Available written transcriptions are noted by #. 

The following is a complete list of meeting dates with the number of tapes in bold in 
parentheses and mentioning i f  the meeting has a special focus: 
2/22/92(4); 3/14/92(4); 7/4/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
3/2 1 /92(2); 3/28/92(1); 4/4/92(3); 7/12/92(3); 
4/12/92(2) a talk at local Community Church; 7/18/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
4/13/92(1) # "What is a Semite?"; 7/26/92(3)i - 
4 / i  7/92(1) # 'Who Were the First Christians?" 8/3/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
4/25/92(2) * # The Photon Belt"; 8/8/92(2); 
4/26/92(3); 5/1/92(1) "L.A. Riots and 8/3 1 /92(2) Anti-Christ Banksters; 
The Bigger_ Plan"; 9/5/92(2); 
5/2/92(3); 

9/12/92(2) radio brogram, KTKK; 

5/8/92(2) radio talk show; 10/4/92(3); 

5/9/92(4); 
10/10/92(2z 

5/1 1 /92(3) * "Silent Weapons For Quiet Wars"; 1 0/17/92(2) radio program, KTKK. 

5/13/92(3) meeting with European visitors 
over lunch; 
511 6/92(3); 5/23/92(2); SPECIAL AUDIO, 8/16/92(3)*, Bo Critz speech in 
5/30/92(3)* "The Divine Plan and Places In Tehachapi; 
Between" tapes 1-3; SPECIAL VIDEO, 8/16/92, Tehachapi Citizens' 
6/1/92(3); 6/4/92(2); 6/6/92(4); Rallv featurina Col. James "Bo" Critz. $1 2; 
6/13/92(3); 6/2 1 /92(3); 6/27/92(2); 

- 
SPECIAL MUSIC AUDIO, Steven Vaus-"WE MUST 

6/28/92(2) radio program. KTKKl Salt Lakecity, TAKE BACK" available for 1 5; a ,7. 

U I ;  SPECIAL MUSIC AUDIO, Brent Moorhead-"LET'S 
6/30/92(3)*  he Divine Plan and Places In TAKE OUR NATION BACK" available for $5. 1 Between" tapes 4-6; 

111 ME WORD NOW ACCEPTS VISA, DISCOVER OR MASTER CARD 
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CC Another Idaho Standoffss 

Patriot Attack 
Only This Time In Oregon 

10/17/92#1 HATONN Bo Gritz is scheduled to be in Oregon Campbell surrendered. 
this week-end and "I" can tell you that this Mr. Tolman is in the process of doing 

STILL TRYING TO "SILENCE" was "scheduled" to coincide with that trip. this story and has somehow gotten a copy 
PATRIOTS AND "BO" GRITZ Bo is in the loop of all that is going on here of the document (summons). There is a 

except that he does not have the full infor- follow-on story being written in conjunc- 
This next bulletin and call for attention mation that I can supply--or my people tion with input from Campbell called Chaos 

is still unfolding and we wish to keep you here, can give. McLarnb is also in the loop Is Coming (as mentioned above). The major 
posted and focus attention but ask that so the network is working well-if you just objective of the government is to get this 
nobody do anything "stupid". In advance keep on keeping on, patriots. incriminating and embarrassing batriot 
I tell you that we have the Constitutional There are local people in Ashland inves- information flow STOPPED! 
Law Center in full action, in contact, and tigating right now, as is the Constitutional The facts are that there were a full two 
piles of secret inforrnation are coming forth. Law Center. Much is going through Joe blocks cordoned off in Ashland, around the 

There is awriter by the name of Maynard ' Tolman of American Bulletin who has of- dwelling in point, and people were "evacu- 
Campbell. He is a Journalist, has written fices for that patriot paper in nearby Med- ated" from their homes in the area. 
several books; one is Unfriendly Persua- ford. Mr. Dixon of the Constitutional Law The tactic is "again" to involve the 
sion, another is Massacre At Ruby Creek. Center has been in contact with him and, White Supremacy group-with a massive 
At the present time he is writing an expose now, I can give you a rundown, accurately, outpouring of information pinning that 
of the timbering interests. This sets -the of circumstances. label onto Campbell and others working 
identification of the person in point. By the The "charges" against Campbell seem with him. Obviously this was set up to 
way, he also had a lengthy interview and to have something to do with a "mining incite rioting. 
writings in the Spotlight regarding Presi- claim" and there is some accusation about The Ashland Police took Campbell into 
dentialcandidateColone1 JamesUBo" Gritz use of or cutting of, or something of the custody at 3:30 a.m. and took him to the 
and his help in theUIdaho Standoff" Randy sort-some federal timber on the site. The Jackson County jail facility-on a "NO 
Weaver incidentlmassacre at Ruby Creek., mining claim is actually not in the name, BAIL" Warrant stating "Theft of Govt. 

The networking "hotline" is working even, of Campbell-but belongs to the lady Property". There also is some controversy 
perfectly, friends, as while things were friend. However, the amst was not-fust over the mining claim. There is, however, 
unfolding, information was pouring in. for the lad-wit was definitely a trap to some kind of patent in process by the 

Last evening on Radio Free America get Campbelland, hopefully, BO GRITZ. "lady" involved. I do not wish to give her 
(Tom Valentine's program) came an emer- [This is the same "get Gritz" tactic as was identification for it is bad enough for her 
gency call from Maynard Campbell in attempted in the "Idaho Standoff massa- right now and our intent is to help tfiese 
Ashland, Oregon. He reported that he was cre at Ruby Creek.] .. peopleNOT GET THEM KILLED LIKE 
at  his lady friend's house and that they Sometime after the fact, like 3:00 a.m., VICKIAND SAM WEAVER! [RandyWeaver's 
were surrounded by what looked to him there wasproduced a summons (warrant) wife, shot in the forehead while holding 
like over a hundred federal SWAT team of some kind. We have now tracked an their youngkt child, and 13-year-old son, 
troops. indictment of Campbell (SECRET INDICT- shot in the back, early on in the "Idaho 

Now, what 1 give you herein is TRUTH PENT) to having been issued by a Judge Standoff massacre at ~ b b y  Creek.] 
for we give nothing unconfirmed unless we "Garcia", who is well known by theIConsti- The U.S. Marshal's number is 503- 
tell you it is not confirmed. Mr. Campbell tutional Law Center's Gene Dixon. It was 32651 78 and I suaaest and ask that 
immediately called Radio Free America as SECRETLY issued in Sacramento-not 10: y& barn.@ them with calls unti 1 the 
soon as it was on the air and did, in fact, cally in Oregon. Further, it was issued world looks &I. 
stay on the line for some -three hours. some time back because copies of that Since this is so blatant you are not to 
During this time Campbell demanded to be document are floating around. overlook ANTHER effort to trap Bo Gritz; 
told WHY the officers were tjhere and was We know this to be true because a man it-was better to surrender and not get Bo 
told that he would not be told dntil he got by the name of Bob Kelly is working with and others killed last night. So, Bo won't 
off the radio. This is a federally super- Tolman on an expose called Chaos Is Corn- "show"-at least not yet. 
trained SWAT group just exactly like what ing. Mr. Kelly *was at the dwelling and We are expecting resources to give us a 
was sent into Idaho against Randy Weaver. remained there until 3:30 a.m. when full s tov  as given on Radio Free ~rneric6 . 
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within the next day or so, as well as a 
faxed statement from Tolman at  site. 

I can only urge you ones to stay alert 
if we need make a call to patriots. I have 
honored American Bulletin and Mr. 
Tolman for a long time, and in the past 
we made connections between him and 
the Constitutional Law Center via an ad, 

Earthquakes 
(Continued from page 1) 

some of you will recall, by one "Robert 
Martyr". yet another 7.4+ whopper the next day, year of your counting. Consider what two 

Many of you supported Mr. Martyr Sunday, with accompanying large volcanic feet of movement could mean. And that is 
only to be hacked to pieces and abused mudslides]. This time the quake is in the what could possibly be encountered. 
by him. I apologize but must remind you Western Hemisphere, yet your scientists Plate movements include the outer 75 
of something VERY IMPORTANT: God are stating that it is a result of the earth- kilometers (approximately 45 miles) of the 
must work in very, very strange ways quake of last week in Cairo. This is about mantle and, of course, the crust. Imagine 
HIS wonders t'o perform. Now, when you as false a statement as could be made. Yes, a split in the earth two feet wide and 45 
need the valid foundation of connections Colombia is situated on what your scien- miles deep! The ground breaking apart at 
between these men who CAN DO SOME- tists havedetermined to be the earthquake this level will produce not only a major 
THING-IT IS DONE AND READY. The zone, which circles your globe. However, earthquake, but will also allow the poison- 
pieces are myriad with which to finish this one was not by any means of natural ous gasses to escape to the surface. Breath- 
this magnificent tapestry. Let us  be ever origin. It appears, from our vantage point, ing these will cause nearly instant death. 
mindful and grateful unto God for the that the echo from this earthquake has the Thiscombination ofthe crust and mantle 
ability to act timely and utilize the gifts potential of causing problems in your Cali- is called, in your terms, the Lithosphere. 
made available. fornia, Oregon, Washington and possibly Just below the Lithosphere is what is known 

This is a very major event unfolding and Mexico. as the Asthenosphere, which is 74 to 253 
you must not allow it to simply "go away"-- Please recall our writing of the gas belts kilometers (approximately 45 to 155 miles) 
IT IS UP TO YOU. Thank you. in past issues of the LIBERATOR [See the below the surface, and small amounts of 

When appropriate Mr. Dixon will go, or be superb outlay connecting earthquakes, vol- dispersed magma exist there. Though not 
in constant contact with, persons in Oregon, canoes and the subterranean "gas belts" anticipated at this time, it should not be 
as well as going through sleuthing in Sacra- starting onpage 2 of the 9/ 15/ 92 LIBERA- totally discounted that this could possibly 
mento today. He will be in constant touch TOR]. In the area of Colombia, there was a open up, which would then allow magma to 
with us here. LET'S NOT FORGET TO SUP- natural vent for this gas belt, which is the spew forth as well. 
PORTTHIS LAW CENTERAND AT PRESENT, reason for the active volcano in that area. What will be the outcome of this? Abso- 
THESE ONES HEREHAVE GONE ABOUTAS However, due to the shifting which oc- lutes are most difficult, even h m  our van- 
FAR AS THEY CAN GO. WE DO HAVE A curred today in that area, we have reason tage point. All that we can do is give you 
PRECIOUS FRIEND WHO HAS GIVEN A to believe that the gasses will now be re- possibilities. This isnot "carved in stone", as 
SUBSTANTIALSUPPORTTOTHECOURTOF routed and could vent elsewhere, possibly you would say. But, we do not want our 
LAST RESORT-WHICH, BY THE WAY, FOR in the North American area-most likely in people uninformed should such an occur- 
YOU WHO NEEDTHIS INFORMATION-ITIS California. Should this occur, prepare rence take place. It isbetter to be prepared for 
FULLY TAX SHELTERED (DEDUCTIBLE) FOR yourselves for explosions and heavy shak- the worst and have nothing take place than to 
DONATIONS OR CONTRIBUTIONS. ing as these gasses seek out places for be prepared for nothing and have the worst 

It is a time for you patriots and people of exhaust. How long before this should happen. For goodness sakes, get some 
God to take a stand-but never in FOOLISH- occur? w t e r i n c o r r Q r i n e r s a n d ~ ~ b i m g t e  
NESS. It is NOT a time for MARTYRS! IT IS A s  you know, we are not in the habit of cords! Check the batteries in jpurmh-  
ATIME FORINTELLIGENT PATRIOTISM AND giving dates, as this is not only dangerous, lights and the condition of your genemt- 
A STAND FOR GOD-NESS! but foolish as well. There are so many tors. I wouLdsuglgest brkitrg brreakables 

Why don't the crooks come for my people? factors which must be taken into account f rwnopensheEr#sandsbrhg~safe~  
They do-but they have to first GETTHROUGH that it is not as easy as giving you a day, an auray. Though p u  catre abolrt a22 the 
MY COMMAND! THAT IS NOT AN EASY hour and minute. However, our pmiec- trinloets, we am mom concerned wtth 
TASK. tions are, based on the data of pres- shatte-glass and hjmies fmm these. 

E.J., when you get the story a bit more sums and movement, that _you can ex- Precious ones, all that you can do is be 
complete please call our contact and make pect some serious activiw within 10 to informed and prepared for the very worst at 
sure the information gets back to Bush's 14 davs. this time. No, I do not like having to write 
desk-or Kemp's or at the least the FBI. This Will this precipitate the "BIGONEnthat these things, and my scribe is even less fond 
can turn into something worse than Idaho takes out the San Andreas? That, chelas, of it. She too has family and loved ones in 
ever was thought of being because there are is difficult to say. You should, neverthe- California, and they have not heeded any of the 
a whole big bunch of well trained and armed less, be prepared for anything now, for the warnings, either. A s  she tries to prepare for her 
patriots fed up with the government crimes area appears to be "heating up" for some son's wedding, which should be a joyous occa- 
and activitiesas wellas ready to take back the major activity. sion, I have to break her away from the joy to 
press and media Let us walk gently and The natural chain reaction from today's write this. 
allow the "enemy" to respond rather than earthquake in Colombia would be bad Let us close this for now, Kali, and get this 
"react". You hre sitting on a powder keg enough in itself, but your Elite are now sent off quickly. Rememberto stay close to God 
waiting to blow-let us not detonate the very stepping up the pace of the game and are and keep your shields in place. Soltec to clear. 
destruction of your nation and subsequently not above helping nature along. A s  the Salu. 
your world. pressures continue to build, one good blast 

(Edaorts note: 38for more late could all but devastate California. The 
news on this patriot attack in Oregon.) average movement of the Pacific Plate is VOTE FOR 6 0  GRlTZ 

approximately 6 cm (2.4 inches) in one . . ..,a.A> 
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As The Sordid Webs Untangle 
TRUTH Will Alwavs Surface. 

10/18/92#1 HATONN and much money has changed hands turn- LIGHT, etc. The material was given forth by 
ing the place into a New Age retreat having the SAJKE "author" as gave it first to - 

A s  you move along in the service of GOD no impact toward God in Truth but, rather, Walter Russell. I think you would find the 
you find yourself pondering the possibili- misinformation, meditation, dealing with material interesting, extremely revealing 
ties that you are either: bonkers, in a paranormal connections and, finally, pre- and will also show you why the Adversary 
dream, "it can't be" or "...what are 'they, senting any Russell material in such man- certainly does not want you-the-people to- 
the Hosts' doing now?" I continually tell ner as to be totally useless in a scientific have it! 
you that ifyou turn it into the hands of God projection. The place was turned into a Our job is to bring the information 
to be used as He deems fit for the highest New Age "seeking" retreat ofgreat cost and forth-yours is to do whatever you will, 
and best good-in his own time and way- expense and a humanistic programming with it. I suggest you do, however, get in 
it WILL make sense at some point least center. So be it. touch with Tehachapi Distributing [see 
expected! I do think you will enjoy the other page 391 if you can see your way to obtain- 

portions of the letter accompanying the ing the material for it is the most IMPOR- 
WOODWORK TERMITES: information so I will share it with you for TANT material you will ever have in 

UNIVERSITY OF NEW AGE your own confirmation on other topics. explanation of the Divine structure of 
SHENANIGANS The letter and information came to Creation. 

America West Publishers (George Green). The works were given away to one who 
Just  as there had to be some unseemly I would suggest you check with was left without fulfillment of agreements 

routes and methods to expose an enemy in Tehachapi Distributing [seepage 391 ifyou when the Greens were caused to move into 
the form of one, Joseph Pavlonski [AKA wish to get any or all of the series of another State because of such things as 
"Dr. John Coleman"], so, too, did there writings in point as presented by Germain this lawsuit to shut down publication of 
need to be means of exposing the Univer- and our Hosts. There are about 8 or 9 the JOURNALS. Fortunately not even sev- 
sity of Science and Philosophy-a total volumes of these JOURNALS in legally- eral hundred million dollars could stop 
fraud upon you unsuspecting participants banned off-shelf holding. America West publication of them ALL. 
thinking yourselves to be 'finding" God. Publishers and our "scribe" have given up Even though the volumes are now 
This is a hookup DIRECTLY to the New all interests and/orinvolvement with those "collector's" editions, the price is un- 
World Order 'conspiracy". And, further- issues. So, since they were given into the changed and I believe there is even a dis- 
more, that ha s  been suspected and hands of a third party distributor, we have counting if you buy the series. Youll have 
"known" for many years. nothing more to do with them. to check it out. Thank you. 

Anytime you have a massive sum such The trial regarding the case is, of course, 
as $2 15 million dollars put up and poured on "hold" at the request of the opposition. QUOTE: from C.E. in Virginia: 
into legally stopping the word from flowing They got the work banned so they have no (Appm: 101 15/92) 
as in the PLEIADES CONNECTION SERIES "rush" in mind. Since our thrust is as in 
OF JOURNALS, plus Dr. Russell's work, dated periodicals, at any rate, we do not Dear George, 
along with the True projection of GOD and haggle over it as there was a marked deficit I thought you might be interested in 
MAN and Universal workings, especially financially which is unable to be recouped the enclosed article which appeared in the 
from an unknown Grandmother and arna- in amounts ever to match the cost of litiga- Staunton, V a  newspaper. Itwas in conjunc- 
teur paper dispersers-I suggest you have tion. I believe that two volumes were tion with afront page story about a William B. 
a hidden termite somewhere. More evident released if certain removals of names and Edwards, a neighbor of the Russells. He has 
is the FACT presented in court that there is information would be complied with. I been claiming a conspiracy surrounding the 
no profit now or expected, from the mate- don't keep up because that was not my University of Science and Philosophy. I don't 
rial--only deficits and headaches for the involvement then or now. The JOURNALS have that front page, but will go to the 
producers of same. could well be handled as Time-Life or newspaper and get it if you want it. 

Before it is over, you are going to find Newsweek or any other commentary type Also, last Friday night around 7: 15 a 
that there has been a remarkable relation- "journal". They come out in print about bright flash appeared in the East. I thought 
ship of "money" (big money) and more every three weeks and there is now about it was lightning until I realized the sky was 
remarkable personalrelationshipswith the number 65 or 66 on its way to press. We very blue and cloudless. Saturday's news 
Elite hierarchy of the New World Order. are not competing with, say, Gone With The reported a "very hlgh meteor was seen cruis- 

I have been sent a copy of an article from WincCwe are more like 200+ pages of ing very slowly from East to West." Another 
a Staunton, Va. newspaper but the fax educational/news/religious FACT, in the T.V. station reported "a green meteor was 
copy is too bad for Dharma to read and I JOURNALS. We try to keep subject matter seen at 8:00 P.M. from Mass. to Miami" 
would have it verbatim, please. So, we will pretty well in view-but the volumes are a (North to South). An amateur video showed 
wait. The article deals with a neighbor of daily "log" of dated material just like a lights in a V  shape with the point of the "V" 
the Swannanoa Palace of the "University" newspaper. heading south, trailing green vapor. This 
who presents his confirmation of events, The particular series of JOURNALS in meteorite blew up around 8: 10 P.M." I didn't 
etc. The rest of the article deals with point of banning, however, are the outlay of see this although I was outside because I was 
denials, accusations and finally admits "what is God" and relationships to YOU trying to save a bear cub from being shot by 
that conspiracy - &q@,es, hpxe a+%"ed -apd the , Uni~ersJJ uwqrking" order of ,me game warden. JI did not succeed .) The 
a -  - J i t J t #  8 L f' i L 1 4 Yl$, 1 -  * J *  J ,  a')%; &'I 1'~'d'  L'J L ,L'L ,VLV.-r,I4 tT,',;, , ,k'-1dJ2tcJ*Lf< c , f j ~  c j~ f i~c  A-if,oiz 
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newscast was only reported ONE TIME. six billion people on the planet we call Earth. sumption. You have not been given the 
Three weeks ago I passed a 2- 1 / 2-3- The facts are finally coming out. This proper information.. . ."Because," they say. 

mile long military convoy heading West on I- is the worst plague since the black plague of "...it is none of your business." 
64 through the center of the state. All trucks the sixteenth century. Small towns along the U.S.-Mexican 
including flatbeds were completely covered Since John Lear can communicate the border are the last to know anyhngconcern- 
by tarps. If they were just moving equipment, facts, excerpts from the Wilderness Out- ing AIDS, due to disinforrnation. 
why was everything covered and secret? There look" will be used. In the book Conspirators' Hiemhy: 
arent any military bases around here, either, IMPECCABLECREDENTIACS: "I've been The Story Of The Committee Of 300 [H: This 
except Norfolk. Speaking ofwhich-the past flying for 35 years, 30 as a commercial pilot. book can still be obtained at a very n o d -  
4 weeks there have been "convoys" of mili- Presently, an airline captain for a major cargo nal cost through America West Publishers 
tary helicopter-a total of 7 days-going airline but I've flown 160 types of aircraft in or THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR, INC., see 
over from West to East. Makes you wonder over 50 countries. I've flown for 28 airlines back page, until the present supply is 
what's going on. I also had a friend tell me with over 16,000 hours of flight time, over exhausted, and then I believe the b o o k d  
today that her son-in-law was called to sea 12,000 in jet transports. be made available as backup material pur- 
duty and is sitting in the Gulf of Mexico. She I held 17 world speed records in the Lear pose at an even greater reduction in pric- 
thought it strange! Jet, and the most FAA certificates issued to a ing. I do not have information so please 

I did not know who you were when I single individual. I've flown missions world- contact America West or THE PHOENIX 
called to order the LBERAnlR and "Con- wide for various governmental agencies and LIBERATOR, INC. for information. I be- 
spiracy". Had I known what you were going I flew in Southeast Asia between 1966 and lieve the phone numbers are listed on the 
through I most certainly would have offered 1973. I've flown both experimental and back page of this paper.] Dr. John Coleman 
help. production test flights. [H: that is, Joseph Pavlonski] lists 2 1 man- 

In my dealings with the Agriculture I was the youngest American to climb dates and the names of the 300 most power- 
Department and with the problems and nega- the Matterhorn in Switzerland in 1959, and ful people in the world. It also lists the 
tivity surrounding my organic farming (I must I am a senior vice commander of the Ameri- Universities, Corporations, and Banks that 
be doing it right), I've gotten quite tough. Sc+ can Legion Post No. 1. I have four daughters supply the Committee of 300 [H: Well, a lot 
what can I do? and live in Las Vegas but I grew up mostly in of them--but these are MORE and he 

I enjoyed talking with you-hope I Santa Monica. actuaIly protects the real culprits of which 
have the opportunity again. I studied Industrial Design at the Art he is a part, but it k valid enough that we 

Most sincerely, C.E. Center College of Los Angeles and was a State did, in fact, support, pay for and still are 
P.S.: . . .. . How come there's so few of us?! Senatorial candidate in Nevada in 1980. paying for, "Dr. Coleman's" presentation. 

In all my understanding I do have trouble My father, William P. Lear, Sr., helped A necessary Ulesson"-TRUTH is TRUTH 
with that one. How can so few really do develop the first car radio, the eight track from whateves source and it is most v h -  
something against so many? stereo, and the automatic pilot for the first jet able to have S U C ~  idormation collated and 

fighter; he also developed the Lear Jet, one of integrated for reference. It is sad that one 
END OF QUOTING the first and most successful business jet would bite the veq hand that fed it. So be 

transports." it.]. 
THE MASOUERADE OF AIDS This article will detail Mr. Lear's knowl- Biological warfare on the continent of 

edge concerning AIDS. Africa is the Elitists' way of imperialistically 
This next comes from agood friend of ours " AIDS: AN R & D PRODUCT OF THE claiming Africa. Collective knowledge of who 

who is a Journalist who writes for a student U.S. NAVY. Yes, AIDS was developed by the is responsible for the murder of billions of 
newspaper called The Mustang. His name is U.S. Navy between 1969 and 1972. Credit people would create a world war. 
Ron Sease but I shall, at present, not list other for the perfection of the vkus and its cum We as a nation have been caught up in 
information-for obvious reasons. His work was given to R.M. Donnier. many deceptions engineered by the Elitists. 
(articles) is excellent, well researched and First released in Africa in 1975 in In the days ahead, we will realize that the 
valuable. I would like to run them as possible laced doses of the smallpoxvaccine, Africa governments have no intention of curing the 
in the LIBERATOR so that you readers can is now almost 1Wh infected. AIDS epidemic even though they possess the 
benefit as well from confirmations and fur- The AIDSvirus was introduced into cure. The name of the game is, only for 
ther information. For your own information, the United States in 1978 in New York, San themselves. 
until further contact, thank you, Son, and Francisco, and L.A. in laced doses of the Now that we are in a political year, 
you are doing EXACTLY that which you need hepatitis B vaccine. It was distributed by what do you think the President is up to? 
to d-there is no greater service than unto the Centers for Disease Control which Could he be on the list of Elitists? If he is 
the youth! Further "purpose" will come in its specifically targeted the white, male ho- behind the 2 1 mandates Dr. Coleman lists, 
own proper sequence. mosexual group. This was done so that to destroy the infrastructure of the United 

AIDS would spread rapidly with little con- States, wouldn't that be considered trea- 
QUOTE: cern; the public would dismiss the disease son? 

as only a problem for homosexuals or drug Whatever happened to the American 
THE MASQUERADE OF AIDS, by Ron addicts. Dream? To educate oneself is still one 

Sease: 7733 MUSTANG, Aug. 20, 1992. [H: I The population has been led to be- answer while society appears to be crum- 
have more recent articles but I feel this is lime the AIDS virus can be prevented bling around us. 
SO IMPORTANT that I ask to  run this one through judicious use of prophylactics 
h t - 1  and/orNbberglweswhen,infact,HWl, ENDOFQUOTING. 

Rumors need to come to an end con- one form of AIDS, has been abhme in * 
cerning AIDS. Governments and politicians SoutharstAsia foranwnbetof gears. The Thank you Ron. I can only hope that your 
must be held accountable for their c W a I  U.S. Navy's atated a d  for the AIDS virus readers will have access to AIDS: THE LAST 
actions and schemes against the human was to infect 75% of the world's popula- GREAT PLAGUE, A PHOENIX JOURNAL 
race. tion BEFORE 1995." (#8) and others that help to outlay this 

The world needs to know who is re- Sound unbelievable? Think in terms whole wretched mess in detail. 
sponsible for the projected, slow genocide of of world population growth versus food con- Salu. Hatonn to clear. 
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The LIBERATOR was informed by Chief 
OBrien of the Portland branch of the U.S. 

held for arraignment later this week, after 
his lawyer ahves, in the U.S. District 
Court located in Eugene, Oregon. 

Oregon Standoff Campbell's current legal counsel is from 
the Federal Defender's Office. The judge 
who will be presiding over Campbell at the 
arraignment is Judge Coffin. [Coffin?] 
campbell is currently being held at the 
Lane County jail in Eugene, Oregon. 

by Rick Martin of government property (2 counts) 9 plus When efforting to provide an address for 
aiding and abetting. These charges stem LIBERATOR readers to use to write letters 

101 19192.12 P.M. from the cutting of trees on a mining of support to Campbell, the ~ ~ ~ h a l ~ ~  of- 
claim. Ironically, it has been reported fice was reluctant to provide an address. 

Freelance writer for Spotlight newspa- that a land patent has been issued (in status and location are to be 
per, Maynard Campbell, author of the books which case,  tree cu t t ing i s  not determined as a result of today's arraign- 
Kingdom at War, Unfriendly Persuasion, illegal). . . but the patent has not yet been ment hearing. The LBERATORwill be sure 
and most recently Massacre at Ruby Rids  mailed. That's some catch, that Catch- to keep readers informed of Campbell's 
(concerning the Randy Weaver 'Idaho 22. situation when news becomes available. 
Standoff" incident), was taken into cus- You reading this message lcnow the America ....y ou are IN IT! The next pa- 
tody by U.S. Marshals at 3:30 A.M. Satur- real reason for wishing to silence this triot persecution you read about could be 
day morning after a 12 hour standoff with brave patriot. you! 
many swat teams from various law en- 
forcement agencies working within the two- --- 
block cordoned-off area in Ashland, Or- 
egon. The siege caused the evacuation of 
approximately 15 homes and two apart- 
ment complexes. 

Campbell, who has reportedly named 
the assassin or assassins from the Randy 
Weaver incident in his recently released 
book, is critical of and poses a threat to 
various governmental officials who prefer 
to remain unnamed and in the shadows. 

Campbell was armed, and early-on 
stated that he would not be taken alive. 
Thinking better of such a stance, he made 
a call 6om his girlfriend's surrounded 
dwelling to Tom Valentine's Radio Free 
America which then broadcasted his di- 
lemma live for several hours. 

During the radio program, Jack McLamb 
was reported to have stated that Bo Gritz 
was on his way there. This has not been 
confirmed and now that Campbell is in 
custody, Gritz's specific plans are unknown. 
There was, 'coincidentally", a talk by Gritz 
scheduled for Portland, Oregon that Satur- 
day evening. 

The Ashland, Oregon Police Department, 
in a somewhat limited, 'prepared script" 
statement to the LIBERATOR, wanted to 
acknowledge the cooperation of the Jack- 
son County Sheriff s Department, the 
Medford Police Department, the Oregon 
State Police, the Josephine County Sheriff's 
Department and the Salvation Army. p h e  
Salvation Army?] A s  is readily evident by 
this incredible assortment of cooperating 
agencies, those who speak out against this 
New World Order may find themselves in 
outrageous hot water. 

The indictment against Maynard 
Campbell includes: conspiracy to defraud, 
theft of gov-t pPqasr& depxktion 

Nevada Corporations 
YOUR STATE TAXES VERSUS NEVADA'S 

How does your state stack up against Nevada? Nevada hands down has the most 
pro-business and pro-individual tax structure in this country. Take a look for 
yourself: 

CORPORATE PERSONAL SALES/ 
STATE FRANCHISE INCOME INCOME USE PROPERTY 

NEVADA NO NO NO 5.75 YES 

ARIZONA NO 10.5 2-8 4- 6 YES 

CALIFORNIA YES 9+ 1-1 1 6-6.5 YES 

OREGON YES 7-7.5 4-1 0 NO YES 

UTAH YES 6 2.25- 4.75- YES 
7.75 5 .o 

COLORADO YES 5 3-8 3-7 YES 

IDAHO YES 6.5 2-7.5 3 YES 

MONTANA YES 6.75 2-1 1 NO YES 

NEW MEXICO YES 5 .9-9 4-4.75 YES 

WYOMING YES NO NO 3-4 YES 

WASHINGTON YES NO NO 4.6-5.4 YES 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT NEVADA CORPORATIONS CALL CORPORATE 
ADVISORS CORPORATJON AT (702) 885-9638 OR WRITE TO THEM AT 2810 W. 
CHARLESTON BLUD., SUITE G-6723, LAS VEGAS, NV 89102. ASK FOR CORT 
CHRISTIE. FOR GENERAL BACKGROUND INSTRUCTION ABOUT THE VALUE OF 
NEVADA CORPORATIONS AND THE TRUTH BEHIND OUR MODERN ECONOMIC 
MALAISE, SEE THE PHOENIX JOURNALS: SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER (#4) 
AND PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL (#lo). 
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Pleiades Connection Series JOURNALS, Audio Books 
and two additional JOUWALS 

THE FOLLOWING JOURNALS 
MAY ONLY BE PURCHASED 
FROM THE SOURCE BELOW: 

Tehachapi Distributing, Inc, 
P. 0. Box 1911, Suite 122 

Tehachapi, CA 93581 
(805) 822-9545 

PLEIADES CONNECTION SERIES: 

The following series of Journals (or 
audiobook sets) are called "The Pleiades 
Connection" series because a goodly 
number of Earth humans are from the 
lineage of ones from Pleiades. 

(#U) PLEIADES CONNECI'ION 
Vol. I 

by Gyeoqp CerPs Hatonn 
$10.00. .. la5pp 

ISBN: 0--31-9...12M 
or Audiobook (7 tapes) 

$30.00 

What are the origins of human? What is man's 
purpose on earth? In this compelling and 
profound JOURNAL the dit.ect link with the 
star system Pleiades is given. Covering a vast 
range of topics, a number of important issues 
a~ explored, including: The basic differences 
behwenthedigious beliefs of Christianity and 
the spiritual "Christ" way of life * The advan- 
tages of Dome housing * Pleiadian cosmonauts 
* The "Golden" Age * The purpose of plan- 
etary cycles * Rules governing Pleiadian Con- 
tacts * The Ancients/Native people and their 
conndon to Pleiades. 

(#31) GOD SAID: 
LEI'' THERE BE LIGHT 

Pleiades Connection -Vol. I1 
by Hatonn & Germain 

$10 .00... 223pp 
ISBN: 0-92235642-4...6/91 

or Audiobook (8 tapes) 
$30.00 

The natureof Godand Creationis LIGHT. This 
JOURNAL offers a camp-ive under- 
standing of our very -, whae HR came 
hmandultimatelyrehmto, and howto cFeate 
balance. Among the vast array of concepts 
which a tepmted :  Expansion and Compms- 
sionequals liW&athcycles * Thetrue meaning 
ofsensation, conscio~,CosmicConscious- 
ness, 'thinking", Imagination and Inspidon 
* Illusion and Reality * How to KNOW God * 
The Voidance Principle * Two-Way Universe 
* Polarity * The principle, law and symbol of 
Love * Wave fields * Cubes, Sphaes, and 
Spirals in Nature. 

(#32) I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE 
Pleiades Connection -Vol. III 

by Hatonn & Germain 
$10 .oo... 238pp 

ISBN: 0-92233546-7.. .6/91 
or Audiobook (9 tapes) 

$30.00 

Master h a i n  details the nature of Godl 
Creator and how He Creates. The various 
explanations include: the True Naturc of 
electricity, gravitation, magnetism * heat and 
cold * The undivided light, the divided light * 
cubes/spheres * centering * the power of 
Desire * simulated idea and energy * duality . ~ f  
electric effect * the nature of matter * the One 
idea (love) of Creation. Germain also explains 
themisconceptions of scienceabout energy and 
matter * The MotherJFather light is defined. 

(#33) MURDER BY ATOMIC SUICIDE 
Pleiides Connection -VoL IV 

byGennain&Hatonn 
$10.00... 148pp 

ISBN: 692235647-5.. .7/91 
or Audiobook (5 tapes) 

$25.00 

Germain pnsents the details of what racliating 
atoms me, why cextain atoms and minetalsare 
tobeleftintheirnaturalstateandthecome 
quences of violating Nature's laws and p- 
cesses. We are wamed about the danger and 
suiouslless of atomic energy and the m l & g  
nuclear contamination to the &val of all life 
onthisplanet. 

(#34) PHONE HOME, ET 
Pleiides Connection -Vol. V 

by Hatom & Germain 
$15.00. .. 190pp 

Includes Two Audio Tapes 
ISBN: b922356-48-3.. .8/91 

or Audiobook (7 tape) 
$30.00 

Gamain stresses the importance of commun- 
ion (meditation) with God and gives excellent 
"how to" instructionsto accomplish successful 
communication with God. Then. are two 
instructive audio tapes to assist in relaxation, 
clearing your space and relinquishing your 
ego-wnscio~~nessto receiveinspiion, knowl- 
edge and guidance h m  God. 

(#35) THE SACRED SPIRlT WlTHIN 
Pleiades Connection -Vol. VI 
by HatonnIAton & Germain 

$10.00. ..239pp 
ISBN: 0-922356-50-5...8/91 

or Audiobook (6 tapes) 
$25.00 

God will work w i h  you, not for you. Within 
these pages, find the wisdom of this truth. 
Germain, in his usual distinct style, clearly 

explains and defines: Higher Knowledge * 
Cause and Effect * theMystery of Gravity * the 
Spiritual basis of Polarity * the Law of Rhyth- 
mic Balanced Interchange in nature * the Birth 
of Character and Righteousness * Cosmic 
Consciousness * How Equal-Opposite pairs 
achieve unity * U n i v d  Rhythm * why the 
Laws of God bring Balance * the Paralyzing 
role of Fear * the Nature of Free Will. 

(#36) HUMAN, THE SCIENCE OF MAN 
Pleiades Connection -Vol. MI 
by Germain & HatonntAton 

$10 .00... 196pp 
ISBN: 0-922356-51-3...8/91 

or Audiobook (6 tapes) 
$25.00 

The very nature of God and the structure of the 
Universe are examined. The vast range of 
topics in this JOURNAL include: Reincarna- 
tion, cycling and Immortality * Intenv-s 
between the Divided and the Undivided Uni- 
verse * God mates one basic hrm * the Light 
Wave Principle * Desk based upon b w l -  
edge * Why Action4bction are equal, oppo- 
siteandsimulmus * What is Motion? * What 
isTime? *thephdplesofManifestation*the 
Voidance principle * Senses vs. Knowing * 
Soul-will vs. Qo-will * Fbdiatimand Genera- 
tion * mom on Cause and Efkd * Perfdm of 
God's Law * and the Purpose of Cmtion. 

(#37) !XIENCE OF THE COSMOS 
Pleiades Connedion -VoL MII 
by HatonnIAton & Gennain 

$10 .00...l97pp 
ISBN: 0-922356-522.. .9/91 

or Audiobook (5 tapes) 
$25.00 

Gamain presents more of the working details 
of the Cosmos, Universe and what God is and 
how the cycles of perceived death and life 
actually function. Also: How to Know God * 
Manifestation of Love in Character * God's 
Purposefbl Intent h r  Man * the tragedy of 
Modern Sciice * the M p l e s  of Heat and 
Cold, water and fire * the Seven New Laws of 
Thermodynamcs * the Spiral Rinciple * 
Nature's sex principle * the Nature of Light * 
Transmutation of matter * Purpose of the Cube 
in Nature * more on Expansion and Compres- 
sion. 

TWO ADDITIONAL JOURNAZS: 

(#8) AIDS: THE LA!iT GREAT 
PLAGUE 

by Sananda, Hatonn, Ashtar Tesla & 
Russell 

$10.00. .. l5opp 
ISBN: w2356-04-1 

The deceptive origins of this man-pduced 
disease are revealed, including the link with 

cattle and sheep viruses. The sobering htmluo 
tion of AIDS as a means for population reduc- 
tion by the World Health Organbtion through 
the Smallpox Vaccination program is exposed, 
as well as involvement by the Public Health 
Service through a Hepatitis B study on homo- 
sexual men in New Yo&, Los Angeles and San 
Francisco. Learn of the unique mutating ability 
of this virus and why there is no su& thing as 
"safe sex". Viruses are crystalline s t r u m ,  
and therefore, may bedestroyed through theuse 
of electromagnetic sound and light hquencies . 
The cutting-edge research of Strecker, Rife, 
Priore, Russell, Crane, Cathie and Tesla are 
explored in this profound and tmubling work. 
Become informed by the story behind the story 
you rn beiig told. 

(#30) MATTER 
ANTI-MArnR 

by Gymrgos CerPs Hatonn 
$10 .00... 218pp 

ISBN: 0-92235H1-6 

Hatonn p.esents information about spaceships, 
including some of their specific "harmonic" 
fnquencies and manilktations at ce&h atas 
of the Eatth Gtid System * W u t t l e  
Rogram*SkullandBonesSocietyReveded* 
Artificial Lifeforms called Robotoids, Synthet- 
ics & Neu& * Little Gray Aliens * Middle 
East War * b h ' s  trip to Paris * Fatima 
Rophecies * 666 and Bar Codes and Origin of 
usury. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

No Odit Cb&, 
BiUing, or COD Onlss 

Shipping charges for individual JOURNALS 
~IE $3.75 1st title for UPS shipping, $0.75 each 
additional title; or $2.50 Boo- kt title, $1.00 
each additional. 

10% price discount on 4 or more JOURNALS 
when not ordering complete sets (same ship 
ping rates as above). 

Pleiades Connection Series* (8b 
shipped UPS = $78.25 
shipped Boolaate = $81.75 

Pleiades Connection Series+ (8) dm ALDS 
& MAlTER ANTI MAlTER 
(10 books total): 
shipped UPS = $97.00 
shipped Bodvate = $100.75 

*(prices on sets incluck 15% discount) 

PLEMDJS AUDIOBOOKS 
Pleiades Connection Se4 of 8 = $1 W .50 in- 
cludes shipping (and 15 % disoount); individual 
audiobooks = $3.75 1st title for UPS shipping, 
$0.75 each additional title; or $2.50 E k d m e  
1st title, $1.00 each a d d i t i d  title. 
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Please Help CLC! PHOENm JOURNALS LIST 
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DRAGON America West Publishers, 
17. THE NAKED PHOENIX a Nevada corporation 
18. BLOOD AND ASHES P.O. Box 2208 
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON Carson Citv. Nevada. 89702 

Dear Readers, THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES 42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE 
The Constitutional Law Center CALLED THE PHOENIX JOUR- 43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 

wishes thank of you for your 14- AND HAVE BEEN WRITCEN 44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I1 
and prayers- It is because TOASSIST MAN TO BECOME 45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. 111 

of your toward presem- AWARE OF LONGSTANDING DE- 46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 
ing the Constitutional rights of 
everyone that we continue to be- CEPTIONS AND OTHER CRITICAL 47. PRE-FLIGHT INSTRUCTIONS 

come increasingly effective. MA'ITERS TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A VOL. I 

Currently, we are seeking ex- SPECIES. JOURNALS ARE $10 48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 

perts in Constitutional Law, as EACH PLUS SHIPPING. 49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI 
well as other areas of law, to assist 50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I 
us with the tremendous research 1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY 5 1. TANGLED WEBS VOL-VII 
that we must develop. This re- 2. AND THEY CALLED HIS 52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII 
search can be done in your area NAME IMMANUEL, I AM 53. TANGLED WEBS VO. IX 
and forwarded to u s  via fax or SANANDA 54. THE FUNNEL'S NECK 
mail. 3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL 55. MARCHING TO ZION 

We are especially in need of the REMOVED 
legal knowledge of suspended, dis- 4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC EX 1. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
barred or retired attorneys and are DISASTER PRESS VOLUMES I & I1 (BOOK) 
desirous of establishing contact 5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGED- $1 5-00 
with those who are  naturally DON EX 2. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
"drawn" to the study and practice 6. 

IS ONLY TEN of Constitutional (Common) Law. FEET FROM HELL PRESS VOLUMES I11 & IV 

We urge you to contact u s  if you, (BOOK) $15.00 

or someone you know, are avail- 7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS EX 3. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 

able to perform such research for 9. SATAN'S DRUMMERS PRESS VOLUMES V & VI 

the Constitutional Law Center. lo. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL (BOOK) $15.00 
And again, we thank you for your 1 1. CRY OF THE PHOENIX EX 4. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 

tremendous support. 12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE PRESS VOLUMES XI11 & XIV 
Sincerely, PHOENIX (BOOK) $20.00 
Gene Dixon, Director 13. SKELETONS IN THE EX 5. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
Constitutional Law Center CLOSET PRESS VOLUMES XV & XVI 

20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION 1-866-729413i 
2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED nr 

9 16-485-790 1 

THE PHOENX L /BERATOR 

TrnAY's WATCH 
PHONE LINE 

805-822-0202 

Announcing a new ser- 
vice for our dedicated 
readers. Today's Watch 
phone line will carry 
news  and comments 
f r o m c o m m a n d e r  
Hatonn's writings. This 
is our way of keeping 
you informed about  
breaking world events. 

The announcement ma- 
chine will answer after 2 
rings if there are any new 
messages for that day, 
and after 4 rings if not. 
In that way dai/y callers 
can hang up after 2 rings 
and save toll charges if 
no new message has 
been recorded. The mes- 
sage update(s), if any, 
occur by 6 PM Pacific Time. 

. - 

UNIVERSE 
23. BURNT OFFERINGS 
24. SHROUDS OF THE SEV- 
ENTH SEAL 
25. THE BI'ITER COMMUNION 
26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS 

14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE, (BOOK) $25.00 
PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF 
THE PHOENIX FOR IIOFORMATIOIO ABOUT 

15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITU- ANY JOURNALS OR BOOKS 

TION MENTIONED IN THIS NEWS- 

16. YOU CAN SLAY THE PAPER, PLEASE CONTACT: 

L 

THE ANTI-CHRIST BY 
ANY NAME: W A R S  

27. PHOENIX OPERATOR- 
OWNER MANUAL 
28. OPERATION SHANSTORM 
29. END OF THE MASQUERADE 
38. THE DARK CHARADE 
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I1 
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A 
PLANEX--ZIONISM BB RACISM 

V1 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR, INC. 
2810 W. Charleston Blvd. Suite G6723 

Las Vegas, NV 89102 
1-800-800-5565 

(Mastercard, VISA, Discover) 

- 
SHIPPING CHARGES: 

USA (except Alaska & Hawai i )  
U P W .  75 1st tit&, $. 75 eu add7 
Bookmte-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 eta add7 
Priatty-$3.40 1st tit &, $1.00 ea add7 

ALAs.EA(Lmwm 
BwkmtdaSO 1st title, $1.00 ea cddl 
PHwity-$340 1st titte, $1.00 ra odd7 
UPS 2nd dcry89.W 1st tit&, $ f . W a ~  

C A n l A D A & ~ C O  
~ ~ . o o  1st title, $1.50 ea add? 
Aidmok&.SO 1st tale, $2.00 ca add7 

FvREKw 
-.W lstlitia, $1.50eaadd7 
A+~WOIC-$B.W~T titb - 

~ o l l a u 5 8 u c a a k s f b r d e ~  

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR 
is published by 

THE PHOENJX LIBERATOR,Inc. 
2810 W Charleston Blvd Ste. 436723 

Las Vegas, NV 89102 
Subscription orders may be placed by 
mail to the above address or by phone 
to 1-800-800-5565 . Subscription rates 
are: $20 for 13 issues (US); $22 
(Canada/Mexico); $30 (Foreign); or 
26 issues for $40 (US); $44 (Canada1 
Mexico); $60 (Foreign); or 52 issues 
for $75 (US); $80 (Canada/Mexico); 
$1 10 (Foreign). 
Ouantitv Subscriptions: $97.50 for25 
copies of 13 issues; $135. for 50 cop- 
ies of 13 issues (US); $250 for 100 
copies, of 13 issues (US); $500 for 100 
copies of 26 issues (US); or $1,000 for 
100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS 
postpaid Continental US. Alaska, HI., 
Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or 
write for shipping charges. 
Single copies of back issues of THE 
PHOENIX LIBERATOR or EX- 
PRESS are $1 .SO each. Quantity back 
issue prices are as follows: 1 - 10 copies 
$1.50 each; 11-50 copies $15.00; 51- 
100 copies $25.00. Shipping included, 
postpaid in the Continental U.S.A. 
Alaska, Hawaii, Canada & Foreign 
orders please call or write for addi- 
tional shipping charges. 

Co~vria ht Statement 
COPYRIGHT 1992 by THE PHOENIX 
LIBERATOR, Inc. Reproduction of this 
newspaper for private, non-profit use is 
expressly encouraged, as long as the con- 
tent and integrity remain absolutely un- 
changed. For wmmercial purposes, re- 
production is strictly forbidden until per- 
mission is granted in writing fiom THE 
PHOENIX LIBERA TOR. INC. 
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